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Introduction
Welcome to the Fall 2012 David Feldman USA Sale
As we have done for the last three years, we offer to the market only very fresh individual lots &
collections that, for years, have been either off the market or quietly buried.

Andrew Kupersmit
Licensed Auctioneer

For example, the largest consignment to this auction, the Markovits inventory, has not been
available since his last stamp show at Washington 2006. In addition, we offer here many of his
“exhibit starter” lots – lots containing groups of very impressive covers he acquired with his
vast experience and keen eye that he intended to use as the backbones of exhibits that never
materialized.
The next largest consignment to this auction, the inventory of the late old-school show dealer John
Nunes, has never been offered on ebay or on a website, despite being perfectly suited for this
venue.
We can also point to a handful of new discoveries. Lot 2104 is a unique pair of essays for the US
Alaska issue of 1959. The designer framed and gave these two essays to his brother who recently
died and were purchased with our guidance in a small estate sale in New England last year.
Also, lots 2285 to 2288 are also new discoveries in Canal Zone Philately made by our staff combing
through a massive accumulation (lot 2290). The most valuable of this modest group is lot 2287, the
block of seven containing three Scott No. 20d (pos. 76, 86 and 96). This block, and the other new
discoveries, has not been seen for about a century.
Also in this sale is an exciting group of Embossed Revenues that were purchased and well
preserved by the owner in the mid 1980’s.
But the highlight of course is the highly anticipated Daniel M. Telep Exhibit of Pittsburgh PA postal
history featuring many beautiful covers from the 19th Century, the most valuable of which is the
George Washington Free Frank (lot 3009).
As always we remain available to discuss the auction with you and all other philatelic matters.
Please do not hesitate to call or e-mail.

SELLING WITH DAVID FELDMAN: If the scope, presentation and results of this auction might get you to think
about the eventual sale of your collection, please feel free to discuss with us, at no obligation, the possibilities
we can offer you, and the best timing and location available. Please contact one of our philatelists at your
convenience. Results - YOUR results - really matter to us - as we know they do to you!
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Foreign Collections
2000

F

Austria Cover Accumulation of over 1,000 covers, mostly all sleeved, topics incl.
Commercial, Commemoratives, FDC’s, Pictorial Cancels, Postal Stationery, Registered,
generally Fine-Very Fine.

500-750

2001

CC J P

Cambodia Specialized Collection of over 20 souvenir sheets, approximately 100 deluxe
proofs, 33 imperforate blocks of four and 74 imperforate singles, minor duplication,
on black stockpages, Never Hinged, Very Fine.

750-1,000

2002

CC J

Canada, 1c-13c George V Silver Jubilee (211-216), 63 Never Hinged sets mostly in large
blocks, Very Fine, Scott $2,668.

2003

CC C H

Canada Collection, 1851-1980, few hundred mint and used stamps, incl. OG Scott Nos.
35, 36, 39, 44, 45, 50, 70, 72, 79, 83, 117-120, E1-E6, postage dues, used incl. Nos.
4, 12, 18-20, 46, 47, 59, 60, 62, 102, also incl. a nice Newfoundland group and some
Nova Scotia, few faults but generally Fine-Very Fine, Scott over $13,000.

2004

F

Canada Collection, 1859-1964, few hundred mint and used incl. original gum Scott Nos.
46, 50, 52, 53, 55-58, 60, 96-103 plus No. 60 (no gum), used incl. Nos. 14, 15, 17,
18, 40, 45, 47, 68-83 plus later sets to the $1, also airs, special delivery, dues,
and officials, Fine-Very Fine, Scott over $5,900.

2005

CC C H
J

Canada Collection, 1859-1988, hundreds of mint and used including singles, blocks,
plate blocks, booklet panes and souvenir sheets, plus special delivery and postage
dues, also includes 16 more recent unexploded booklets, in two homemade albums,
Fine-Very Fine.

200-300

2006

CC C H
F J

Canada Accumulation, 1859-2000, few thousand mint and used stamps in an “old time”
accumulation with almost anything in it from some nice Never Hinged stamps to First
Day covers plus about $300 in postage and some used 1920’s-1980’s issues in
quantities, also some nice Newfoundland including used No. 3, in 17 stockbooks, few
faults but overall Fine-Very Fine.

300-400

2007

CC C H
Two Canada Collections, first is Scott album of 1955-97 issues, mostly unused, second
J 		
is 163 imprint blocks of four comprising Nos. 274/374 and 417/474 matched sets of four

300-400

2,000-3,000

750-1,000

100-150

positions, plus 16 complete booklets (Face $70), Fine-Very Fine.
2008

F

2009

10

CC C H

10

Canada Cover Accumulation of approximately 2,500, mostly all sleeved priced &
categorized, incl. Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, Ontario, Quebec, plus Censored, FDC’s,
Postal Stationery, and more, generally Fine-Very Fine.
Canada and Provinces Collection, 1859-87, few hundred mint and used stamps, Canada
incl. used Scott Nos. 18, 28-30, 39-47, plus Newfoundland unused incl. Nos. 1, 3, 24,
29-32A, 35, 36, 41-45 and used incl. Nos. 37-40, plus much more incl. some New
Brunswick stamps, few faults but mostly Fine-Very Fine, Scott over $6,700.
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2010

CC C H

France & Colonies, 1853-1939, few hundred used stamps including semi-postals,
airmails, foreign offices, plus colonies and dependencies, in a Scott Specialty album,
few faults but generally Fine-Very Fine, Scott over $1,500.

2011

CC C H

France, Monaco and Andorra Collection, 1849-1997, few thousand mint and used stamps
with mostly mint from 1906, France 1849 to 1994 incl. used Scott Nos. 7, 37 (thin)
plus semi-postals, airmails and foreign offices incl. better singles and sets incl.
Never Hinged Nos. B294-B299, Monaco 1885-1994 incl. semi-postals, airmails and postage
dues with many complete sets, French Andorra 1931-97, hinged in three Scott Specialty
albums, few faults on classic issues as usual but overall Fine-Very Fine, Scott over
$6,800.

		

200-300

1,000-1,500

2012

CC C H

Germany Collection, 1868-1996, several thousand mostly mint stamps mounted in two
Scott Specialty albums, Vol l incl. Empire-Republic postage plus semi-postals to 1939
with nearly all mint after 1921, Vol ll incl. semi-postals, Berlin, airmails,
officials, and occupation issues, both volumes with some better Never Hinged singles
and sets, few faults but overall Fine-Very Fine, Scott over $4,350

750-1,000

2013

CC C H

Germany Area Collection, a very strong collection consisting of several thousand mint
and used stamps hinged into three Scott Specialty albums, volume l goes from German
States to 1945, including over $8,500 catalog in States with most represented, then
the Empire from 1872 right through to the Third Reich with many complete sets and
better singles and souvenir sheets, plus air mails, semi-postals, officials,
occupation issues, Danzig, Memel, Saar, etc, volume ll is DDR 1949-1990 nearly
complete and approx. 90% mint including semi-postals, souvenir sheets plus Russian
Zone occupation issues, vol lll is Federal Republic 1949-1990 again nearly complete
and almost all mint incl. semi-postals, plus very good Berlin 1948-1986 again with
many better sets and singles incl. 1978 SPA certificate covering 9N17-9N20, an
outstanding collection with a few faults but overall Fine-Very Fine, Scott in excess
of $19,500.

4,000-5,000

2014

CC C H

Germany and Area Accumulation, 1852-1983, few thousand mint and used stamps, used
incl. Thurn and Taxis No. 52, Germany Nos. 1-11, 14-21, 23-36, 65A, 9N20 plus many
better 20th century sets and singles, OG hinged incl. No. 22 plus semi-postals,
airmails, occupation issues, Berlin, Saar, colonies and some nice early used DDR, much
of the material exists here both hinged and used, also incl. more modern duplicates
incl. some better material, in seven stockbooks, few faults but generally Fine-Very
Fine, Scott over $15,600.

2,000-3,000

2015

C H

Germany & Area Collection, 1855-1957, few thousand mostly used stamps in Schwaneberger
album incl. States, Semi-postals, Occupations, Officials, Soviet Zone, Baden, Berlin,
Danzig, Bohemia & Moravia, and more, Fine-Very Fine. Scott over $2,800.

400

2016

C H

Germany & Colonies Collection, 1851-1970, several hundred mint and used stamps incl.
States, Semi-postals incl. No. B33 (faults), plus Berlin, Bohemia & Moravia, DDR,
Danzig, Memel, and Saar, in Scott Specialty album, Fine-Very Fine, Scott over $3,350.

500
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2017

F

Great Britain Cover Accumulation, 1860’s/1970’s, over 1,100, mostly commercial
covers to the USA -- very few first days and other similar junk, majority 20th
Century, Fine-Very Fine.

2018

C H

Great Britain and Colonies Accumulation, 1855-1990, vast majority of the value is in
Great Britain with strength in used incl. Nos. 19, 26, 28, 30, 32, 42, 45, 49 (2),
50-55, 57, 62, 66, 67 (2), 73, 78-82, 84-86, 87 (2), 94 (2), 96, 98, 103-107, 109, 138
(3), 138a (9), plus a small collection of 19th Century cut squares unused and used
(most with collars), Colonies incl. nearly complete 1937 Coronation set, plus small
collections of Bahamas, Bahawalpur, Barbados, Canada, Cyprus, Dominica, Palestine,
Papua early issues (cat $300), St Vincent, Trinidad, Turks & Caicos, St. Lucia, also
incl. Ireland large quantities of used in glassines, and a group of singles and sets
on small stock cards incl. Oman 79-93 NH, few faults on classic Great Britain, overall
Fine-Very Fine, Scott over $16,000.

2019

CC C H

Great Britain and Colonies Collection, few thousand mint and used 1840-1989 in four
albums, Vol l Scott Specialty incl. used Nos. 1, 2, 3, 8, 9 (2)11, 12, 25, 26, 44,
48-51, 96 (3), 111-122, 127-138, plus later issues, regional, foreign offices Vol ll
is Never Hinged 1961-1984 commemoratives plus some regional issues, Vol lll collection
of the Silver Jubilee Issues largely complete mostly mint hinged, Vol lV is a used
collection of British Colonies in America plus a stockbook of Never Hinged 1980-1990
duplicates, few faults but mostly Fine-Very Fine, Scott over $12,500.

2020

F

India Cover and Card Accumulation, hundreds, covers mostly to the US and franked with
commemoratives, plus about 25 used entires (some uprated) to the American Consulate
General in Madras India, cards mostly addressed Bible Studies in Bombay and appear to
be the reply portions of reply cards, also a handful of postal entires to the same
address, Fine-Very Fine.

2021

C H

Ireland Collection, 1922-1999, over 500 different mint and used stamps on two
stocksheets with many better pre 1950 singles and sets plus two printed folders
“Postage Stamps of Ireland” with mint 1922-1948 and 1922-1954 singles and sets
hinged in, Fine-Very Fine, Scott $2,028.

2022

CC C H

Italy and Related Areas Collection, 1858-1975 with a few later issues, few hundred
mint and used stamps in two Scott Specialty albums, first album is Italy with the
value in classic stamps incl. used Scott No. 51 plus some better singles and sets,
second album is Occupied Areas with strength in mint Fiume singles and sets and San
Marino, also incl. Two Sicilies Scott Nos. 2 (2) & 5, and Italy No. 57 with suspicious
cancel (n/c), hinged, few faults, Fine-Very Fine, Scott over $4,200.

500-750

2023

F

Italy Cover Accumulation, 20th Century, most are franked with commemoratives and
addressed to the US, some thematic and miltary uses, also incl. group of 24 photocards
of the Italian Occupation of Tripoli in 1911, no duplication, generally Fine-Very
Fine.

300-400

2024

CC C H

Japan Collection, 1871-1991, few thousand mint and used stamps, used incl. Scott Nos.
1-7 (two each Nos. 3, 4, 7), 16-18, 32-50, OG incl. Nos. 91-108, C19 plus 27 Never
Hinged souvenir sheets incl. Nos. 283a, 318a, 323a, plus some used duplicates, also
127 stamps with “Mihon” specimen overprints for overseas distribution to postal
departments of the U.P.U. with Ozaki certificates (not counted), plus offices in China
and two beautifully illustrated “Japanese stamps” collector foldouts from the
1920-1930 era, also includes stockbook with approx. 175 revenues, few faults,
otherwise Fine-Very Fine, Scott over $13,500.

12

12
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3,000

2,000-3,000

150-200

300

2,000-3,000

Estimate (US$)
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2025

F

Japan Collection, 1901-95, mostly used to 1929 and mostly complete mint thereafter,
used incl. Nos. 115-25, 154, stamps hinged into a Scott Specialty album but the
souvenir and lottery sheets are Never Hinged (mounted with corner mounts), Fine-Very
Fine, Scott for issues to 1962 approx. $2,600, Face value for later issues approx.
Y100,000.

2026

CC J P

Laos Collection, 1951-87, complete front and back of book to 1968, also incl. ten
large die proofs (most signed), 55 imperfs, 20 deluxe proofs, and complete set of
first issues souvenir sheets, in Scott Specialty album, Very Fine.

500-750

2027

CC C H

Liechtenstein Collection, 1912-96, few hundred mostly hinged mint stamps mounted in
Scott Specialty album incl. better Never Hinged sets and singles plus semi-postals,
airmails, postage dues, and officials, also incl. small group of used incl. Nos.
C9-C13, in Scott Specialty album, Fine-Very Fine, Scott approximately $2,600.

300-400

2028

CC J

Netherlands Indies, 2c-50c 1943 Japanese Occupation (N27-N36), 84 Never Hinged short
sets, all but 3 1/2c and 50c in bottom margin block of twenty, top left margin block
of forty, left margin block of twelve and twelve sets in glassines, fresh and Very
Fine, Scott $2,982.

2029

F

Poland Cover Accumulation, massive of a few thousand 20th Century covers, most are
franked with commemoratives and addressed to the US, many mixed and multiple
frankings, very minor duplication, generally Fine-Very Fine.

300-400

2030

CC C H

Russia Collection, 1865-1994, few thousand mint and used stamps in two specialty
albums, strength in souvenir sheets and airmails, Fine-Very Fine.

200-300

2031

F

Russian Train Thematic Postal Stationery, 1930’s-90’s, approximately 5,000 items with
colorful designs, incl. imprinted envelopes, envelopes with greeting cards, postal
cards, picture postal cards and booklets of picture postcards, many cross over to
other thematic collections incl. animals, famous men, World War II and sports, vast
majority are unused, properly organized, Very Fine, despite the fact that this is
postal stationery and mostly “modern”, there are many scarce items in this lot which
is well worth the estimate.

500-750

2032

F

Russia Zeppelin Flights (AAMC Z-131), two covers including Scott C12 with 1k and 14k
adhesives on cover to England, also C13 on 3k postal card entire with 7k adhesive to
Germany, postal card with small tear, otherwise Fine

1,000-1,500

500

300-400
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2033

C H DCE www

Spain, Classic Accumulation of a few hundred stamps, mostly used, few unused, on two
stockpages, few faults, also incl. small group with hole punch (not counted),
generally Fine, Scott over $4,750.

500-750

2034

CC C H

Switzerland Collections, 1882-1981, few hundred mint and used stamps in two albums and
on Scott Specialty pages, comprising a Scott Specialty album with used 1882-1939
strong in early semi-postals and some better officials and two Minkus albums 1883-1981
with used until 1953 and mostly mint and nearly complete thereafter, Fine-Very Fine.

300-400

2035

F

Switzerland Cover Accumulation of over 750, most are franked with commemoratives and
addressed to the US but some are to other foreign destinations, some thematic, also a
nice group of used postal stationery, generally Fine-Very Fine.

1,000-1,500

2036

CC J

(South) Vietnam Collection, 1951-75 complete singles (with Nos. 417-424 in blocks of
four), Nos. 1-516, B1-B3, C1-C14, J1-J24 Never Hinged in mounts in Minkus album, Very
Fine, Scott $1,900.

300-400

Thematic Collections
2037

F

Modern Worldwide Boy Scouts Cover Accumulation of over 700 covers, mostly sleeved,
minor duplication, Very Fine.

2038

CC C H www
F J

Extensive Christmas Thematic Collection, comprising singles & sets, souvenir sheets,
and first day covers/ cards, incl. Australia No. 508 block of seven and half sheet,
Canada Nos.85 and 86 mint, 443-44 on a handpainted FDC by Horne, 522i on FDC, 525i on
FDC, mint sheets of 25 from 1964-66, 1534ii, 1535ii, postage over $100 face, Great
Britain booklets, Korea Souvenir Sheets 1965-81 (mostly complete), and US face value
over $250, it is also noteworthy that many of the Christmas issues for some countries
are also Disney thematic, in 23 packed Lighthouse binders containing Vario pages
filled with Never Hinged stamps, Very Fine.

2039

CC C H www
F J

Lighthouse Thematic Collection, singles, sets and souvenir sheets sorted
alphabetically and identified by Scott catalogue number, vast majority Never Hinged,
also incl. some first day covers / cards and complete booklets, better items incl. few
ROC sets and souvenir sheets, People’s Republic of China Nos. 1084-87 plus other
singles and sets, New Zealand Nos. OY29-36 (less 2.5p value) on cacheted unaddressed
first day cover, USA 25c booklet pane with black omitted (2474b), plus over $60 in
postage, four state duck stamps and No. RW70A, in four stockbooks on black Lighthouse
pages, Very Fine.

300-400

2040

CC C H
F J

The Prof. Carol Litchfield Collection of Maps and Globes on Stamps, a beautifully
presented collection in twenty albums by a woman whose passion far exceeded her
available time and money, strength in USA incl. 10c Louisiana Purchase and about $200
in mint postage, but also British Commonwealth, Asia, Europe, Latin America and
Africa, also incl. many covers and cancels showing maps and globes, also incl. nice
grouping of the Cartophilatelist and a handful of issues of “Windmill Whispers”,
an extra binder of cancels and an extra binder and three small boxes of misc. and
duplicates, also incl. two albums and a small box of Fish and Marine Life stamps and
covers, overall Very Fine.

3,000-4,000

2041

CC C H
F J

20th Century Worldwide Music Topical Collection, over 1,650 items incl. mint and used
stamps, souvenir sheets, and FDC’s all mounted into seven albums, Never Hinged incl.
Argentina B10-B11, Belgium B199, P.R.C. 1005-6 & 1085-88, Germany B55a, B57, plus
numerous better sets, singles and s/s, used incl. Germany B314-15, FDC incl. Austria
840 autographed by Leontyne Price, Marilyn Horne, Dietrich Fisher-Dieskau, and
Elizabeth Schwarzkopf -- four all-time great opera singing stars, each album with
copious notes throughout, this is a collection that would take a lot of time and
effort to duplicate, Fine-Very Fine, Scott over $4,400.

1,000-1,500

14

14
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2041A
F
www
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			

1960 Rome Summer Olympic Gold Medal Winner Filagrano Cacheted Cover Accumulation, 		
40,000-50,000
reportedly 150,000, unaddressed, Very Fine, at the 1960 Games, there were 150 events			
and 152 gold medal winners including Wilma Rudolph, Cassius Clay (Muhammad Ali),and 			
Constantine II of Greece (for more information and to read about the highlights of these 			
games, please visit http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1960_Summer_Olympics). Except for the			
Italians and a few others which either are not here or are here in very limited quantities, 			
most of the other gold medal winners are represented in large quantities including 			
complete sets of Swimming (15 events), Wresting (16 events), Canoeing (7 events), 			
Diving (4 events), Weightlifting (7 events), Shooting (7 events), plus Water Polo, Basketball, 			
Soccer, Field Hockey, Pentathelon, the lack of Italians means that Track and Field 			
has 33 of the 34 winners covered (including Rudolph), Boxing (9 of 10 including Clay), 			
Gymnastics (33 of 34), This lot is in 33 bankers boxes which are filled with covers, most 			
of which are in bundles of 100. We sorted five of the boxes and that is the basis of our 			
description. there are images and more details of what is here are on the website..

2042

Massive Train Thematic Collection, comprising comprising singles & sets, souvenir
sheets, booklets, stationery, and first day covers, in 39 packed Lighthouse binders
containing Vario pages filled with mostly Never Hinged stamps, with some OG and some
used, better items are mixed throughout incl. Belgium No. Q323 strip of three
imperf., Brazil Revenue Specimen Tax stamps, Canada Nos. 156, 157, 203, 203Ai block
of four, E3 (3), E3ii, O10, O25, few plate and imprint blocks, and a binder which
holds a specialized collection of Nos. 459/465 and 543 incl. loads of different
varieties of singles, coil singles and pairs, virtually complete booklet pane
varieties, all sorted and identified by Unitrade number, and a forgery of No. 459b,
plus an 1861 stampless cover with original enclosure -- an invitation to the formal
opening of the new rail line to Picton Harbor, few French proofs, Germany and offices
abroad incl. Bavaria Officials Michel Nos. 1-11, Germany 1m issue with various Offices
Abroad overprints incl. Saar No. 17b OG with 2006 Kalkstein certificate, Great Britain
incl. strike mail stamps, some Railroad stamps, Japan, Korea, Malaysia and States, New
Brunswick No. 6 (2), 6a, 6 top selvage Specimen, Newfoundland Nos. 86 and 95,
Nicaragua No. 29 top left corner block of four with “crazy perfs” affecting
selvage and top left stamp from foldover, Nos. 121-132 Specimens, C67-C72, O229-31,
unsevered reply card with Specimen overprints, one album of Russia incl. locals, USA
incl. No. 295 double plate strip of five, 297, 2561a, plus modern with face value
approx. $100, also incl. box of commercially prepared stamps and first day covers, a
few useful books and handbooks, plus a small group of complete sheets, generally Very
Fine.

CC C F www
J P

5,000-7,500

Worldwide Collections and Accumulations
2043

CC C H
F J

Worldwide Accumulation, of part sets from the collections of Trains, Christmas and
Lighthouses – these are the complete sets with the desired thematic stamps removed,
and there are many that are better incl. some China and PRC, Russia, Germany, Gibraltar
Nos. 132-144, also incl. one album collection of cats on stamps, few sets and souvenir
sheets of sports on stamps and dogs on stamps, a small group of cacheted Canadian
first day covers, a three album worldwide collection, twelve USA year sets, and the
best item in the lot is a 1m 1900 German issue used in China with 1999 Steuer
certificate (cat €$700), majority are Never Hinged and Very Fine.

2044

CC C H
F

Worldwide Accumulation, 1850-2000, many thousands of mint and used stamps in approx.
60 albums and stockbooks plus nine small boxes of stamps in glassines, individual
country collections incl. Austria, Australia, Ceylon including some Never Hinged sets,
Czechoslovakia, New Zealand, Liberia, Mexico, Spain, Poland, Israel with tabs,
Ryukyus, India, Scandinavia, plus some topicals and hinged incl. 1937 Coronation Issue
complete plus much more, also incl. a few hundred covers with some early Japanese
postal cards, in seven cartons, generally Fine-Very Fine.

750-1,000

3,000-4,000

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com
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2045

M

Worldwide “Old Tyme” Classic Collection, 1840-1930, in a very well filled album
with many thousands of mint and used stamps, strong in Germany incl Scott Nos. C36,
C37, German States, Danzig, Japan, Great Britain incl. No. 1 used, Newfoundland No. 1
unused, No. 23 used, New South Wales Nos. 41 and 44 used, Indian States, plus much
more incl. Germany No. C42, tied by 24.7.31 Friedrichshafen circular datestamp on
legal sized cover with usual red handstamp cachet and “Malmount Brise-Liace Arctique
27-VII-31” circular datestamp, to Lancaster PA with violet “FIRST INTOURIST
EXPEDITION ICE BREAKER MALIGIN 1931” handstamp on reverse (Michel 458 Euro 1,100),
stamps in mixed condition, generally Fine Very Fine.

1,500-2,000

2046

CC C H

Worldwide Collection, 1841-1935, thousands of mint and used stamps hinged into four
well filled Scott International albums, strong in Great Britain & Colonies, France,
Greece, and Germany, better incl. Great Britain used Scott Nos. 65, 81, 86, 95,
101-105, 107, 111-122, 127-140, also Hong Kong hinged Nos. 8, 9, 13, 52, 54, few
faults but generally Fine-Very Fine, Scott over $11,000.

1,500-2,000

2047

CC C H
J

Worldwide Collection, 1841-1982, many thousands of mint and used stamps incl. Great
Britain and Colonies, France and Colonies, Germany including local posts, Saar, Spain,
China, including the Northwest Scientific Set on Official Sven Hedin page presented to
important philatelist Colonel Hans Lagerloef , Liberia, Laos, Poland, Philippines,
Ryukyu, Russia, plus complete QEll Coronation set, Israel tabs complete 1958-1982,
interesting color shift on Liberia 64, few covers and much more, hinged into thirteen
Master Global albums, few faults, also incl. two volumes of United Nations mostly
complete singles (incl. No. 38) and blocks of four to 1976 hinged on Minkus pages,
Fine-Very Fine.

2,000-3,000

2048

CC C H

Worldwide Collection, 1880-1980, thousands of mint and used stamps hinged into 23
Scott International albums, few classics but strong in 20th century issues with wide
range of countries represented but no Russia, few faults but generally Fine-Very Fine.

500-750

2049

CC C H

Worldwide Collection, 1940-1970, few thousand mint and used stamps in six Scott
International albums, strength in Great Britain and Colonies incl. mint hinged Canada
Nos. 217-227, Fine-Very Fine.

200-300

2050

CC C H

Worldwide Collections group, 1880-1980, thousands of mint and used stamps in 20 Scott
International albums ranging from moderately to very well filled, strong in Europe and
Colonies, better countries incl. France, Germany, Falklands, Russia, Hong Kong,
Jamaica, with many better singles and sets scattered throughout, few faults but
overall Fine-Very Fine.

1,000-1,500

2051

CC C H

Worldwide Collections, 19th-20th Century, mixed unused and used singles and sets,
strength in Austria, Germany, Great Britain, Italy, and Japan incl. Never Hinged
Flying Geese sheet of five (horiz. crease), also incl. used USA early 20th Century, in
about thirty albums incl. two Master Global, five Supreme Global, four Harris, three
Regent and lots of Scott Internationals, some are sporadically filled and some are
well filled, usual few faults to be expected, generally Fine-Very Fine.

1,500-2,000

2052

F

Consignment Balance in three albums, first contains mint Ghana, Israel and UN to the
mid 1960s plus first 24 UN issue incl. Nos. 1-11 in inscription blocks of four or
larger, second is a worldwide collection with 19th and early 20th century stamps,
third is a homemade album with worldwide and British Empire stamps plus 45 commercial
covers to the US (mostly Boston area) with about ten censored and one Peruvian
diplomatic cover, overall Fine-Very Fine.

16

16
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2053

CC C H

Accumulation of a few thousand mint and used stamps incl. a used Penny Black in a
presentation folder, few better Never Hinged Hong Kong and Saudi Arabia stamps, also
16 Australian perfin officials incl. one to ten shilling value Kangaroos, plus approx.
$120 in US postage incl. Nos. 1686-69 in folders (three), and sheets of Nos. 3c
Commems (28 panes of 50 and three panes of 100), 1031, 1033, 1035, 1038, 1381, 2002b,
22c Cats, 2335a, Fine-Very Fine.

2054

F

Worldwide Postal Cards and Aerograms, mostly 20th Century European, approx. 4,250
cards and 900 aerograms, all used and sorted by country, generally Very Fine.

2055

M

Worldwide 19th and 20th Century Foreign Revenue Accumulation, many thousands of
documents and stamps, documents incl. China, Russia, Mexico, Great Britain, Germany,
India, Iraq, Egypt, France, Czechoslovakia, Belgium, Thailand, Panama, Southern
Rhodesia, Austria, South Africa, Italy Kuwait, Poland, and more, stamps incl. many
19th Century incl. Austria, Russia, Belgium, France, Italy, India, Argentina, Province
of Buenos Aires, Honduras, Brazil, one book of Mexico (heavy duplication), 20th
Century incl. Great Britain, Canada, Jugoslavia, also a few dozen Brazilian full
cigarette packs with revenues, Great Britain travelers checks with embossed revenues,
and much more, in five stockooks and a box, generally Fine-Very Fine.

2056

F

2057

F

Massive Worldwide Cover Accumulation, prepared by Clyde Sarzin decades ago, priced at
$1 to $5 each and sleeved filling 42 10-inch deep plastic tubs to capacity, loaded
with popular high-demand thematics ready for immediate retail sale, this lot has not
seen the light of day in at least the last twenty years, Very Fine.

20,000-30,000

2058

CC C H
F J

Worldwide Accumulation, many thousands of mint and used stamps, covers, FDC, bureau
cards, and more incl. a four volume junior album collection plus other assorted
albums, worldwide mint singles in glassines, US plate blocks and sheets, used US in
glassines, two volume UN collection, two late 19th century children’s albums and
much more waiting to be discovered, in fourteen banker’s boxes, Fine-Very Fine.

2,000-3,000

2059

CC C H
F J

Massive Worldwide Accumulation in 29 banker’s boxes of many thousands of mint and
used stamps, almost all neatly mounted in about 100 albums plus a few stockbooks, used
individual country collections include three volume Switzerland, different six and
three volume Vatican City, plus one volume Italy, Australia, Germany, Ireland, and
Canada also a mixed five volume Religion on Stamps collection plus several worldwide
collections, about half the albums are mint and used US incl. Never Hinged Nos. 562
(10) and 589 (10) plus approximately $1,000 US postage in singles and plate blocks and
some US and foreign FDC’s & used picture postcards, Fine-Very Fine.

3,000-4,000

www

200-300

1,000-1,500

500-750

Worldwide 19th and 20th Century Telegram lot, thousands of items in two binders and
one box including labels, covers and telegrams, countries include the United States,
Germany, Poland, Israel, France, Holland, Australia, Belgium, many telegrams are
quite beautifully illustrated, companies include Western Union, Postal Telegraph,
German-Atlantic Telegraph, Commercial Cablegram Company, Pacific Great Eastern,
Philadelphia Reading and Pottsville Telegraph, plus many European companies and a
group of beautiful Polish telegrams, a fascinating group showing a time long gone that
could be an excellent start to an exhibit on the subject

1,000-1,500

Payment by Credit Card
Please contact us in advance if you wish to make payment by means of any of the following
Credit Cards : VISA, MasterCard, Eurocard and American Express
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United States Stamps

2060

F

5c Red Brown 1847 (1), three large margins, full at bottom, rich color, red grid
cancel, pressed vertical crease along left margin shows only in fluid, otherwise Very
Fine, 2004 APEX certificate, Scott $475.

150

2061

F

10c Washington 1847 (2), clear to large margins, deep shade and sharp impression, ms.
“X” cancel, Very Fine, Scott $600.

200

2062

H

1c Blue Type Ia (6), Position 99R4, large even margins showing full characteristics of
the type, neat single line pen cancel, rich color on fresh paper, sharp impression,
small stain at top right, Very Fine and attractive, 1997 PF certificate, Scott $6,250

1,000

2063

C

30c Orange 1857 (38), original gum, small single hinge mark at top leaving most of the
gum completely undisturbed, well-centered with even margins all around, Extremely Fine
example of this very difficult issue to find in this superior quality, 1983 and 2003
PF certificates, Scott $2,250

3,000

18

18
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2064

DCE

10c Dark Green, First Design 1861 (62B), no gum, deep rich color and proof-like
impression on bright white paper, small corner crease at lower left not mentioned on
accompanying certificate, otherwise Fine, 1995 PF certificate, Scott $3,250

1,500

2065

C

3c Pink 1861 (64), fresh lightly hinged original gum, Fine and very rare in sound og
condition -- the 3c Pink stamps with original gum are almost invariably creased or
toned, this stamp is a rare exception, and in addition, this issue has seen its
catalogue value quadruple in the last ten years, 1975 APS certificate, Scott $14,000

3,000

2066

H

5c Brown Yellow 1861 (67a). Intense color and detailed impression, neat target cancel,
fresh and Fine, Scott $1,250

2067

DCE

24c Violet, Thin Paper 1861 (70c), no gum, wide margins with perforations clear of
design all around, color slightly faded, small tear at top left, Fine and scarce
unused example of this stamp, 2001 PF certificate, Scott $13,500

300

2,000
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2068

H

2c Black D Grill (84), very sharp impression with light target cancel in the upper
left corner leaving a very attractive almost ‘face free” stamp, Fine-Very Fine for
this notoriously poorly centered and small-margined issue, Scott values this issue
in the grade of fine, 2005 PF certificate. Scott $4,500

2069

DCE

12c Black, E. Grill (90), unused (no gum), fresh charcoal color and detailed
impression on fresh white paper with long full perforations and outstanding grill
impression, Very Fine, 1994 PF certificate, Scott $1,900

750

2070

H

15c Black E. Grill (91), almost perfectly centered with “face free” light black
cancel within nicely balanced margins, bright white paper with long even perfs all
around, Extremely Fine and a very attractive stamp, 1987 PF certificate, Scott $700

750

2071

DCE

30c Orange, F. Grill (100), regummed, uncharactistically well-centered with nicely
balanced margins, rich color and sharp impression, Extremely Fine, 2003 PF
certificate, Scott $3,250.

20

20
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2072

C

90c Blue, F. Grill (101) original gum, two hinge marks, bright color and sharp
impression, light horizontal crease, typical Fine centering, this is a very scarce
stamp in original gum condition, with 1988 PF certificate for strip of four this being
the second stamp, Scott $14,500

3,250

2073

C

90c Carmine and Black 1869 (122), part original gum, uncharacteristically deep color
and clear sharp impression, bold grill impression on bright white paper, Fine, a very
attractive stamp, Scott $12,000

2,000

2074

H

1c Buff Re-Issue (123), segmented cork cancel, rich color on bright white paper with
full perf tips all around, well centered with even margins all around, Extremely Fine,
only 10,000 issued, with 2003 PSE certificate, Scott $400

500

2075

CC

6c Columbian (235), Never Hinged, gorgeous stunning color and sharp proof-like
impression on bright white paper, nicely balanced margins, Extremely Fine, an
outstanding stamp, Scott $200

300
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2076

C

$5.00 Dark Green (278). regummed, deep rich color on bright paper, Fine, Scott $2,000

2077

CC J

1c Green 1902 Booklet Pane (300b) Position D, Never Hinged with plate number 3341,
fresh and Fine-Very Fine, a scarce booklet pane in sound Never Hinged condition, Scott
$2,250

1,000

2078

CC C J

1c Green 1902 Booklet Pane Collection (300b) comprising nine of the ten possible
positions on exhibit pages showing sheet format and pane positions, position H Never
Hinged, the rest previously hinged, few toned, position G with small thin, still a
challenging group to assemble, also includes an unexploded partially used booklet
comprised of both covers and staple, all interleaving, one full pane and two partial
panes without gum, overall Fine-Very Fine, catalogue value for the nine position panes
is $6,550.

1,200

22
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2079

2080

2081

2082

2079

S

1c Green 1902 Type E Specimen (300S) handstamped diagonally across the face indicating
this is from the first printing plate used, with top plate number 1541, two hinge
marks, deep color and sharp impression, Fine, undervalued in Scott, Scott $125

100

2080

S

1c Green 1902 Type E Specimen (300S) handstamped vertically up the left side, no gum,
Very Fine, undervalued in Scott, Scott $125

100

2081

C

1c Blue Green 1906 Schermack Type I with Six Holes, lightly hinged pair, remarkably
fresh and Extremely Fine, 2012 PF certificate, Scott $950

400

2082

CC C

1c Green 1902 Vending and Affixing Machine Collection, nine pairs incl. Brinkerhoff
Type I and Type IIa (latter separated), Schermack perforated Type I (8 holes), Type
II, Type III (paste-up), U.S. Automatic Vending Type I (two), Type II, and Type III
with sheet margin at left, also incl. Schermack Type III line strip of four and a
strip of eight, U.S. Automatic Vending Type I pairs Never Hinged, the rest previously
hinged, Fine-Very Fine, Scott $1,010

300

2083

CC C J

1c Green 1902/1906 Position Multiples Collection (300, 314), No. 300 incl. side plate
strips of three and top and bottom plate no. blocks of six incl. full top selvage,
also incl. extra left plate strip of five, No. 314 comprising a set of ten blocks of
four -- centerline, four corner & five arrow (top arrow blocks both with and without
round marker), plus a set of round robin plate blocks of six, vast majority Never
Hinged, mounted on exhibit pages, fresh and Very Fine, Scott $3,001.50

750
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2084

CC J

5c Jamestown, bottom Never Hinged plate block of six, remarkably well centered for
this notoriously poorly centered issue, gorgeous deep dark shade on bright white
paper, pristine gum, Extremely Fine, superb in every respect, Scott $5,250

2085

CC

2086

H

6c Red Orange on Bluish (362), bright color, very light almost “face free” oval
cancel, fresh and Fine, 1999 Philatelic Foundation certificate, the PF has certified a
mere fourteen used examples, Scott $15,000

2087

CC J

2c Lincoln on Bluish Paper (369), top Never Hinged plate number imprint block of six,
light overall toning, Very Fine centering, Scott $4,250

24

24

www

2c Bluish Paper (358), Never Hinged, with well balanced margins and fresh color, Very
Fine, with copy of PF certificate (#128553), Scott $180
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150

9’500

500
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2088

C J

Kansas City Roulettes (408 var, 409 var), blocks of four with officially authorized
horizontal and vertical roulettes, hinged on notarized creased affidavit attesting to
their authenticity, Very Fine, In December 1914, the Kansas City post office had an
oversupply of imperforate stamps, originally intended for vending machines. The supply
of stamps was rouletted with women’s dressmaking tracing wheels, and official approval
for their release was given by Washington, Scott $300.

2089

150

2090

2089

H

50c Violet (421), neat boxed (Al)bany, (N).Y. cancel, wide margins, Very Fine, an
attractive stamp, Extremely Fine Scott $30

100

2090

CC

2c Carmine (487), Never Hinged pair, perfectly centered with a clear sharp impression
and bright color, Extremely Fine, Scott $65

100

2091

H

2c Carmine, Ty. VII, Imperforate (534B). Large margins incl. sheet margin at top, neat
wavy-lines cancel, small thin spot which only appears in fluid, appears Extremely
Fine, 1995 PF certificate, Scott $1,250

750
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2092

CC

2093

CC

20c Thomas Gallaudet “Forces In Grenada” Overprint (1861var), Never Hinged, Very
Fine, we discovered this stamp and cannot find anything on it at all, but we couldn’t
resist offering it to the market individually.

2094

CC

5.2c Sleigh Transportation Coil (1900), plate 3 and 5 strips of five, Never Hinged,
Extremely Fine, Scott $350

100

2095

CC

9.3c Mail Wagon Transportation Coil (1903), plate 5 strip of five, Never Hinged,
Extremely Fine, Scott $325

100

2096

CC

9.3c Mail Wagon Transportation Coil (1903), plate 6 strip of five, Never Hinged,
Extremely Fine, Scott $325

100

26

26

www

1977 $1.00 Vending Machine Stamp Booklet One Frame Exhibit, telling the fascinating
account of the production of this booklet in both perforated forms (Scott 1623a,
1623c) displaying thirteen distinct and collectible varieties incl. scarce perf. 10 x
9 3/4 “$10 deposit” booklet with black counting mark, inventory accompanies, Very
Fine.
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2097

CC

9.3c Mail Wagon Transportation Coil (1903a), plate 8 strip of five, Never Hinged,
Extremely Fine, Scott $225

75

2098

CC

10.9c Hansom Cab Transportation Coil (1904a), plate 3 strip of five, Never Hinged,
Extremely Fine, Scott $200

75

2099

CC

10.9c Hansom Cab Transportation Coil (1904a), plate 4 strip of five precancelled with
gap in bars, Never Hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $200

75

2100

CC

20c Fire Pumper Transportation Coil (1908), plate 2 strip of five, Never Hinged,
Extremely Fine, Scott $500

100

2101

CC

20c Fire Pumper Transportation Coil (1908), six strips of five comprising plates 1, 6,
7, 8 & 11, Never Hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $645

120

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction
via our website, www.davidfeldman.com
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2102

CC

65c-$2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C13-C15) Mint Never Hinged set, fresh color, Fine-Very Fine,
each with PSE certificate -- 2007 (C15) and 2008 (C13-14), Scott $1,900

1,200

2103

CC

50c Trans-Pacific (C22) Never Hinged plate block with full top selvage, Very Fine,
Scott notes “Wide full top plate blocks of No. C22 are extremely scarce and sell for
$1,750 or more”

2,000

2104

A

4c and 7c Alaska Statehood Air Post Essays (C53E var), a new discovery that was given
by the designer Richard Lockwood to his brother (the brother died and his estate was
consigned to a small auction house in New England where purchased by the consignor),
the 4c essay measures 37 x 25mm (stamp size) on 80 x 60mm card and is for a postage
stamp that was never issued, the 7c essay measures 75 x 50mm (the size of a block of
four of the issue) on 125 x 110mm card, both essays are in red and white and were
originally mounted in a 365 x 270mm frame with a block of four and single
(accompanies), as a result, the backs of the essays are brown from the glue and there
is some residue on the front but clear of the designs, the 4c has some internal breaks
along the scores, also accompanied by a presentation folder presented to the designer
with his name engraved on the front and contains a letter from the Special Assistant
to the PMG and a sheet signed in the selvage by the PMG, Very Fine and unquestionably
unique, a new discovery offered to the market for the first time. Scott lists
comparable essays at $1,000-$1,500 each.

28

28
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2105

CC

1c Bright Claret (J22), Never Hinged plate number pair, gorgeous bright color and a
razor sharp proof-like impression, the right stamp is Fine and the left stamp is very
well centered and Extremely Fine, Scott $70

2106

G

1c, 5c 1894 Newspapers (PR114, PR116), part of Griffen, GA. Post Office ledger page
reduced vertically to 9.5 x 6.75 inches showing the top two receipts -- top with three
PR114 and one PR116 paying postage for eight pounds of the Daily News, and bottom with
four PR114 paying postage for four pounds of the Daily Call April 6, 1898, stamps
uncancelled but properly used in the space provided, scarce usage, Very Fine

2107

CC J

2108

CC

www

150

25c Saving Stamp Complete Booklet (S7), a Post Office sealed pack of ten complete
booklets still in original band wrappers, unusual and scarce, Very Fine, we would
expect this to be a unique item not having ever seen another, Scott $3,000

300-400

4,000

$5.00 War Savings (WS4), a gorgeous fresh Never Hinged example with deep color on
fresh white paper, Very Fine, difficult to find Never Hinged, Scott $600.

300
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2109

1c Black on Buff, Postal Card (UX4), clear watermark at center, unused with preprinted
address for Amsdell Brothers, Jay Street Brewery, Albany N.Y., Extremely Fine, 2012
P.F. certificate, the brewery was established in 1850 by brothers George and Theodore
Amsdell, and the business was very successful, but the brothers split in 1892 with
George continuing the business and Theodore establishing with his son in law a new
brewery in town. George died in 1906 at the age of 85 and the business declared
bankruptcy in 1907.

C

300

United States Major Errors

2110

30

CC J

30

4c Lincoln Liberty Issue, Booklet Pane, Imperforate Vertically (1036e) Never Hinged
with electric eye markings, incl. back booklet cover (also miscut) and interleaving
(and photocopy of front booklet cover), Very Fine, Datz IM204 states “Quantity: very
rare, possibly unique”,Scott $14,250
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4,000

Estimate (US$)

Lot No. Symbol(s)

2111

CC J

8c Historic Preservation, Black Brown Omitted (1443b), Never Hinged left margin block
of four, Extremely Fine, Datz states that only sixteen blocks of four are reported to
exist, but it is believed that 24 blocks of four exist, 11 of which have perf
separations, Scott $1,250

500

2112

CC J

10c Minerals, Blue and Yellow Omitted (1541b), Mint Never Hinged sheet margin block of
four, Very Fine, normal block included for comparison, Datz states that 24-28 blocks
are known to exist, Scott $1,250

750

2113

CC

10c Apollo-Soyuz, Vertical Pair Imperforate Horizontally (1570c), Never Hinged, very
tiny gum skip in top stamp, Very Fine, Datz states 24-36 pairs are known to exist,
this pair has been off the market for almost 20 years, Scott $2,100.

500
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31

Lot No. Symbol(s)

		
Estimate (US$)

2114

$1 Candleholder, Brown Shifted Down (1610var) resulting in candleholder feet and
portion of text being in top of stamp below, Never Hinged full pane of 100, a
showpiece item, Very Fine

CC J

2115

400-600

2116

2115

CC

8.4c Steinway Piano, Imperforate (1615Cf), Never Hinged pair precancelled “Oklahoma
City”, Extremely Fine and rare, Scott $1,500

800

2116

CC

8.4c Steinway Piano, Imperforate (1615Cf), Never Hinged pair precancelled
“Washington DC”, Extremely Fine and rare, 2002 PSE certificate, Scott $1,250

700

2117

CC

8.4c Grand Piano, Imperforate Line Pair precanceled “Washington DC”, Never Hinged,
Extremely Fine, Datz catalogue calls this pair rare but does not provide quantities,
line pairs are inherently rarer, Scott as normal pair

2118

CC J

32

32

www

15c Flag, Imperforate (1618Cd), Never Hinged left pane with plate no. 38797 , Very
Fine, cataloged as pairs with no premium for plate block, Scott $1,000.
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2,000-3,000

300

Estimate (US$)

Lot No. Symbol(s)

2119

CC J

2120

www

15c Flag, Imperforate (1618Cd), Never Hinged right pane with plate no. 38650, tiny
adhesion on reverse in bottom margin, Very Fine, cataloged as pairs with no premium
for plate block, Scott $1,000.

300

CC

13c Bicentennial, Imperforate Se-Tenant strip of three (1631b) with bottom selvage,
Never Hinged, Extremely Fine, Datz states that three panes of 50 were found yielding
45 possible strips of three and fifteen stamps as singles or pairs, Scott $800

300

2121

CC J

13c Pueblo Art, Imperforate Vertically (1709b), Never Hinged left margin block of
four, Extremely Fine, Datz states sixteen blocks of four and four strips of four are
known (originally two panes of 40), Scott $2,000

750

2122

CC

15c Emily Bissell, Red Omitted (1823c), Never Hinged bottom right corner margin single
with a diagonal foldover which caused the majority of the design to print on the
reverse incl. all of the red and most of the black, Extremely Fine, this is
unquestionably a unique error listed but unpriced in Scott, a stunning exhibition
showpiece, Very Fine

7,500-10,000
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2123

CC J

15c Architecture, Red Omitted (1841b), top pair in Never Hinged top right corner Zip
block of four clearly caused by a shift of the color and perforation shift, Very Fine,
Scott $400

2124

CC J

15c Everett Dirksen (1874var) Never Hinged part sheet of 45 with the bottom row
missing all of the design below the hairline, seven normal stamps with disturbed gum,
still a spectacular freak

200-300

2125

CC

18c Flag over Grain, Vertical Pair, Imperforate Between, Never Hinged, Extremely Fine,
(Dec) 2008 APEX certificate, this major error was not reported until at least 15 years
from its original date of issue (as the cert states “unlisted error”), Scott $550.

400

2126

CC

34

34

www

20c America’s Libraries, Imperforate Vertically (2015var), Never Hinged top right
corner margin pair with Mr. Zip, Fine and very rare -- unlisted and unpriced in Scott
after being issued thirty years ago

United States and All World / November 28, 2012
Russia / September XX, 2012

200

4,000-5,000

Estimate (US$)

Lot No. Symbol(s)

2127

20c Ponce de Leon, Imperforate (2024a), Never Hinged block of four with plate no.,
Extremely Fine, cataloged as two pairs with no premium for the plate number, Scott
$850

CC J

2128

2129

200

2130

2128

CC J

22c Seashells Booklet Pane, Litho Black Omitted (2121var), Never Hinged, tab removed,
usual vertical crease between second and third rows from being part of an intact
booklet, Extremely Fine, unlisted in Scott and Datz.

2129

CC J

25c Jack London, Booklet Pane, All Color Omitted on LEFT Stamps (2182e var), bottom
pane in complete booklet of two panes, also part of impression on right pane omitted,
top pane normal, Scott lists but does not price “all color omitted on RIGHT
stamps” variety, Extremely Fine

500

2130

CC

22c Ameripex 1986 Souvenir Sheet, Inscriptions Omitted (2218k), Never Hinged,
Extremely Fine.

500

400-500
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2131

CC

22c Christmas Madonna 1986, Imperforate (2244a), Never Hinged, Very Fine, Scott $525

200

2132

CC

22c North American Wildlife, Red Omitted (2297b), Mint Never Hinged, Very Fine and
unique -- there was one sheet found of this issue which was broken up for reasons we
will never understand, an important error for the topical collector, normal included
for comparison, Scott $2,500

750

2133

CC J

25c Love, Bright Pink Omitted (2441b) six stamps on bottom pane of complete booklet of
two panes, two stamps on bottom pane with light impression of the bright pink heart,
Extremely Fine, transition pane is footnoted in Scott, cataloged as six errors, Scott
$690

200

2134

CC J

25c Classic Films, Imperforate (2448 var), Never Hinged block of four, small faults,
unlisted and unpriced in Scott, Very Fine and extremely rare

36

36
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3,000-4,000
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2135

2136

2137

2135

CC

25c Christmas Tree 1990 Imperforate Between (2515a), Never Hinged bottom left sheet
margin strip of three with copyright and zip code notice, Very Fine, Datz states that
twenty pairs exist (one is faulty) Scott for pair $800

450

2136

CC J

29c Tulip Booklet Pane, Imperforate Vertically (2527e), Never Hinged complete pane
with plate no., usual vertical crease between second and third rows from being part of
an intact booklet, Very Fine, Datz reports that ten to fifteen panes are believed to
exist, Scott $500

200

2137

CC

50c Switzerland Anniversary, Imperforate Horizontally (2532a), Never Hinged vertical
pair with right selvage, Very Fine, Datz states that twenty pairs exist, Scott $1,750

2138

CC J

29c Christmas Toys, Booklet Pane Proof (2718aPb), Never Hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,000

1,000
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400

37

37

Lot No. Symbol(s)

		
Estimate (US$)

2139

CC J

29c Sporting Horses, Black Omitted (2759b), Never Hinged block of four with top
selvage, Very Fine, Datz states that 40-48 blocks of four exist, Scott $600

2140

CC J

29c Sporting Horses, Black Omitted (2759b), on bottom pair of Never Hinged bottom left
plate block of four due to a color shift as seen on the top pair, Very Fine

2141

CC J

29c Garden Flowers, Imperforate Booklet Pane (2833b), Never Hinged, plate no. 2, usual
vertical crease between second and third stamps and narrow adherence on gum in selvage
from being part of an intact booklet, Very Fine, sixteen to twenty panes reported by
Datz, Scott $800

La monnaie utilisée pour cette vente est le dollar americain
The currency for this auction is US Dollars
Die Währung für diese Versteigerung ist US Dollar
38
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150-200

400

$
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2142

CC J

29c Wonders of the Sea, Imperforate (2866b), Never Hinged bottom left plate block of
four, Extremely Fine, Datz states that 49-60 imperforate blocks exist, Scott for
normal block of four $1,000

2143

400

2144

2143

CC J

32c Flag over Porch, Self Adhesive Booklet Pane (2920j), partial booklet pane of
fifteen, bottom left stamp missing dark blue color, surrounding stamps show dry print,
Very Fine and most likely unique, 1998 PF certificate, woefully undercatalogued in
Scott at $1,750

2144

CC

32c Woman Suffrage, Imperforate Between and at Bottom (2980c), bottom pair in
Never Hinged vertical strip of four with right selvage containing USPS ad and
copyright, Very Fine; 1996 PF certificate, ex- Kass, Scott $650

5,000

350
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2145

CC J

32c Madonna and Child 1995, Intaglio Black Omitted (3003c), Never Hinged bottom left
plate block of four, Extremely Fine, Datz states 75-100 stamps are believed to exist,
Scott as four singles with no plate block premium $700

2146

CC J

32c Chinese New Year 1996, Imperforate (3060a), Never Hinged bottom right plate block
of four, Extremely Fine, Scott for two pairs with no premium for plate block $1,350

2147

CC

22c Uncle Sam, Die Cutting Omitted (3263a), Never Hinged pair, listed but unpriced in
Scott

Additional images of items from larger lots
may be available at www.davidfeldman.com
40

40
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500-750

1,500-2,000
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2148

CC J

37c Purple Heart, Die Cutting Omitted (3784Ae), Never Hinged bottom left plate,
block of four Extremely Fine, three panes reported to exist, Scott as two pairs with
no premium for plate block $300

2149

CC J

39c Judy Garland, Die Cutting Omitted (4077a), Never Hinged top left plate block of
four, Extremely Fine and very rare, only two plate blocks and one pair are known to
exist, listed but unpriced in Scott

5,000-7,500

2150

CC

41c Flag, Die Cutting Omitted (4133a), Never Hinged pair, Very Fine, listed but
unpriced in Scott

1,500-2,000

150
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2151

2152

2153

2151

CC

26c Florida Panther, Die Cutting Omitted (4141a) Never Hinged pair, Very Fine, listed
but unpriced in Scott

2152

CC

44c Celebrate! Die Cutting Omitted (4407var), Never Hinged bottom margin vertical pair
with plate position, Very Fine, unlisted and unpriced in Scott, one pane of twenty
known if logically (by our definition) broken would yield four plate blocks and two
vertical pairs, unlisted in Scott

3,000-4,000

2153

CC J

(44c) Forever , Unslit Between (4486-4487var) Never Hinged block of four, stamps
created to be coils (similar to Scott No. 3982a), Very Fine, unlisted and unpriced in
Scott, from a fused roll of 100 that was never die cut into individual rolls

2,000-3,000

2154

CC J

45c Futuristic Mail Delivery, Light Blue Omitted (C125b) Never Hinged bottom left
plate block of four, Very Fine, Datz states that 60-80 blocks of four are known to
exist representing approximately six to eight panes and therefore six to eight plate
blocks, Scott for normal block of four $725

350

42

42
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2155

CC

2156

F

2157

CC F
J

2158

60c Grand Canyon, Die Cutting Omitted (C135a), Never Hinged vertical pair, Very Fine
and scarce

850

www

4c Deep Red (UXC1a) mint example of this scarce shade, deep color, sharp edges, Very
Fine, mint and used normal comparison examples accompany, Scott $600

200

www

EFO Group of 136 different Mint Never Hinged, 1944-2000, errors incl. 24 imperforate
pairs incl. Nos. 1297a, 1625b, 2130b, 2603a, 3264a, plus a U646 partial albino, others
misperfs, also includes No. 909 name block with reverse printing on First Day Cover,
Very Fine

300-400

2159

2160

2158

CC

1c Omnibus Transportation Coil Imperforate (1897a), Never Hinged pair, Extremely Fine,
Scott $500

2159

CC

4c Stagecoach Transportation Coil Imperforate (1898Ac), plate 5 joint line strip of
three, precancelled with gap in bars, Never Hinged, line pair unlisted and unpriced,
Extremely Fine and very scarce, 1986 APEX and 2006 PSE certificates

2160

CC

4c Stagecoach Transportation Coil Imperforate (1898Ad), Never Hinged pair, Extremely
Fine, 2006 PSE certificate, Datz states 150 pairs reported, Scott $700

200

2161

CC

4c Stagecoach Transportation Coil Imperforate, plate 1 joint line strip of six, Never
Hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott as three pairs $2,100

500

200

750-1,000
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2162

CC

5c Motorcycle Transportation Coil Imperforate (1899a), Never Hinged pair, Fine, 2006
APEX certificate, Datz notes 32 pairs, Scott $2,750

2163

CC

9.3c Mail Wagon Transportation Coil Imperforate (1903b), plate 1 joint line strip of
six, precancelled, Never Hinged, Extremely Fine, 2006 Datz $1,500

2164

CC

10.9c Hansom Cab Transportation Coil Imperforate (1904b), plate 2 joint line strip of
four, precancelled with gap in bars, Never Hinged, Extremely Fine, strips unpriced in
Datz, line pair listed but unpriced in Scott

2165

1,500

500

400-500

2166

		

2165

CC

17c Electric Auto Transportation Coil Imperforate (1906b), plate 1 joint line strip of
five, Never Hinged, Extremely Fine, Datz notes prices are for plate strips of six, but
plate strips of five sell for similar values, 2006 PSE certificate, 2006 Datz $1,000

400

2166

CC

17c Electric Auto Transportation Coil Imperforate (1906c), precancelled pair, Never
Hinged, Very Fine, Scott $550

150

2167

CC

18c Surrey Transportation Coil Imperforate (1907a), plate 10 joint line strip of six,
Never Hinged, Extremely Fine, 2006 Datz $650

200

44
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2168

2169

2170

2171

2168

CC

20c Fire Pumper Transportation Coil Imperforate (1908a), plate 5 joint line pair,
Never Hinged, Extremely Fine, line pair unlisted and unpriced in Scott, Datz $300

100

2169

CC

17c Dogsled Transportation Coil Imperforate (2135a), Never Hinged pair, Extremely
Fine, 1991 PF and 2006 PSE certificates, Scott $375

120

2170

CC

25c Bread Wagon Transportation Coil Imperforate Between (2136b), Never Hinged,
Extremely Fine, 2001 PF certificate, Datz states ten are known to exist, our
exhaustive search of sales of major errors in the past decade plus yielded only two
pairs in a strip of six and a pair in a strip of four, and both of these items have
the same rough perfs, considering its rarity both in existence and in the marketplace,
we believe the Scott value of $600 is too low

500

2171

CC

4c Steam Carriage Transportation Coil Imperforate (2151a), Never Hinged pair,
Extremely Fine, Scott $525

150

2172

2174

2173

2175

2172

CC

1c Omnibus Transportation Coil Imperforate (2225c), Never Hinged pair, post-office
fresh and Fine, 2006 Weiss certificate, Datz states a mere 22-24 pairs are believed to
exist, Scott $2,000

2173

CC

3c Conestoga Wagon Transportation Coil Imperforate (2252b), Never Hinged pair,
Extremely Fine and very scarce -- seldom appearing in the marketplace, unpriced in
Scott, 2006 PSE certificate, 2006 Datz $3,500

2174

CC

8.4c Wheelchair Transportation Coil Imperforate (2256a), Never Hinged pair, Extremely
Fine, Scott $550

150

2175

CC

10c Canal Boat Transportation Coil Imperforate (2257e), Never Hinged pair, Extremely
Fine and very scarce, Datz states only 53 stamps known, Scott $1,750

500

750

1,000
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2176

15c Tugboat Transportation Coil Tagging Omitted (2260b), plate 2 strip of five, Never
Hinged, Extremely Fine, 2005 PF certificate, Scott $500

CC

120

2177

2178

2179

2177

CC

15c Tugboat Transportation Coil Imperforate (2260c), Never Hinged pair, Extremely
Fine, Scott $625

2178

CC

17.5c Racing Car Transportation Coil Imperforate (2262b), Never Hinged pair, Extremely
Fine and very scarce with Datz noting only 26 pairs known, Scott $2,500

1,000

2179

CC

5c Circus Wagon Transportation Coil Imperforate (2452c), Never Hinged pair, Extremely
Fine, Scott $550

100

2180

CC

5c Circus Wagon Transportation Coil Imperforate (2452c), right pair in transitional
strip of eight, Never Hinged, Extremely Fine, 2006 Datz $700, Scott for the
imperforate pair $550

200

2181

CC

5c Canoe Transportation Coil Imperforate (2453a), Never Hinged strip of six, Extremely
Fine, 2005 PF certificate, Scott as three pairs $675

150

46
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2182

2183

2184

2182

CC

32c Ferryboat Transportation Coil Imperforate, Low Gloss Gum (2466a), Never Hinged
pair, Extremely Fine, Scott $475

120

2183

CC

32c Ferryboat, Imperforate (2466a) Never Hinged pair, Very Fine, Datz states that
70-80 pairs are known to exist, Scott $425

200

2184

CC

32c “Bright Blue” Ferryboat Transportation Coil (2466b), plate 5 strip of five,
Never Hinged, Extremely Fine, the sometimes called “Bronx Blue” which (per Scott)
“some specialists consider this an error of color” rather than a shade variety,
Scott $95

2185

CC

$1 Seaplane Transportation Coil Imperforate (2468a), Never Hinged pair, Extremely Fine
and very scarce, 22 of the 54 reported mint stamps are in one strip leaving only 16
pairs known, 2009 Weiss certificate, Scott $2,500

750

2186

CC

www

Transportation Coils, Imperforate Pairs, including Nos. 1897Ac, 1901b, 1903b, 1904b,
1906b, 1907a (two incl. one joint line pair), 1908a (two incl. a transition strip of
three), 2126b, 2130b (red and black precancels), 2133b, 2134a (2006 PSE cert), 2136a,
2228b, 2259a, 2261a, 2263a, 2265a, 2452De, 2453a, 2457a, 2463a, 2464b (two) Never
Hinged, Very Fine-Extremely Fine, Scott $3,392.50

750

2187

CC

www

Transportation Coils, Imperforate Strips, eleven strips incl. Nos. 1897Ac joint line
strip of six, 1901b strip of six precancelled with gap in bars, 2130b strip of six,
2133b strip of eight precancelled with gap in bars, 2136a two strips of six, 2259a
strip of six, 2263a strip of seven, 2265a strip of six, 2463a strip of six, 2464b
strip of four with 2005 PSE certificate, all Never Hinged, Extremely Fine, Datz
$2,815, Scott $1,647.50

400

50
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United States Stamp Collections
2188

H

19th Century Accumulation, few hundred used stamps in various quantities in small
stockbook incl. Nos. 24 (29), 63 (29), 69 (13), 70 (3), 71 (15), 72 (3), 75 (3), 76
(26), 78 (29), 115 (11), 113, (21), 116 (15), 151 (13), 190 (16), and more, some
faults to be expected but many Fine–Very Fine as well, Scott over $66,000.

2189

C H DCE

Accumulation, 1851-1928, several hundred mint and used stamps on stocksheets incl.
hinged Nos. 112, 113, 228, 232 (17), 233 (14), 234 (12), 235 (13), 236 (9), 237 (12),
238 (4), 240 (2), 255 (5), 256, 257, 258 (2), 259, 272 (2), 273, 310, no gum Nos. 76,
228, 229 (2), 239 (5), 240 (6), 260 (2), used Nos. 113 (2), 229 (2), 239 (6), 311 (8),
plus Bank Notes & early commemoratives, some faults, Fine-Very Fine, Scott over
$60,000.

9,000

2190

CC C H
J DCE

Accumulation, 1851-1940, few hundred mint and used stamps, Never Hinged incl. Nos.
230, 231, 233, 235, OG incl. Nos. 238, 630 (2), no gum incl. Nos. 113, 115, 158 (64),
207 (25), used incl. Nos. 7 (3), 78 (22), 116 (2), 119 (2), 186 (10), 187 (7), 189
(20), 211 (12), 215 (8), 288 (10), 289 (5), 290 (7), 310 (13), 325 (3), 326 (7), 330
(9), plus No. 213 OG block of 70 with 2 imprints (heavily reinforced), few faults but
generally Fine-Very Fine, Scott over $30,000.

4,500

2191

CC C H
F J

Accumulation, 1851-1945, few hundred mint and used stamps on assorted album pages
incl. OG No. E2, used No. 92, Columbians to the 30c, 294-99, plus additional Classics,
Airs, Special Delivery, Officials, few faults, also incl. few plate blocks and covers,
generally Fine-Very Fine, Scott over $6,000.

900

2192

CC C H
F J

Accumulation, 1861-1995, several thousand mint and used stamps in four cartons with a
wide range of issues including singles 1861-1970, plate blocks incl. Never Hinged Nos.
833 and 2970, Never Hinged panes incl. Nos. E15a, E16-E18, also incl. a few covers
including solo 276 on official cover paying registry fee with “unclaimed” and
“return to writer” handstamps, much more, Fine-Very Fine.

400-500

2193

CC C H
J P

Accumulation, a few thousand mint and used stamps with a little of everything,
includes Scott No. 213 Never Hinged imprint plate number strip of six, cut down 213P1,
plate blocks incl. Nos. 551 (15) 702, C38 used incl. Nos. 35, 214 (2), 239, fourth
bureaus on pieces cancelled in Pago Pago (3) or Shanghai, Q8 on piece tied with
Postal Agency Shainghai oval, booklet panes, fourth bureau precancels, four stationary
essays, few Confederates incl. Nos. 56X1 used and unused, 1 used, 9 used (2005 PFC),
few pieces of fractional currency, 19th Century very mixed condition, overall
Fine-Very Fine

750-1,000

2194

CC C H
J

Accumulation, many thousands of mint and used stamps in six stockbooks and hundreds
of glassines and stockcards, many Never Hinged 20th Century incl. Scott Nos. 432, 555,
both 735 and 751 in quantity, E1, RW4, RW7 (2), RW11, plus much more, also fifteen
coils with printed text leader strips attached incl. 409V, also 603 printed in both black
and orange, mint hinged include Nos 240, 325 (15), 507, O82 pair, RW2 (2), RW4 (2),
RW5, RW6, RW9, used incL. 1869’s to the 12c, Columbians to the 30c, Trans-Miss to
the 10c, 299 (5), 311, 323-327 (multiple sets), also about 300 used blocks including
400A in blocks of four and six, both 735 and 751 in quantity including sheets in
pairs, C1-C6, Q1-Q11, RW1, RW3, there are also freaks, booklets with partial plate
numbers, specimen officials, some nice revenues, this is just the tip of the iceberg,
there is far too much here for a short description, condition is a bit mixed as might
be expected in a lot of this size, overall Fine-Very Fine, viewing is highly
recommended and will require some time, Scott over $75,000

10,000
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2195

CC J

Army-Navy Never Hinged Accumulation (785-794) consisting of one set of full sheets,
plus 661 sets mostly blocks of 46 (full panes less the plate block), Fine-Very Fine,
Scott $2,755.45.

2196

CC J

National Parks Never Hinged Accumulation (740-749, 756-765) including sheets
(perforated only), plate blocks, large multiples, and singles with the imperforates
also in arrow and line blocks, also incl. No. 750 (17), 751, 797 (2), Very Fine. Scott
over $7,100.

1,000

2197

CC J

5c Virginia Dare, 3c Swedes & Finns, and 5c United Nations (796, 836, 928), Never
Hinged Plate block and Sheet Accumulation, No. 796 comprising over 90 plate blocks
including several matched sets, and 128 sheets, No. 836 over 160 plate blocks
including several matched sets and 293 full sheets, No. 928 comprising 300 plate
blocks and one sheet, overall Fine-Very Fine with some XF Gems waiting to be mined,
Scott $11,369.25.

2,000

2198

C H

Officials, 106 mint and used stamps including Interior, Post Office, Treasury, and War
to the 90 cent, OG incl. Scott Nos. O15, O16, O18, O20, O50-O52, O55 (2), O60, O90,
O93, few faults but mostly Fine-Very Fine, Scott over $4,300.

2199

C H

Classic Accumulation, approx. 135 mint and used on sales sheets, 1855-1938, general
issues plus high value parcel post, some better officials, few revenues and ducks, OG
incl. Nos. 73 (2), 237, 272, 273, 290, O57, O90, O91, used incl. Nos. 78 (2), 113 (2),
116, Q8-12 (Q10 & Q12 precancelled), some faults, Fine-Very Fine, Scott approximately
$9,000.

2200

CC C H
J

Classics Accumulation, 1861-1930, approximately 100 mint and 46 used stamps, strength
in mint incl. Nos. 223 (two), 226, 232 (NH), 233 (NH), 235 (two), 237, 257, 290, 297,
298, 450 line pair, E7, also incl. few plate blocks, used incl. Nos. 229, 238, 260
(two), 298 (two), few officials, few faults, generally Fine-Very Fine, Scott over
$5,000.

500-750

2201

C H

Classics Accumulation 1851-1940, few thousand mostly used stamps in six small
stockbooks and some loose stock pages, strong in banknotes, also some Washington
Franklin and Back of Book issues, generally Fine-Very Fine.

500-750

2202

C H

Classics Accumulation, 1850’s-1930’s, several hundred stamps sorted by catalog number,
strength in OG incl. Nos. 235 (3), 236, 239 (2), 240 (2), 288, 289, 298, 547, 571 (2),
572, 573 (2), C1-C3 (2 or 3), C5 (2), C18 (3), O86, Never Hinged incl. Nos. 212, 226,
237, 571, 572 (3), 832b, C1 (2), C6, C18 (2), used incl. Nos. 14, 33, 35 (2), 69 (2),
71 (6), 73 (9), 76 (3), 77, 78, 112 (2), 113 (8), 115, 116 (5), 117 (7), 118, 119 (2),
120, 121 (2), 151 (3), 153, 162 (2), 163, 165 (2), 166, 214 (7), 217 (3), 218, 229
(2), 238 (10), 239 (3), 240 (3), 276 (2), 276A, 289 (5), 290 (17), 291, 298 (6), 299
(6), 311 (2), 325 (16), 326 (17), 327 (4), 330 (5), 524 (4), 547 (3), C13, plus many
other lesser but still very useful stamps, very mixed condition but most have a
Fine-Very Fine appearance, Scott over $40,000.

2203

C H J

Classics Accumulation, 1851-1930, few thousand mint and used stamps in five
stockbooks, OG incl. Nos. 65, 213 (2), 214 (2), 269, 270, 271, 369, plus strong
Washington Franklin issues including many imperfs and coils, used incl. 1c-15c
Banknotes, Columbians to 30c, 1902 to $1 with many in quantities, 399-400A & 403 17-36
each, plus a scattering of other issues, mixed condition, generally Fine-Very Fine
Scott catalog over $20,000.

300

550

1,200

6,000

3,000-4,000
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2204

CC C H
F DCE
M

Collection, 1847-1930, completely intact as received, 19th century mostly used but
with some unused and original gum stamps mixed in, 20th century largely mint hinged,
used incl. Nos. 1, 7, 9, 37a, 38, 72, 77, 78, 100, 121, 155, 166, O68, plus few
postage dues, unused incl. Nos. 39 and 135, OG incl. Nos. 240, 524, 551-573, 658-679,
some multiples and three pairs with coil leader strips, also incl. complete parcel
post (most used but a few mint hinged including 75c), plus revenues incl. No. R98c and
about 80 Match & Medicines including a nice RS41b, some cut squares, also
approximately 25 covers incl. Nos. U524/U528 FDC with 2c unofficial city of Smoketown
PA, and an April 26, 1930 Clearfield, PA crash cover, Confederates including #1 on
cover, mixed condition but some nice items included, Scott exceeds $25,000.

2205

C DCE H

Collection, 1847-1946, few hundred mint and used stamps, used incl. Nos. 1, 2, 36, 69,
71, 73, 77, 112-17, 119, 121, 155, 219-29, 239, 323-27, 658-79, E1-E9, unused (no gum)
incl. Nos. 294-299, also incl. No. 549 with freak perfs wide right to include the
plate number, very mixed condition, Fine-Very Fine, Scott over $10,500.

2206

CC C H

Collection, 1851-1957, few hundred mint and used stamps, mint incl. Scott Nos. 206 OG,
C18 Never Hinged, also Farley souvenir sheets and gutter pairs, used incl. Nos. 17,
77, 112-117, 119, 155, Columbians to 50c, 311, 323-327, C1-C3, Q1-Q12, nice postage
due section, Fine-Very Fine, Scott over $7,500.

1,000

2207

CC C H

Collection, 1851-1965, several hundred mint and used incl. Nos. 189 OG, 213 OG, 214
OG, 347V plate number strip of four, top stamp hinged rest NH, used incl. Nos. 17, 32,
36, 36b, 76, 78, 79, 90, 112, 115, 134, 138, 151-154, 162, 163, and 165 (2), Fine-Very
Fine, Scott over $9,500.

2,000

2208

CC C H

Collection, 1851-1970, hundreds of mint and used stamps on groups of assorted album
pages, better used incl. Nos. 68-71, 77, 89, 112, 113, 115, 116, 117 (2), 163, 166,
168, 190, 239, 240, 261, 276, 276A, Never Hinged incl. Nos. 302,304, plus airmails,
special delivery, nice officials, few faults Fine-Very Fine, Scott over $18,000.

2,500

2209

CC C H
DCE

Collection, 1851-1972, several hundred mint and used stamps, Never Hinged incl. Nos.
238, 239, 240, 289, 325, 326, OG incl. Nos. 241, 294-299, C1-C6, no gum Nos. 242 &
243, used incl. Nos. 291, E3, E4, plus some BOB and a few revenues, Scott over
$11,000.

1,500

2210

CC C H

Collection, 1851-1976, few thousand mint and used stamps incl. Never Hinged Nos.
294-96, C1-C4, C18, original gum incl. Nos. 231-235, 237, 285-88, 290, E3, used incl.
Nos. 24, 70, 112-16, 190, 217, 291, E1, E2, E4, plus special delivery, officials, and
about 30 ducks incl. No. RW1 (no gum), mixed condition, generally Fine-Very Fine,
Scott over $11,000.

1,500

2211

CC C H
F J

Collection, 1851-1980, hinged into five homemade albums, mint singles or pairs from
about 597 forward and mostly mint blocks or plate blocks from about Scott No. 716
forward, also few hundred precancels, in glassines, and a few Christmas Seals
including Scott No. WX7, plus about 40 souvenir cards and a few FDC, plus aprox. $550
in postage, Fine-Very Fine, Scott over $2,500.

500

2212

CC C H

Collection, 1851-1981, few hundred mint and used incl. mint Scott Nos. 217, 274, 456,
plus a wide range of better Washington-Franklins also incl. Nos. 803-814 Never Hinged,
used incl. Nos. 9, 24, 35, 36, 69-71, 78b, 92, 112-117, 119, 134-136, 191, 218, and
229, Fine Very Fine, Scott over $9,000.

2,000

50

50
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2213

CC C H
F J

Collection, 1851-1993, few thousand mint and used stamps, mint well represented from
Scott No. 610 forward with some modern issues in plate blocks, booklet panes and full
panes, used incl. Nos. 78 and 240, plus some air mails and special delivery, mixed
condition, also incl. few FDCs, generally Fine-Very Fine, Scott over $2,300.

300

2214

C H

Collection, 1879-1961, few hundred mint and used stamps, mostly mint 20th century,
plus airs, special delivery almost complete, parcel post to 50c (some duplication),
also some Possessions, few Confederates, Telegraphs and Christmas Seals, few faults,
Fine-Very Fine.

200

2215

C H

Collection, few thousand mint and used stamps in an album plus loose pages, mint incl.
Scott Nos. 294-299, 323-327, 548-550, 614-619, 803-834, C1-C6, C18, Q1-Q7, used incl.
Columbians and Trans-Miss to the 50 cent, E2, E3, E7, also some mint and used
commemoratives and back of book issues, Fine-Very Fine, Scott catalog over $4,600.

2216

CC C J

Collection of 1920-1944 commemorative mostly Never Hinged blocks of four, highlights
incl. Nos. 548-50 (top pairs LH & bottom pairs NH), 611, 614-618 (616 3 NH stamps), 2c
Reds, 704-715, 859-93, in mounts on Scott pages, Fine-Very Fine, Scott approximately
$1,125.

200

2217

CC

Collection Transportation Coil plate strips of five, including Nos. 1901a (plates 3,
4, 5, 6), 1903 (plates 3, 4, 5, 6 (last two are strips of four), 1903a (plates 3, 4),
1904 (plates 1, 2), 1904a (plates 1, 2), 1906 Type B (plates 3, 4, 5, 6), 1906 Type C
(plates 5, 7), 1907 (plates 1, 3, 4, 7, 15, 16), 2132b Type 2 (plate 1), 2132c Type 1
(plate 1)2468c (plate 3) Never Hinged, Extremely Fine Scott $826

200

2218

CC C H

Collection Balances, thousands of mint and used stamps, 19th century OG incl. Scott
Nos. 235, 236, 246, 247, 249, 250, 252, 254, 294-299, unused incl. Nos. 24, 210, 211,
230-234, 237, 238, 255, used incl. Nos. 73, 156-166, 208 with “forwa(rded)”
cancel, 229, Columbians and Trans-Miss to the 50 cent, 294-299, 524, 573, C1-C3 (2),
C5, C6 (2), Q1-Q12, also mint Never Hinged 20th century including Farley souvenir
sheets in multiples, gutter pairs, several better singles and sets, plus special
delivery, postage dues, revenues, officials, possessions, and about $300 in postage,
in twenty albums, duplication throughout and some faults should be expected but there
are many useful stamps in this lot, generally Fine-Very Fine.

2219

CC C H
F

Consignment Balance, 1880’s/1980’s, comprising used collections in albums, a few
stockbooks of duplicates and a modern first day cover collection, also $300 in
postage, highlights include No. 26 unused, stockbook of used Washington Franklins,
stockbook of air mails incl. first and second issues and C18 used, also incl. small
group of classic covers, in three cartons, generally Fine-Very Fine.

500-750

2220

CC C J www

Mint Accumulation comprising Scott Nos. 341, 373 (pair), 416, 422, 439, 497 (pair),
523, 524, C6, O77, Q6, Q9 (small thin), Q11, plus blocks of Nos. 371 (arrow of four),
408, 409 & 535 in blocks of 6, plus Never Hinged plate blocks of 832c, 833, 834, Never
Hinged stamps incl. Nos. 408, 409 & 535 (four stamps each), 371 (bot pair), C6 and 373
pair, rest hinged, Fine-Very Fine with No. 439, Extremely Fine, Scott over $2,800

400-500

2221

CC C

Mint Collection, 1893-1970, better incl. Nos. 230-237, 239, 256, 257, 285-90, 294-99,
300-04, 306-09, 325-30, 369, 397-400, 433-38, 510-513, 515-16, 614-623, 658-679, few
BOB incl. E4 & E9, few UN issues, in Scott Minuteman album, few faults, overall
Fine-Very Fine, Scott over $7,500.

www

1,000

2,000-3,000
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2222

CC C H
J

Extensive High Powered Mint & Used Collection, 1845-1940, used highlights incl. Nos.
9X1b, 1, 2 (2 incl. one on piece) 8, 8A, 12, 13, 16, 17, 19b (2005 PFC), 27 (2005
PFC), 28A (1980 PFC), 34, 36b pair with double frameline on right stamp, 37, 62B (1994
PFC), 63a, 64, 67 (1991 PFC), 67a, 70b, 72, 75, 79, 83, 85, 85B, 85C (2005 PFC), 85E,
86, 91, 92, 95-101, 120, 121 (1983 PFC, reperfed at right), 122, 123 (2003 PSE), 137,
138, 139, 141 (2005 PFC), 154, 155, 166, 191, 243, 245, 277, 278, 291, 292, 293,
143L2, 143L4, original gum incl. Nos. 7, 20, 38 (1996 PSE), 39, 56 (2004 APEX), 63b,
150, 211, 261, 261A, 263, C1-C6, C13-C15, plus Mint Never Hinged Plate Blocks of Nos.
803-834, unused incl., Nos. 10X1, 30 (2005 PSE), 30A, 73, 113, 114, 118, 240, 242,
244, 262, plus better commemoratives, air mail, postage due, parcel post; also
contains a few hundred duplicates, including many better incl. used Nos. 87(4), 92,
90, 91, 97(2), 112(2), 113(5), 115(2), 116(2), 117(2), 119(2), 155(25), 161, on
Lighthouse Hingeless Album pages in a three-ring binder, generally Fine-Very Fine,
Scott over $112,000

15,000

2223

H

Used Accumulation, 1857-1965, few hundred stamps on stockpages incl. Nos. 24, 69, 70,
76, 117, 294-299, Columbians to the 30 cent, 323-27, C1-C6, Fine-Very Fine, Scott over
$2,300.

300

2224

H J

Used Accumulation, 1871-1980, few thousand stamps incl. Bank Notes to the 30c, First
Bureau to the 50c, Washington Franklins, Commemoratives, Airs, better Special
Delivery, Postage Dues and more, in seven stockbooks and box of glassines, duplication
and faults on the classics to be expected, overall Fine-Very Fine.

2225

H

Used Accumulation, approx. 50 mostly used stamps on sales sheets incl. banknotes,
early commemoratives, and air mails incl. Nos. 63 (pair), 239 (two), 291, C2 (two),
C5, C6, few faults, Fine-Very Fine, Scott over $1,750

2226

H J

Used Block Collection, 1883-1940, over 350 incl. Nos. 328-330, 339, 524, 547, 551-573,
622-623 (572 perf initialed), plus Washington Franklin and commemorative issues,
several with attractive cancels, Fine-Very Fine, Scott over $4,500.

2227

H F

2228

250

1,000

Used group of ten stamps comprising Scott Nos. 7, 24, 71, 73, 75 (reperfed), 77, 99,
113, 120 (reperfed), and 291, also includes Confederate No. 2 on cover tied with
“Staunton VA Oct 21” cds and Zeppelin photo postcard (Z-111), to Sweden franked by
C3 and others for 65 cent rate, generally Fine, Scott over $3,300

500-750

CC C H

Large Accumulation, 1861-1950, in twelve stockbooks and two cartons incl. Bank Notes,
Washington-Franklins, Bureaus, better Commemoratives, Parcel Post, Newspapers,
Officials, few Locals, Cut Squares, an eclectic “old time“ accumulation, some
faults, Fine-Very Fine.

500-750

2229

CC J

Plate Block Collection, 1926-1954, Never Hinged incl. Nos. 859-893, 1053, plus extra
set of 859-93 and some blocks of four, Fine-Very Fine, Scott $1,271.

250

2230

CC J

Plate Block Collection, 1926-40, over 100 Never Hinged incl. 2c Reds, 704-15, and most
of the Famous Americans incl. No. 893, Very Fine group, Scott over $1,500.

250

2231

CC J

Impressive Plate Block Accumulation, 1930-1954, several hundred Never Hinged incl.
Nos. 559, 564, 565, 623, 647, 692-701, 1053 plus Prexies to the 30c, better Famous
Americans incl. 893 (4), Fine-Very Fine, Scott over $13,300.

52

52

www

500-750
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2232

CC C H
J

Postage Due Accumulation, few thousand mint and used covering the entire range of
issues which are largely sorted by design type, Never Hinged incl. No. J88 (three
panes) plus others, several sets of plate blocks Nos. J89-J104, hinged mint singles
include Nos. J4, J5, J27, also blocks of Nos. J45 & J48 in blocks with bottom stamps
Never Hinged, also incl. No. J3 plate strip of three and block of eighteen, No. J22
imprint and plate strip of five, No. J52 plate and imprint strip of twenty, all with
no gum, plus used incl. Nos. J7 (5), J14, J28 (2), J88 plate block, some used full
sheets, plus cancels, imprint captures, precancels, shade varieties, and more,
Fine-Very Fine, Scott over $40,000

2233

CC C J

Postage, mostly 20c-33c issues, also incl. few high denominations and some premium
items, Very Fine, Face Value over $850.

400

2234

CC C
J

Postage, Never Hinged singles and plate blocks and strips in three cartons, mostly in
albums and stockbooks plus a few year sets, also includes aprox. 140 commemorative
panels and a book of transportation coils, Very Fine, face approx. $1,400.

700

6,000

United States Revenues

2235

H M

$2.00 Probate of Will, Imperforate (R83a). Large margins to just touched, small tear
at bottom center and faint crease at bottom left, otherwise Fine, rare, 2001 PF
certificate, this stamp has seen its catalogue value rise from $3,500 over the last
ten years, Scott $6,000

1,000

2236

H M

2c Second Issue Inverted Center (R104a), cut cancel and sealed internal tear, still a
Fine appearing example of this popular Second Issue Invert, 2010 PF certificate, Scott
$5,000

1,000

2237

H M

10c Second Issue Inverted Center (R109a), ms “12/18 1871” cancel, small thin and
extra row of “freak perfs”, Fine appearance, Scott $2,000

500
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2238

M

$2 Vermillion & Black Third Issue (R145) five strikes of “RISING STAR” Pacific
Mail Steamship handstamp cancel, small corner crease, Fine and scarce

100-150

2239

CC J M

2c Documentary Series 1940, 1c Narcotic (RD43, RJA33), Never Hinged imprint and plate
no. blocks of six, RD43 with single short perf, still Very Fine, well centered for
these issues.

100-150

2240

H M

One Gallon Distilled Spirits Taxpaid Double Provisional with both red “ACT OF 1938
TAX $2.25 PER GALLON” printed and purple “Value Increased under Revenue Act of
1940” handstamp surcharges used November 20, 1940 in Philadelphia, usual black
roller and shellac cancels, few minor faults mentioned strictly for accuracy, still
Extremely Fine for this very scarce stamp with only five believed to exist.

200-300

54

54
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2241

H M

8c on 2c Blue, Playing Cards, Inverted Surcharge (RF15). Boldly struck, light
horizontal crease and small corner crease, appears Very Fine, ex Cunliffe, Scott $625

2242

G M

$10 Consular Fee (RK21), incredible 1929 document from the London Consulate containing
132 examples of the stamp plus one RK19 to pay a fee of $1335 (one RK21 missing), all
stamps tied by boxed “Consulate General 13 Aug 1929 U.S.A. London” boxed cancels
and signed by the Vice Consul William N. Carroll for certifying a series of
depositions, incl. blocks of 72, 15, and 10 completely filling the reverse and the
left side of the front of the document, a very rare and possibly unique usage for this
stamp which was normally used as a single, some edgewear and minor faults as might be
expected for a document of this type, Fine-Very Fine, Scott $8,585.

2243

H M

1c “Matches” (Head of Franklin) with M(ichael). D(aily) (RO132a), June 1866 printed
cancel, small faults, otherwise Very Fine, this stamp was unique to Match and
Medicines in that it was the only stamp authorized to be used concurrently by multiple
companies all of whom were from Philadelphia: Michael Daily, Frederick Zaiss, and John
Schick who was soon replaced by E.K. Smith, Zaiss and Smith were longstanding
businesses that later had their own private die stamps, but Michael Daily was only in
business a relatively short time and stamps with his cancel are quite scarce.

300

3,000-4,000

100-150
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2244

1c T. Kensett & Co.(RP1a), sharp color, very fresh, an outstanding sound example of a
frequently repaired stamp, 20 of the 27 recorded in the Aldrich census are faulty, a
true condition rarity, with 2012 PF certificate, Scott $2,500

H M

2245

1,500

2248

2246

2247

2245

M

J. B. Kelly & Co. 4c Black (RS153a), a defective yet presentable example of a very
scarce stamp of which only nineteen are recorded in the Aldrich census with nine
faulty, Fine appearance, Scott $2,250

200-300

2246

M

Cotton Tags, four, comprising Nast type 1#2 and type1#2 with period after Fitch, both
on parchment with their (sharp) harpoons to be driven into the cotton bales, and two
brass tags Nast type VI#1, a scarce and attractive group, Very Fine, accompanies by a
couple of articles about these items

300-400

2247

H M

100 Cigars Black (Springer TC 55), mostly huge margins (complete Continental imprint
visible at top as well as bottom), small neat “Platt and Hill Jan 1 1870”
manuscript cancel, few minor creases mentioned strictly for accuracy, Extremely Fine,
a magnificent complete example, we would not be surprised if this was the finest
known.

100-150

2248

CC J M

$1.00, $3.00 Federal Boating (RVB1, RVB2), Never Hinged plate no. blocks of four,
Extremely Fine, Scott $350

56

56
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2249

M

2250

M

www

½p Massachusetts (RM1), Fairly clear impression in red in the bottom right corner of
the Monday August 23 1756 edition of the Boston Evening-Post, edge faults and file
creases, Fine and very rare, the front page reproduces an exchange between the House
of Representatives (the predecessor of the current House) in New York and Major
General William Shirley, the “Governor and Commander in Chief of the Province of
Massachusetts Bay in New England” regarding Shirley’s recall to England. To put
this into historical context, according to Wikipedia, “Following the death of Edward
Braddock on 13 July 1755, with whom Shirley’s son William was killed, Shirley was made
temporary commander-in-chief of North American forces in addition to his position as
Governor of Massachusetts. During this time his troops supported Charles Lawrence in
the Great Expulsion, the forcible removal of more than 12,000 Acadians from Nova
Scotia. When some of the ships carrying the Acadians entered Boston Harbor in early
December 1755, Shirley ordered that they not disembark. For three winter months, until
March 1756, the Acadians remained on the ships, where half died from the cold weather
and malnutrition.
Shirley’s management of the war in 1755 and 1756 was a failure. His expedition against
Fort Niagara got no further than the final staging point at Fort Oswego on Lake
Ontario in 1755, and the French captured Oswego in August 1756. He was also embroiled
in a power struggle with Sir William Johnson, the newly appointed crown superintendent
of Indian affairs, over military administration and the management of Indian affairs.
Johnson’s partisans were successful first in engineering Shirley’s dismissal as
commander-in-chief, and then in getting Shirley recalled to England on charges that he
had let critical military information get into enemy hands.”
This issue of the Boston Evening Post publishes the exchange on the subject, and the
House was very complimentary of Shirley and his performance.
The reverse page deals with foreign affairs. Due to the delay in the communication of
information, the dates represented are May 16 through June 11.
Scott $2,500.

1,500

½ p Massachusetts (RM1) Typographed in red on small bottom right 65 x 40mm corner
piece of newspaper, Very Fine strike, 1982 PF certificate. Scott $2,500

500
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2251

M

www

2p Massachusetts (RM2) Well struck on a full, mostly printed 7½ X 12½ inches
document for the sale of 4 acres of land in Lynn Township, Massachusetts Bay dated
December 2nd 1755, document with reinforced central file fold clear of any written
text, Very Fine appearance. Scott $400.

400

2252

M

www

2p Massachusetts (RM2) Well struck on a full, mostly printed approximately 7” X
12” promissory note from York county dated December 8 1755, some minor edge wear,
Very Fine and scarce, 1982 PF certificate (incorrectly noting July 1, 1756 which is
the due date). Scott $400

400

2253

M

4p Massachusetts (RM4) Sharply struck on a full mostly printed 8” X 13” receipt
for the sale of two parcels of land in the Township of Biddleford, October 8th, 1755,
document split in the middle and has minor edge wear not affecting contents, Very Fine
strike, 1982 PF certificate. Scott $700.

700

2254

M

½p New York (RM9) Mostly clear strike at left center on the front page of a December
4, 1758 edition of The New York Mercury, contents regarding the Seven Years War
including battles, casualty figures, lists of officers killed or taken prisoner, minor
edge wear and very slightly reduced at left clear of text, Very Fine and scarce, 1985
PF certificate (obtained by the owner after purchase in a 1985 Rarities sale (lot card
accompanies) Scott $1,500.

900

58
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2255

M

3p General Issue, Die A (RM24) Sharp strike on a 26 x 35mm cut square, Fine, one of
the “Stamp Act” revenues for use in Colonial America that helped precipitate the
American Revolution,1979 PF certificate, RM24 very rarely appears in the marketplace
in any format. Scott $4,500 (full document)

1,000

2256

M

6p General Issue, Die A (RM26) bold strike on December 24, 1777 Revolutionary War Pay
Order for sixty pounds payable to William Turner Miller for “the supply of the
families in Warren (R.I.)”, signed by William Miller on reverse, Very Fine, 1985 PF
certificate which states “document reduced”, one of only seven recorded of which
five are cut squares, the other “non-cut square” example is on a 1766 bail bond
from Quebec last offered in the Tolman sale in 2000 where it brought $5,000 hammer,
this is the only example from the Revolutionary War. Scott $4,500.

5,000

2257

M

6p General Issue, Die B (RM26) Sharp impression on small piece with a partial Quebec
dateline written over stamp, plus British “Nine Pence Quire” paper cost mark
handstamp, Very Fine, one of only seven recorded, five of which are cut squares,
purchased by the owner in a 1987 Rarities auction and has been off the market since,
1987 PF certificate. Scott $4,500.

1,000
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2258

1sh General Issue, Die A (RM27), very sharp clear impression at top left on Jan. 4,
1766 handwritten summons from Quebec, minor splitting along file folds, still Very
Fine and scarce, 1987 PF certificate, only 19 documents believed to exist and they
appear in the marketplace perhaps once a decade; this document last appeared in the
market in a 1987 Rarities auction (lot card accompanies). Scott $2,500.

M

1,500

Auction Bids

The auction bidding steps are as follows :
$
0 - 100
$
5
$
750 - 1,500
$
50
$ 100 - 300
$ 10
$ 1,500 - 3,000
$ 100
$ 300 - 750
$ 25
$ 3,000 - 7,000
$ 250
				

$
$
$
$

7,000 - 15,000
15,000 - 30,000
30,000 - 70,000
70,000 - 150,000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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$
$
$
$

500
1,000
2,500
5,000

Estimate (US$)

Lot No. Symbol(s)

2259

M

2sh3p General Issue, Die A (RM30) Wonderfully sharp impression on an 8 ¼ X 13 inch
Nov. 2, 1765 renunciation (release) in French of an inheritance from Quebec; since
the Stamp Act became effective November 1 1765 this document represents a second day
usage, which is the earliest recorded “America” document in existence and has the
correct tax rate and a “nine pence quire” paper cost mark as well; some minor
splitting along folds otherwise very fine and very scarce, only five recorded examples
of this “America” revenue stamp are known; this document last appeared in the
market in a 1987 Rarities auction (lot card accompanies) and the only other example in
the marketplace we have ever seen is the ex Cunliffe example. signed Charles Hamilton
(“OK CH”). Scott $3,250.

4,000

David Feldman Special Extended Payment Facility
David Feldman (DF) may offer a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer may choose to pay
a minimum of 25% of the total invoice on receipt, and the balance over an extended period of 6 months, paying an equal
installment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1%, is debited to the buyer’s account at the end of each
month. When the special extended payment facility has been granted, the buyer understands that any claims regarding his/
her purchases must be made within 30 days of the auction sale date, even though the lots may be held by DF awaiting full
settlement of the account. Until delivery, lots may be examined by their respective buyers at the offices of DF.
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Lot No. Symbol(s)

		
Estimate (US$)

2260

M

2sh6p General Issue, Die A (RM31), sharp impression at top left with “Nine Pence
Quire” paper cost mark alongside, on Dec. 24, 1765 beautifully written three page
business agreement in French, fresh with minor splitting along file folds, Very Fine
and very scarce, only fifteen recorded documents, 1987 PF certificate, our google
search for “RM31 + embossed revenue” revealed only three documents being offered
in the past quarter century – this one which was offered in a 1987 Rarities auction,
and the ex Tolman (2000) and ex Cunliffe (2008) examples, both also from Quebec. Scott
$4,000.

3,000

2261

M

2sh6p General Issue, Die A (RM31), sharp impression at top left with “One Penny
????“ paper cost mark alongside, on one page 1766 document from Quebec written in
French, fresh with minor split along one file fold, Very Fine and very scarce, only
fifteen recorded documents which, as stated in the previous lot, does not appear
frequently at auction, purchased by the owner in a Kelleher auction 29 years ago.
Scott $4,000.

3,000

62
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Estimate (US$)

Lot No. Symbol(s)

2262

M

Business College Revenue Facsimiles (Drummond #BCR5) four checks of the Merchant’s
Bank, each used in 1900, few roughly used, Fine-Very Fine.

100-150

2263

M

Lock Seals, Priester Nos. LS105 Series L, LS106 Series B, each in a vertical gutter
sheet of ten, Mint, Very Fine

100-150

2264

M

Large Taxpaids Accumulation with an emphasis on cigar, cigarette, snuff, and tobacco,
almost all sorted by type and series including Springer Nos. TA7a, TA7b, TA22c, TA29b
(2), TA40 (17), 7TB24c, TC48 (11), TC92D, TC153, TC155, TC157(2) TC173a (3) TC46,
TC146 (4) TC159, TC165Aa, (4), TC166Ba, TC166Ca (3), TCTC167Ca, TC167Aa, TC169Aa, TC
175a, TC176a (last two not listed in Springer), TCC3, TCC13, TCC22, TCC27 also two
Series 1901 50 cigars overprinted “Porto Rico” (3), approx. 60 beers, including
REA34, REA80c, 87 special tax stamps (remainders), bottle strips, meat inspection,
distilled spirits, also includes some express labels, coupons, cigar bands, large
strip stamps mostly typical condition (plus a few not counted), mostly sorted in five
stockbooks many Fine-Very Fine,

4,000-5,000
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Lot No. Symbol(s)

		
Estimate (US$)

2265

G M

Tariff and Tax Acts, 1809-1818, 12 printed tax acts for a wide range of products
imported to and from British North America and Great Britain during the Napoleonic
Wars and the War of 1812 and their aftermath in the reign of George lll, acts incl.
extension for the importation of fish from Newfoundland and Labrador, exportation of
European goods to British North America, additional customs duties on wood imports to
Great Britain, regulation of trade between Europe south of Cape Finisterre and certain
ports of British North America, customs duties on fir timber from Norway into Great
Britain, West Indian spirits to be imported into Lower Canada, customs duties on
copper, tin and lead into Great Britain, extension of an act permitting trade between
the various colonies in British North America, importations of goods to Porta Maria,
and Bridge Town, Jamaica, and goods imported and exported into Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick from the U.S., all printed in London by George Eyre and Andrew Strahan,
Printers to the King’s most Excellent Majesty, Very Fine, very interesting
historical group.

200-300

2266

L M

Springer Catalog Group, 50 items, including B.S. & C. College stamps in blue, gold,
gray and green, fantasy express posts, license & royalty stamps, plus some locals
fakes and fantasies, most are stuck down on very old album pages, but should soak very
easily, some very nice items here for the specialist, Fine-Very Fine.

150-200

2267

M

Impressive Revenue Accumulation 1862-1971, thousands of stamps with strength in
1st-3rd issues to $5, many sorted into a stockbook by catalog number, plus
documentaries, stock transfers, narcotics, wines (including RE147 in sheet of 50 and
other large multiples, RE151 in blocks of 8, and RE199 block of 35), etc., also few
thousand documents, railroad stock certificates, few state revenues, many useful
stamps, some duplication and some in mixed condition but overall Fine Very-Fine.

64

64
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2,000-3,000

Estimate (US$)

Lot No. Symbol(s)

2268

M

Revenue “1898” Accumulation incl. 38 Battleships with plate numbers, (R161, R164,
R167, RB23, RB27) comprising sixteen Never Hinged , twenty hinged and two used with
handstamp cancels, also R167r corner margin with inverted reverse plate inscription
(5cD) and a Never Hinged block of RB30r, three hinged imprint strips of R155, two
blocks and a pair of R154 with First Day handstamp cancels, and five documents incl.
Postage Used as Revenues, a pair of August 1899 checks with Scott 267, a notarized
receipt from the State of New York (R168r) and an 1899 check from the Beaumont &
Kansas City Railway Company with a train vignette, a few minor faults as usual on
revenue group lots but overall Fine-Very Fine.

200-300

2269

CC C H
M

Revenue Collection, 1862-1960, few hundred, strong in perforated first issue and third
issue both to the $5 plus some nice second issue as well, also better 20th century
incl. mint motor vehicles complete, potato tax Never HInged, nice selection of mint
early wines, 1917 documentaries, playing cards, narcotics, and also incl. Nos. RW64,
RW66, & RW67 each tied by commem cancel to its own 8.5 x 11 in. framed duck stamp
print, some nice cancels and a few imprint pieces, Fine-Very Fine, Scott over $7,500.

1,500

2270

H M

Revenue Collection, about 1,000 stamps, strength is in first and second issues to the
$10, also includes documentaries, proprietaries, stock transfers, playing cards,
wines, plus some mint ducks, few faults, generally Fine-Very Fine, Scott over $5,000.

1,000

2271

C H M

Revenues, 1862-1990, diverse accumulation of a few thousand mint and used incl. imperf
first issues to the $20 and perforated to the $10, proprietaries, future delivery,
stock transfer, wines, narcotics, playing cards, match & medicines, taxpaids, customs
baggage stamps, state revenues incl. some mint and used Federal and state ducks and
used 1950 South Dakota waterfowl, plus a few hundred checks with R164, RN-X6, or
RN-X7, incl. nice cancels, few plate varieties, few faults but many Fine-Very Fine
stamps here, Scott over $7,500.

1,000-1,500

United States Postal Stationery
2272

F

1c and 2c Hartford “Earliest Reported Use” Collection, an important collection of 31
entires comprising three 1c and 28 2c, all identified by United Postal Stationery
Society catalogue numbers, 1c Nos. 1375, 1378a, 1380, 2c Nos. 1393, 1394, 1396, 1397,
1399, 1402, 1406, 1411, 1414, 1415, 1421, 1424, 1441, 1442, 1446, 1448, 1451, 1453,
1455, 1456, 1457, 1460, 1461, 1463, 1464, 1468, 1470, 1471, nine are legal size, most
with printed corner cards, No. 1448 has printed Fire Insurance ad in green, various
types of duplex and machine cancellations, a must for the specialist in these issues,
Very Fine.

3,000-4,000

2273

F

Classic Postal Stationery Hoard, over 25,000 unpicked postally-used commercial corner
card stamped envelope entires from the massive legendary Marcus White accumulation,
comprising 1870/1932 1c, 2c, and 3c values, plus a few hundred unused entires (Scott
U172, U177, U311, U395, U522, U523, U524, U525), and about 1,000 assorted 1958/1985
used and unused entires, used feature a broad array of handstamped and machine
cancellations, mainly from Northeastern and Midwestern towns and cities, and hail
(with generous duplication in many cases) from diverse manufacturing and machine
companies, banks, insurance companies, railroads, telephone company, colleges, and
private clubs and societies, with several illustrated corner cards; many envelopes
have peripheral faults, nevertheless very presentable; a fantastic group for the
stamped envelope collector to explore for die varieties, scarce cancels, etc.; all
housed in 28 sturdy Pittsburgh cardboard file boxes for easy addition to retail stock,
Fine-Very Fine.

5,000-7,500
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Estimate (US$)

2274

F

Columbian Postal Stationery Group, an exceptional holding of over 800 entires
comprising 1c (125), 5c (69), 10c (14) and the rest 2c, predominantly commercial
corner cards (several illustrated) from various businesses and displaying a broad
variety of town postmarks, duplex cancels, and machine cancels (some of which might be
scarce or rare, some uprated with Bureau, Columbian, Trans-Mississippi, and 1902-3
Regulars, or Washington-Franklin singles to pay various rates, uses incl. drop mail,
redirected, registered, foreign destinations (Argentina, Burma, Chile, Guatemala,
Venezuela), few late usages, several with auxiliary markings, interesting items emerge
throughout, incl. 1893 10c Columbian Special Delivery on 2c entire; 1894 2c entire
with Cinnamahonning, PA “moose head” fancy cancel; 1896 double rate (4c) cover MA
to NH, 1899 “Peace Jubilee” cover with 1898 Cuba 2c/2c; 1898 2c illustrated Wells
Fargo steamer cover; occasional fault as to be expected, an impressive group inviting
further study, Very Fine.

1,500-2,000

2275

F

Commercial Postal Stationery Group, an enthralling assemblage of 184 postal entires,
postmarked 1879/1918, comprising 1c, 2c, 3c stamped envelope entires with commercial
corner cards from railroads, manufacturing companies, wall paper makers, fishing
tackle suppliers, steelmakers, machine companies, Goodrich Tires, Winchester Repeating
Arms, schools, private associations and fraternities, banks, investment companies,
insurance companies, insane asylums, steamship companies, several are illustrated, and
all display a generous variety of postmarks, duplex cancels, and machine cancels, some
duplication, occasional fault as to be expected, generally clean, Fine-Very Fine.

1,000-1,500

2276

C H

2277

C H

Cut Square Collection, 1853-1975, about 500 mint and used featuring a wide range of
issues, including few Nesbitts, revalues, air mails, on Scott Specialty pages, minor
duplication, mostly sound and Fine-Very Fine, Scott over $1,500.

2278

F

Massive Postal Stationery Accumulation, 19th and 20th Century, comprising
approximately 5,000 entires and postal cards, majority used, incl. advertising, first
days, foreign destinations, precancels, officials, plus a group of mint albinos,
mostly all sleeved with some sorted and some unsorted, a very good lot, generally
Fine-Very Fine.

2,000-3,000

2279

F

Postal Stationary Accumulation, 1920-90, about 1,000 items incl. mint and used
envelopes, postal cards and mint paid reply cards, also a few hundred mint picture
postcards, highlights incl. 1892 postal card from Columbia to NY with Barranquilla
transit plus “not found” and triangular “dead letter office” handstamps, few
faults but generally Fine-Very Fine.

100-150

2280

66

www

Outstanding Cut Square Collection U1/U521, UC1/UC46, UO1/UO72, most spaces are filled
and the items are accurately identified, few used with cds cancels Nos. U1/U28, also
incl. Nos. U41 (blue Wells Fargo cancel), U66, U68, after No. U28 mostly mint incl.
Nos. U42-U45, W51, U67, U91-U95, U99, U102, U104, U172-U178, U180-U184, U186-U190,
U195, U197-U199, U208, U209, U211, U212, U241,U244, U245, U274, U276, W287, U457,
U476, many full corners incl. Nos. U89, U96-U98, U101, U103, U109, W126, U135, U202,
U203, U206, U207, U210, U215, U217, U224-U226, U243, U246, U273, U290, U336-U347,
U474, U475, U478, U500-U504, U511, UO14-UO17, and massive full corners incl. Nos. U36,
U69-U72, U90, U100, U153, U196, U201, U214, U216, U271, U286, U322, in Scott National
Album, Very Fine & clean collection, Scott $37,776 (excluding modern issues and
airmail issues).

No Lot
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7,500-10,000

250

Estimate (US$)

Lot No. Symbol(s)

2281

F

Postal Stationery Accumulation, many hundreds of used 2c envelopes, 1890s-1930s,
mostly to domestic destinations with nice postmarks, but some to Canal Zone, also
incl. several hundreds of unused envelopes & modern postal cards, Fine-Very Fine.

2282

F

Postal Stationery Group, a remarkable gathering of over 600 items, a few with content,
predominantly 1c, 2c, 3c values, postmarked 1850s/1920 comprising Nesbitt and Reay
stamped envelopes, (a few identified by type and displaying printing errors) and
plentiful Liberty, Jefferson, Grant postal cards, several franked with Banknotes,
Washington-Franklins, and displaying a wide range of town postmarks, duplex cancels,
and fancy cancels, machine cancels incl. American Machine and other types, uses incl.
commercial corner card, officials, many interesting items incl. 1865 unused 3c entire
with blue oval “Packet Rapide” handstamp, 1894 2c with Ft. Sully, SD duplex
cancel, a small amount of unused 1860s/1920s entires and a small quantity of vintage
picture post cards accompany, occasional fault, overall Fine-Very Fine.

2283

F

Postal Stationery Illegal uses, 1954/1971, over 200 covers addressed to The Standard
Oil Co. in Cleveland franked with cut square cut outs, most are solo but few with
stamps also affixed, wide range of towns with vast majority from Ohio, generally Very
Fine.

500-750

3,000-4,000

100-150

United States Possessions

2284

F

Canal Zone, 1c-10c 1902 Issues Overprints (4-8), complete set tied by purple
horizontal 7-bar roller cancels and three low values tied by violet “Canal Zone
Ancon Dec 10, 1904” circular datestamp on large part of cover to Panama, two
horizontal file folds below stamps, Fine

200-300

2285

C H J

Canal Zone 8c on 50c “Panama” Reading Up and Down, Period after “Cents”, “L” in
“Canal” in Antique Type (20 var), top right stamp in block of four (pos 42 in sheet)
with others normal, tropical gum, left pair hinge reinforced, typical Fine centering
for this issue, like the two listed varieties (20a and 20b), there were 196 examples
created, found in the old time accumulation that appears as lot 2290.

100-150
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2286

2287

2286

C J

Canal Zone 8c on 50c “Panama” Reading Up and Down, Period after “Cents”, “L” in
“Canal” in Antique Type (20 var), top right stamp in left imprint block of eight (pos
42 in sheet) with others normal, tropical gum as usual but there is much more gum than
usual, typical Fine centering for this issue, like the two listed varieties (20a and
20b), there were 196 examples created, found in the old time accumulation that appears
as lot 2290.

150-200

2287

C J

Canal Zone 8c on 50c Bister Brown, “8 cts” Double (20d), the left three stamps in a
vertical block of seven (pos. 76, 86, 96), the other four stamps normal, usual
tropicalized gum with a few perf separations at top and a natural s.e. at bottom,
exceptionally fresh from having been quietly buried until discovered by our staff in
an old time accumulation for an unknown period of time (that produced the other three
varieties in blocks of Scott 20), usual Fine centering, one of the great Canal Zone
rarities, a stunning exhibit showpiece. The history of the block is provided in an
article by Dr. Samuel Wagonfeld in the Second Quarter 1977 Canal Zone Philatelist
(article accompanies) that reads, “The error was first mentioned by H.F. Colman ..
in.. 1912… he explains: ‘A sheet (which) the entire sixth vertical row has the 8
cts. double. This was due to the surcharge on the left half of the sheet being shifted
so that it fell on the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th rows, leaving the first row without
surcharge. Evidently this was noticed by the printer, who then ran the sheet through
the press a third time, thus surcharging the first row, and, also the left
margin.’” Based upon this information, the error was first listed in the 1913
Scott catalogue, but due to a complete lack of appearance in the marketplace between
then and 1973, the error listing was removed. Wagonfeld continues to describe how, in
1977, he was fortunate to discover & acquire both a block of nine (3x3) containing
three additional examples of this error (pos. 16, 26 with “Canal” antique & 36)
and a block of four containing two examples (pos. 46 & 56) in an accumulation of
blocks of No. 20 offered to him for purchase. Wagonfeld concludes by wondering about
the location of the remaining five examples. We know of four -- this block containing
pos. 76, 86 and 96, and the left stamp in a pair offered in a 1979 Rarities sale
which, assuming not broken from the blocks described by Wagonfeld, must be pos. 6. In
theory, this leaves pos. 66 as the tenth example that will most likely appear as a
single. Scott for three singles $4,500, found in the old time accumulation that
appears as lot 2290.

4,000-5,000
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2288

C J

Canal Zone 8c on 50c Bister Brown, “8 cts” in Selvage (20d var), bottom left corner
part imprint and arrow block of ten (pos 51-52/91/92) with partial blue crayon
“Double” in selvage, usual tropicalized gum, some perf separations, selvage
faults, and a natural s.e. at bottom, usual Fine centering, exceptionally fresh from
having been quietly buried for an unknown period of time in an old time accumulation
until recently discovered by our staff, one of the great Canal Zone rarities, a
stunning exhibit showpiece. The history of the double “8 cts.” error block, which
also explains this block, is provided in an article by Dr. Samuel Wagonfeld in the
Second Quarter 1977 Canal Zone Philatelist (article accompanies) that reads, “The
error was first mentioned by H.F. Colman .. in.. 1912… he explains: ‘(I have seen)
a sheet (which) the entire sixth vertical row has the 8 cts. double. This was due to
the surcharge on the left half of the sheet being shifted so that it fell on the 2nd,
3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th rows, leaving the first row without surcharge. Evidently this
was noticed by the printer, who then ran the sheet through the press a third time,
thus surcharging the first row, and, also the left margin.’” There are three
reasons that we believe this block must come from the unique sheet described by Colman
in 1912: 1) there are no other known examples of this occurring on other panes of
Canal Zone #20, 2) the source is the same as the other variety blocks of #20 being
offered in this sale, and 3) the source (an unpicked accumulation sorted in glassines)
was not the type of place one would normally find a fake. We also note that the top
five examples from this sheet have never been reported and may never be, especially
considering that this block required a full 100 years from its date of issue to reach
the market.

2289

CC C H

Canal Zone Accumulation incl. stockbook with few hundred mint and used stamps incl.
several mint sets of Nos. 105-114, also very strong in postally used CO1-CO7 incl.
perforated P variety used 1915-1941 and showing many different settings of the
overprinted types from 1941-1951, Fine-Very Fine, a footnote in Scott states “After
being withdrawn from use mint CO1-CO7 were made available to the public at face value
for three months beginning Jan 2, 1952. Values for used examples are for
canceled-to-order stamps with original gum, postally used stamps being worth more”,
Scott $3,174.
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500
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Estimate (US$)

2290

C H J

Canal Zone Massive Accumulation, Scott Nos. 5/156, C1/C52, and J8/J29, few thousand
mint and used stamps in varying quantities from three to 150 incl. Nos. 18 (35), 19
(49), 20 (142), 21 (100) with the map issues featuring a range of minor overprint
varieties, both Panama’s on the left, etc., sorted in glassines by Scott number,
comprising singles, multiples, imprint blocks, plate blocks, and booklet panes, better
OG blocks include Scott No. 14c right imprint block of six, No. 19 block of six incl.
three the “missing A” variety, No. 21 mint block of 36 and Never Hinged imprint
block of eight, also incl. No. 14 without the “Canal Zone” overprint (25) and No.
117a (two complete booklets plus twenty Never Hinged booklet panes), usual tropical
gum on the earlier issues and many full OG and Never Hinged , few faults to be
expected on a lot of this size, overall Fine-Very Fine, Scott approximately $55,000.

7,500-10,000

2291

F

Cuba, 1c-10c 1898 Issues Overprinted (221, 222, 223, 224, 225, 226) tied by individual
target cancels on insured 1899 “Otto Bickel” cover to Munich, Bavaria, violet
three line Cuban May 9, 1899 Registered handstamp, Very Fine

200-300

2292

F

Guam, 1c-$1.00 1899 Issue, 10c Special Delivery (1-8, 10-12, E1) bright colors, tied
by individual purple “Agana, Guam” straightline handstamps with 50c also tied by
purple “Agana Guam with ms. “R. 181”” cancel, matching “Dec 24, 1900” on
small side loading envelope to Saipan, German Mariana Islands, Saipan 1/1/01 New Years
Day backstamp, few small gum stains incl. No. 12 with tropical gum soak, still Very
Fine and striking, 1978 PF certificate

70

70
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2293

F

2c Guam Guard Mail, horizontal pair from bottom right part of sheet, tied by perfectly
struck “Guam Service Asan Apr. 8, 1930” double circle datestamp on fresh First Day
Cover to Agana, Guam, Extremely Fine, 1979 PF certificate

2294

CC J

Philippines, 18c Red Orange (357), a pristine top Never Hinged plate block as fresh as
the day it was printed, perfect gum, well centered and very attractive, Very Fine,
Scott does not list plate blocks for this issue, Scott as singles $300

2295

F

2296

C H J

Possessions Accumulation, several hundred mint and used stamps, strong in Philippines
and Hawaii, plus Canal Zone, Cuba and Puerto Rico, Philippines include several plate
blocks including imprint blocks of Scott Nos. O7-O10, O12-O13, fair amount of
duplication but a wide range of issues represented, also includes some pre- and
post-possessions material, Fine-Very Fine, Scott over $4,000

2297

F

Possessions and Alaska cover accumulation of 1,300 mostly all sleeved in two cover
boxes, generally Fine-Very Fine,

500-750

2298

C H J

Possessions Collection, few hundred mint and used stamps comprising Hawaii and
pre-possessions Philippines and Puerto Rico, latter two incl. mint blocks, strength in
the former, Fine-Very Fine, nice group, Scott over $1,700.

200

2299

CC C F
J

Possessions Postal History, 60 covers, mostly Canal Zone and Philippines, plus some
Cuba, including censored, flights, ship mail, registered, postage dues, RPO, official
mail, also one “Porto Rico” military cover, plus 63 Philippines plate blocks,
mostly Never Hinged, plate blocks are not listed in Scott, Fine-Very Fine.

www

500-750

200

Philippines Mint Postal Stationery Collection comprising Nos. U2, U3, U5, U7, U12,
U14, U16, U19-U21, U25-U27, U34, U37, U39, UX5, UX18, UY1 & UY2, fourteen with printed
corner cards incl. three legal size, Extremely Fine group.

300-400

750-1,000

200-300
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Autographs and Free Franks

2300

F

John C. Calhoun Free Frank, on folded cover with ms.“War Department Pension Office “
in another hand, then “FREE” handstamp with signature below, bit indistinct black
“Washington Aug. 23“ circular datestamp, to En Parsons”, Esq, Pres U.S. Br. Bank,
Middletown, Conn.”, 1822 docketing, file folds not affecting signature or markings,
and light staining, Very Fine.

200-300

2301

F

Hoagy Carmichael, neat signature on beautiful all-over front and back “Star Dust”
musical illustrated cover franked with 3c Wisconsin (957) tied by “Carmichael, MS
Jul 4, 1948” duplex cancel, Extremely Fine.

150-200

2302

F

Henry Clay Free Frank, “Free H. Clay” on locally addressed cover as U.S. Senator,
with enclosed letter in Clay’s own hand datelined Feb. 9th, 1850 which reads “H.
Clay respects to Mrs. Stockton, with his regrets, that his habit of not going out to
parties at night prevents his accepting her invitation on Sunday evening next.”
Extremely Fine cover and letter which was written during the debates about the
Compromise of 1850 which Clay was instrumental in passing. In addition, he was already
ill with tuberculosis which would kill him in 1852.

200-300
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2303

2304

2305

2303

F

Francis F. Cleveland, widow of Grover Cleveland, free frank on mourning cover to a
Cleveland family member at the Westover School in Middlebury Conn, “Princeton N.J.
Oct. 5, 1910” machine cancel, also incl. advertising card with her portrait on one
side and ad that claims that one can obtain a copy of her portrait by sending in 12
wrappers for “The ‘Best’ Tonic” made by Philip Best Brewing Co., fresh and Very Fine,
scarce with this form of free frank.

200-300

2304

F

Frances F. Cleveland Preston, widow of Grover Cleveland, free frank on cover with
“Princeton N.J. Nov. 11, 1939” machine cancel to Neville Milles, President, National
Association of Broadcasters, Hotel Willard, Washington DC and forwarded to the Trans
Lax building, blue Willard Hotel Bell Captain backstamp, Very Fine, she remarried in
1913 and thereafter franked all of her mail as she did here.

100-150

Wyoming Ute Indian War, four letters, written and signed by General George Crook
October 8-9, 1879 -- about a week after the famous “Meeker Massacre” of September
29, 1879 – the three written on the 8th are datelined Rawlins, Wyoming Territory and
are 1) a one page letter of commendation to Capt. Payne of the 5th Regt. Cavalry for
gallantry at Milk River, and 2) same to Capt. Dodge of the 9th Regt. for relieving
Payne, and 3) a fabulous three page letter to another General (Custer?) which begins
with “I have no official information of the Southern Utes having broken out, but
have reason to believe this is the case… it is my opinion that the hostiles cannot
hold out against the troops during the winter months in that country but will be
compelled to go at least as far south as the Arkansas River… the need for
reinforcements of cavalry from Fort McKinney and for more horses in the campaign
against them…”, plus an October 9, 1879 letter in a different hand from Fort
Steele referring to a dispatch from General Sheridan, fascinating contemporary
account, Very Fine

300-400

2305
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2306

F

Amelia Earhart, full signature on “1937 National Air Races Cleveland Aug 19 to Sept.
7” cacheted cover to Peoria Ill. franked with No. C12 tied by “Air Mail Field,
Cleveland OH, Sep 5, 1931” duplex cancel, Extemely Fine cover and signature

2307

F

2308

F

74

74

www

James A. Farley Autograph and Letter Collection, an astonishing assembly of about 140
items produced by this philatelically significant Postmaster (appointed by FDR), dated
1933-1970, mostly typewritten letters signed “Jim” on his stationery (approx. 30
are signed “James Farley”), few others are on Democratic National Committee,
Postmaster General, Coca Cola Export Corporation or hotel letterhead stationery, all
to his friend Robert (Bob) Gros, a former Democratic Party Chairman, also incl. one
cover with his signature in green and addressed in his hand and four ALS, plus a few
telegrams sent by him; interesting content touching upon commercial, political, and
personal matters, Very Fine.

Benjamin Harrison, mourning cover to the wife of his son Russell B. Harrison,
addressed by the ex President just four months after his presidency ended and with his
native Indianapolis, Ind. corner card, Scott No. 231 with cork cancel and “Cape May
N.J. Jul. 24, 1893” circular datestamp, Very Fine, accompanied by a copy of his
signature for comparison & biographical data on the son.
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500-750

4,000-5,000

200-300

Estimate (US$)

Lot No. Symbol(s)

2309

F

Howard Hughes, full signature on 1939 World’s Fair Grimsland cacheted First Day
Cover (Scott 853), address label removed, Extremely Fine cover and signature

1,000-1,500

2310

F

C.(harles) A. Lindbergh, neat signature in bottom left corner of CAM 2 flown Aero
Philatelic Society envelope with “Lindbergh Again Flies The Air Mail“ cachet and
No. C10 tied by “Saint Louis MO Feb 20, 1928” machine cancel to Springfield, IL,
Very Fine

750-1,000

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction
via our website, www.davidfeldman.com
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Estimate (US$)

Detail

Lot No. Symbol(s)

2311

CC J

3c Panama Canal (856), complete pane autographed in the selvage by Franklin Roosevelt
and Henry Morganthau Jr., professionally framed and certified on the reverse as having
been part of the FDR collection and sold in the first sale that transpired on Feb 4th
and 5th, 1946, Very Fine.

2312

F

Daniel Webster Free Frank, on folded cover signed “D. Webster U.S. Senate”, red
Boston, MS Oct 24” circular datestamp and matching sl “Free”, 1831 docketing
inside, to Lowell, MA, file fold not affecting signature or markings, Very Fine.

76

76
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750-1,000

200-300

Estimate (US$)

Lot No. Symbol(s)

2313

F

2314

F

2315

Orville Wright, full signature on legal sized cover with a gorgeous printed blue,
silver and green cachet “Commemorating the Silver Anniversary of the first airplane
flight”, a black handstamp “Twenty-Fifth Anniversary” cachet, and full signature
of Capt. B.B. Lipsner (who went with Orville Wright and carried the covers and later
mailed them), franked with 5c Aeronautics (Scott 650) tied by “Kitty Hawk NC Dec 17,
1928” to Chicago, also seven-line green handstamp on reverse, minor edge toning on
left, still Very Fine

500-750

www

First Ladies Free Franks, seven including Mary Lord Harrison, wife of Benjamin
Harrison, Francis F. Cleveland and Francis F Cleveland Preston, wife of Grover
Cleveland, Grace Coolidge, wife of Calvin Coolidge, Edith K. Roosevelt, wife of
Theodore Roosevelt (cover to New York with purple “Deficiency in Address”, “Not in
directory / Incomplete address / Searcher No. 4 / Church Street Annex, N.Y.P.O.” and
another hs too weak to read completely), and Anna Eleanor Roosevelt (autopen), wife of
F.D.R., Harrison with faint stains in corner and one Cleveland with small piece of top
right corner off clear of free frank, otherwise Very Fine group.

300-400

F

www

Errol Flynn, James Cagney, and George Brent Autographs, each boldly inscribed on its
own cover addressed to the specific star in Hollywood in 1941, Cagney wrote “loads
o’ luck Jim Cagney” others just autograph, Flynn and Cagney are two of the
greatest classic film stars, each cover with small tape stain at top center clear of
signatures, Fine-Very Fine

300-400

2316

F

www

US Attorneys General Autograph Collection of eighteen different, most on small card,
or on photo, or in handwritten letter, ranging from George Henry Williams (AG under
Grant; free frank on cover) to William D. Mitchell (AG under Hoover), also Richard
Olney, John Griggs, Homer Cummings, John Jordan, Thomas Gregory, and many others; good
condition, worthwhile viewing, Fine-Very Fine.

400-500

2317

F

www

Outstanding US Postmaster Autograph Collection of about 200 items comprising all (or
nearly all) of autographs of Postmasters General from Timothy Pickering (First
Postmaster General under the Constitution) to Anthony Frank (1988-1992) as free franks
on official covers, on personal letters written by them, or on official Post Office
letterhead , registered letter receipts, autograph cards, programs, or First Day or
other event covers, better items incl. 1788 letter written by Timothy Pickering
(appointed Postmaster 1791), 1803 Certificate of Ownership of a ship signed by Samuel
Osgood (First Postmaster General under the Constitution), a very lengthy 1839
handwritten letter by John Niles (1840-41) about appraising land in a naval yard,
James Farley autographs on card, typed letters, and a few on souvenir sheets, also
official mail addressed to Postmasters, postmarked 1880/1906, circulars signed by
Assistant Postmasters, post office receipts, bulletins, etc., occasional fault or
toning on early material, a fantastic trove ready to be the backbone for a fresh and
exciting exhibit , Fine-Very Fine.

5,000-7,500
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Florida Stampless Covers

da

2318

F

“Quincy, FLO.” red oval cancel with ms “June 24” on 1835 folded letter to
Thomaston, GA, ms “18¾” rate marking, light waterstain at left, still Fine.

150-200

2319

F

“St. Marks Florida”, black dashed circular cancel with ms. “30 July” on 1833
folded letter to Louisville GA, ms “25” rate marking, letter about the prospect of
selling cotton gins, since “the cotton crop is very good”, some foxing and
edgewear, still Fine, a scarce Florida Territorial marking.

200-250

2320

F

“Tallahassee, FLA Mar 1“ handstamp on 1832 stampless folded letter to Louisville
GA, ms “18¾” rate marking, marking bit light, cover foxed, still Fine.

100-150

78

78
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2321

F

“Tallahassee, FLO June 21” black oval handstamp on 1833 folded letter to Louisville
GA (same correspondence as previous lot), ms “18¾” rate marking, cover toned,
still Fine.

100-150

On Cover by Issue

2322

F

5c New York Postmaster Provisional, “AC” connected (9X1), large margins at left
and bottom, clear to ample at other sides, just tied by red square grid cancel on
folded letter datelined March 2nd 1847 to Columbia Pa., red “New York 2 Mar. 5
cts” integral rate circular datestamp & “Paid” in arc, stamp with small faults,
otherwise Fine.

150
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Estimate (US$)

2323

F

5c Franklin 1847 (1), full margins all around except bottom left, tied by red grid
diamond cancel with “New York Mar 1” circular datestamp & Swarts City Dispatch
Post paid cancel, to Great Barrington Mass., Very Fine and very rare, 1979 PF
certificate and noted on back “`PAID’ is a `Swarts’ handstamp and is identical
with the `PAID’ in lot 1359 in the Knapp Sale.”

2324

F

5c Franklin 1847 (1), large margins to clear, gorgeous early printing color, blue grid
cancel on remarkably fresh 1850 datelined cover to Boston, matching “Worchester, MS.
Feb. 27” circular datestamp, Very Fine, Alexander records 19 5c 1847 covers from
Worcester.

200-300

2325

F

10c Green Type ll (14), Horizontal pair, huge margins at right and bottom incl. traces
of adjoining stamps at right, ample at top and slightly in at left, tied by
“New-Orleans La Feb 6” circular datestamps on prices current for Spanish products
with different prices for different routes, 1856 docketing, to Vera Cruz, Mexico,
“3” handstamp at left, horizontal file fold not affecting stamps, Very Fine

300-400

2324

80

80
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1,000-1,500

2325

Estimate (US$)

Lot No. Symbol(s)

2326

2327

2328

12c Black Diagonal Half Used as 6 cents (17a), Bottom left half, large margins to just
touching, tied across the bisected edge by “San Francisco Cal. 1 Aug” circular
datestamp on cover to Oakdale PA, stained top right corner, Very Fine, 2004 PSE
certificate

F

www

F

750-1,000

1851 Issue Photographs, the Dr. Carroll Chase reconstructed plates of the 3 cent 1851
issue consisting of the 13 left and 13 right panes in 26 photographs, each 11 X 14
inches with each stamp pictured original size, the Smithsonian Institution charges
$500 for a complete set, Very Fine

200-300

1c Blue Type lll, Type llla (21,22), Type IIIa pair (D relief, not platable) plus a
single (#21, pos. 53L4) tied by “Henry ILL Aug 3, 1858” circular datestamp on
embossed ladies cover to Herrichville PA, pair with perf separation faults (PF states
“center stamp with small pieces out”; which is not correct), still a Very Fine and
attractive cover, 2002 PF certificate

750-1,000
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2329

2330

2331

2329

F

1c Blue, Type V (24), small five bar grid cancel and tied by the corner of a circular
datestamp, with large “Pension Office Sep 28, 1860” double circle datestamp
alongside, on cover to Hon. George C. Whiting, Commissioner of Pensions, Washington
D.C., Very Fine, 1980 PF certificate. Whiting served as Commissioner of Pensions for
decades spanning multiple Presidential administrations including the entire Civil War.

100-150

2330

F

Illegal Use of No. 26, tied by well struck Boston large “Paid” in grid cancel with red
“Boston Mass. Jun. 10” circular datestamp on folded letter datelined 1861 to New
York City, “Due 3 cents.” straightline handstamp applied as the New York City
postmaster recognized the stamp as demonetized, Very Fine.

200-300

2331

F

Freeland Institute for Men & Boys, beautiful printed corner card on cover with No. 65
tied by “Perkiomen Bridge PA. Aug. 6” circular datestamp, to New Haven CT and
forwarded to Bethlehem Pa., “Forward 3” in an arc handstamp, Very Fine, the
Freeland Institute was a Mennonite preparatory school for boys that went out of
business due to the Civil War and in 1869, Ursinus College was founded and set up in
its buildings and the town was a stop along the stage coach route between
Philadelphia and Reading

200-300

2332

F

“Forwarded by J.M. Gordon Treasurer A.B.C.F.M. Boston” red oval backstamp on small
cover from Boston to Chelsea, VT franked by Scott No. 65 tied by black “Paid” in
lozenge cancel with red “Boston Mass. Apr. 7” double ciruclar datestamp alongside, the
acronym stood for the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions who
received and forwarded mail during the mid to late 1850’s, Very Fine, ASCC $150.

100-150

Additional images of items from larger lots
may be available at www.davidfeldman.com
Lots marked “www” are illustrated only on our website
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2333

F

“Steam Panama” oval handstamp at bottom left of cover with 3c Rose (65) tied by target
cancel with adjacent “San Francisco Cal. Nov. 13, 1865” double-circle datestamp, to
Sacramento Cal., “Due 7” handstamp, rough opening on back just affects top center and
small reduction at right, still Very Fine, ex Risvold.

2334

F

2c Black (73), horizontal pair, light circle of wedges cancel, “Carson City Nev. T.
May 31, 1864” double circle datestamp alongside, on fresh cover to Washington D.C.,
Extremely Fine Nevada Territorial usage of the 2c Black Jack issue.

2335

F

2c Black Jack Bisect (73d), slightly overlapping a single stamp, both tied by target
with “Reedsville, PA Feb 4” (1867) circular date stamp, to Easton, Pa with
letter, receiving docketing and slightly reduced at left, Very Fine, ex Allen,
illustrated in Lane (Fig. 28), 1958 PF certificate. Scott $2,000

750-1,000

150-200

200
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2337

2338

2336

2339

2340

2336

F

3c Rose “A” Grill (79), tied by “Washington D.C. Aug 22” (probably 1867)
circular datestamp with quartered cork cancel on small cover to Pomfret, VT , Very
Fine, 2004 APEX certificate

2337

F

Tappan Zee Baseball Club, cover addressed to the club’s secretary in Nyack N.Y.,
franked with Scott No. 114 tied by black grid with “Dobbs’ Ferry NY Jul. 30” circular
datestamp at left, Very Fine cover, according to the Rockland County Journal of April,
11, 1868 (which we found online and copied), this club was formed from the Liberty
Base Ball Club scarce early baseball item, Very Fine.

150-200

2338

F

4c Green Bisect, (211 var) Bottom left half tied across the bisect by “New York G
Aug 5, 1888” duplex cancel on locally addressed blue cover with printed return
address, Very Fine, 1976 PF certificate

200-300

2339

F

50c Columbian (240), tied by perfectly struck “Newark N.J. Mar. 17 1PM (18)94”
duplex cancel on unsealed locally addressed cover, Very Fine, ex Knapp.

200-300

2340

F

2c Trans Miss (286), tied by “Military Sta. No. 4 San Juan, Porto Rico Feb. 23,
1899” duplex cancel on blue cover with printed Reading PA address, return address
“Soldiers Mail Headquarters Dept. Port Rico c/o Chief Surgeon’s Office R.W.
Hettenger H.C.W.S.A.” and signed by Surgeon Harold N Cooper (?), light central vertical
file fold, still Very Fine.

200-300

84

84
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2341

F

2c Carmine (319) Nine covers including Green all over “Lewis & Clark Centennial and
American Pacific Exposition” cover, “Chicago Aug 13, 1908” Time-Cummins machine
cancel on underpaid cover to Belgium with Belgian Consulate cc and Belgium J18 & J19
affixed, multicolored Patriotic National Livestock Commission Co. advertising cover,
“Cortland, NY Jan 1907” to Dryden NY with two OX11 used to seal top (cover opened
at side), two covers from the Addison Co. Fair in 1905 from different VT towns with
different chariot horse racing designs, and three bisects, including diagonal joined
to full single on 2c Hartford entire tied by Cleveland RPO May 4, 1905 to Germany,
vertical bisect tied by “Richmond Ma Nov 14, 1906” cancel on picture postcard to
CT with “Postage Due 1 Cts., and diagonal tied by Moffittsville NY Nov 8, 1907
handstamp on picture postcard of hunters holding shotguns by their kill, also incl.
Scott 320 on cover to Hiram Deats, Very Fine group

2342

F

50c Washington Perf 12 (341), tied by light cancel on air mail special delivery cover
with “Cleveland Ohio Mar. 2, 1939 Univ. Center Sta.” duplex cancel to Bronz (Bronx),
NY on Arcade Stamp & Coin Co. advertising cover with printed 1799 “Flowing
Liberty” cent, usual Special Delivery handstamps minor edgewear, Very Fine, this is
an incredibly scarce issue to find on cover, Scott $5,000.

500-750

2,000
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2343

F

1c Bluish Paper (357), tied by “Washington DC Mar 4, 1909” machine cancel -William Howard Taft’s Inauguration Day -- on picture postcard of the White House and
Capitol buildings to Bridgeport Conn., Very Fine, 1990 APEX certificate.

2344

F

5c Error Perf 11 (505), in vertical pair with normal, used with Nos. 306 and 323 on
registered cover to the Claim Dept of Sears, Roebuck & Co. of Chicago, faint “La
Grange, ILL Feb 15” circular datestamps tie 1c and 8c issues, small faults, Fine
appearing example of this stamp which is not frequently available in the marketplace
on cover, Scott $2,250.

2345

F

1c, 2c-6c, 9c, 10c Kansas Overprints (658, 660, 661-64, 667, 668) boxed registry
cancels, 3c and 9c tied by violet Registered box cancel, on Registered Air Mail
Special Delivery cover with illustrated hotel CC from Independence Kansas to Lima OH,
May 1930 registered backstamps, 6c oxidized, still Very Fine, scarce usage

86

86
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100-150

400

500-750

Estimate (US$)
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2346

F

65c-$2.60 Graf Zeppelin, complete set of Zeppelin flown covers/cards, 65c tied by
Newark NJ duplex cancel on No. UX27 to Germany, $1.30 tied by New York City duplex
cancel on No. UX27 to Newark NJ, and $2.60 tied on 5c blue airmail entire to Newark NJ
(all sent by same person), purple and magenta Zeppelin handstamp cachets, Very Fine set.

400-500

Please Ensure your Bids Arrive in Time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence.
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Locals and Express Covers

2347

F

3c City Despatch Post (6LB5), large margins all around, two “U.S” in red oval
cancels, matching “City Despatch Post U.S. Jun. 20 4 o’clock” circular datestamp
alongside, on locally addressed folded letter to Mrs. C.W. Lawrence, whose husband
Cornelius had just been appointed by Pres. Polk as Federal Collector of Customs,
datelined 1845 and written by Caroline B. Noon (nee Broome) recommending a family
member with the last name Tappan (“…the nephew of Governor George Clinton and was
with him in almost all of the engagements during the (Revolutionary) War...”) , be
appointed to a position within Mr. Lawrence’s department, Very Fine.

2348

F

Boyd’s City Express 2c Black on Red (20L16) clear to large margins, small faults,
tied by black “Boyd’s City Post” oval on locally addressed “Union and the
Constitution” Flag Waiving Patriotic cover, “Paid” in oval handstamp at top
center, still Very Fine and an extremely scarce cover featuring only a local stamp, a
fabulous cover, 2012 PF certificate

88

88
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2,000-3,000
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2349

F

Boyd’s City Despatch Postal History group, diverse selection of seventeen items
comprising two stampless, one entire and fourteen franked folded letters and letter
sheets displaying a variety of 1845/1857 issues (six cut to shape), with most tied by
town cancel or “PAID” stamp, incl. 2c Green (not tied) to 1847 New York & Erie
Rail Road printed circular, and another tied to circular for agents for the Vine
Growers’ Company of Cognac, occasional fault, overall Fine-Very Fine.

2350

F

Harnden & Co. Boston, red oval handstamp on top flap of folded letter from Boston
“per Cambria per LPool” to Havre, France, red British transit and boxed
“Colonies & cc Art. 13” handstamps, ms. “6” and “18” credits, black French
receiving marks, letter addressed to Capt. Levi Howes of Ship “Amulet”, Howes was
a well known Cape Cod native and the letter contains interesting content about ship
maintenance, lot also includes short bio of Capt. Howes, Very Fine

200-300

2351

G

25c Blue Wells, Fargo & Co Pony Express (143L8), three huge margins with parts of
adjoining stamps at top and right and wide sheet margin at left, tied by Wells Fargo
Sacramento double circle datestamp plus manuscript on part of 3c pink on buff entire
(U35) with Wells, Fargo printed frank, a lovely stamp, Very Fine. Scott for on cover
$4,000

400-500

2352

L

Literature, Locals and Carriers Reference, huge binder containing a photocopy of
“American Local and Carriers Stamps, a Study of the Forgeries, Reprints, and Bogus
Stamps” by Donald S. Patton, taken from Robson Lowe’s The Philatelist from 1957 to
the 1960’s, a profusely illustrated, indexed alphabetical listing describing each
local in turn, a wonderful reference to these issues, also includes a handful of
copies of pages from Larry Lyons’ tome on these issues, also incl. a binder with
letters and clippings about locals, including correspondence and/or columns from well
known experts such as Henry Abt (a series of articles published in Stamps magazine in
1945-46, Eliot Perry, George Sloane and H.M. Konweiser, among others, plus a binder
with 138 forgeries and reprints.

200-300

2353

F

Twentieth Century Local Posts, 1953-1983, collection of 37 covers and seven different
unused stamps, incl. Scandia Crest, Shrub Oak, Rattlesnake Island (nine), Very Fine,
accompanied by 1977 Congress Book article by Pat Herst sharing our opinion that this
is a fun and inexpensive area to collect and exhibit.

100-150

www

1,000-1,500
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Civil War Patriotic Covers

2354

2356

2355

2357

2354

F

1c Blue 1857 Type V (24) pair and single, tied by two bold “Annville PA Sep 3”
circular datestamps on red and blue Liberty and Flag Patriotic cover to Philadelphia,
missing top backflap and edge faults, Fine appearance, 1982 PF certificate

150-200

2355

F

3c Rose 1861 (65) neat bold ms “3” and tied by perfectly struck “Welshfield OH
Dec 18” circular datestamp on “United We Stand Divided We Fall” Patriotic cover
to “41st O.V.A.A.Q.M. 19th Brigade 4th Division Gen Rosecrans Army Louisville, KY”
(Ohio Valley Asst. Adj. Quartermaster), Very Fine, signed Brian Green

200-300

2356

F

3c Rose 1861 (65) tied by “Augusta, ME Feb 5 (1862) circular datestamp on yellow
Three Quarter Beardless Lincoln Patriotic to Patten ME, good content in enclosed
letter begins with “There is great rejoicing in camp today. We have order to be
ready to march…..we are to go in Butler’s expedition destination probably Ship
Island…” , Very Fine cover and letter

200-300

2357

F

3c Rose 1861 (65) tied by “Old Point Comfort VA Apr 1” double circle datestamp on
multicolored “Not a Star Must Fall” Patriotic cover with long letter on Howell’s
Army Paper stationery written “In the field” 29 M(arch) describing his travels and
how they “drove the Rebels across the river”, and much more, cover lightly
stained, Fine-Very Fine

150-200

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com
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2358

2360

2359

2361

2358

F

3c Rose 1861 (65) tied by Madison WI circular datestamp on “The Star of the Union”
Patriotic to Illinois, minor faults, appears Fine, signed Brian Green

100-150

2359

F

3c Rose 1861 (65) tied by Nanuet, New York circular datestamp on multicolored Union
Forever Eagle and Shield Patriotic cover addressed to “Mott’s Battery, Virginia or
Elsewhere” with neatly written two page letter datelined July 4th, 1862 which reads
in part, “… we can get no truth of it here our union rebels seem to rejoice about
McClellan’s reported retreat back to the James River but we suppose it to be a
scheme to draw the rebels out … I will send you 2 stamps in this sheet and I hope
you will send me a line or to (sic) immediately if you have to write it by moon shine
to ease your Brother’s mind. Tell if you get this letter as I have directed verry
(sic) simple.” Mott’s Battery was involved in the Seven Days Battles which were
six battles from June 25 to July 1 1862, cover slightly reduced at right, Fine-Very
Fine, signed Brian Green

150-200

2360

F

3c Rose 1861 (65) tied by partial “Washington DC Dec 6” circular datestamp on red
and blue “Gen. Winfield Scott and Flags” Patriotic cover, roughly opened at left,
with letter on embossed patriotic stationary with good content about the war and the
daily life and health as a soldier, Fine-Very Fine

100-150

2361

F

3c Rose 1861 (65) tied by partial Old Point Comfort VA double circle datestamp on
Howell’s verse “Do They Miss Me At Home” Poetic Patriotic cover to Kingston Vt.,
roughly opened at left, with long letter datelined “June 2nd, 1862 Camp on the
Chickhominy”, this is written by a soldier a few weeks before the Seven Days Battles
which began on June 25 and reads in part “… the Lord is on our side. I think that
we will get Richmond before long.” Fine-Very-Fine

100-150
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2363

2362

2365

2368

2369

2364

2367

2362

F

3c Rose 1861 (65) tied by Syracuse Mo circular datestamp on “The Soldier’s Dream
of Home” Patriotic cover to Wilbraham Mass., Fine-Very Fine, signed Brian Green,
very rare patriotic cover mailed from Missouri (and not from St. Louis)

2363

F

10c Green 1861 (68a) tied by grid cancel with Barre Ms circular datestamp alongside on
red and blue Seated Liberty Patriotic cover to Sacramento City California, stamp with
small faults, appears Fine, signed Brian Green

150-200

2364

F

24c Gray 1861 (78) used with Nos. 63, 65, 73 tied by two targets and “New Orleans LA
June 2, ’65” double circle datestamps on Liberty and Globe Patriotic cover to
Toulouse France, red New York and Calais transits, boxed red PD, receiving handstamps,
small faults but Fine appearance, an attractive four color cover with the stamps
paying the double 15c rate

1,000-1,500

2365

F

www

“The House That Uncle Sam Built”, complete set of ten unused Civil War Patriotic
covers in violet except No. 3 in blue, No. 1 with toning at left, otherwise pristine,
Extremely Fine and scarce set (Weiss OM7a-OM16a).

150-200

2366

F

www

Kimmel, imprint at bottom of fourteen unused Civil War Patriotic covers comprising
nine color and five black and white, no duplication but two designs are both in color
and black and white, one color patriotic has overall toning but the others are all
very fresh and Very Fine.

200-300

2367

F

www

Lincoln and Davis in Five Rounds, complete set of five unused envelopes with satirical
designs comprising the original “Champion Prize Envelopes”, produced by J.H. Tingley
of New York, some toning mostly around edges, otherwise Fine.

92

92
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750-1,000
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2368

F

www

Reagles “Loyal States”, 26 different covering all of the states except New Jersey
but includes a few unlisted in Weiss incl. CT in violet, DE in blue, MD in violet, MA
in blue, MN in violet, MO in red (MO is not listed in Weiss at all), NY in red, RI in
violet, VT in blue, WI in yellow, Very Fine (Weiss ST36-59).

400-500

2369

F

www

Upham’s State Seals, a very rare complete unused set of 35 with the state seal at
left with name above and either “For the Union”, “Secession” or “On the
Fence” below, each with Upham imprint at bottom, few with mount residue on back
corners that does not detract from this Very Fine set (Weiss ST1-35).

500-750

2370

F

www

Confederate Patriotics, eleven different unused incl. seven star (three) and eight
star red and blue all-over flags, also incl. four fronts with top flaps up affixed to
cards incl. seven and eleven star red and blue all-over flags, most designs are not
frequently seen, three with mounting residue on reverse that does not show on front,
Very Fine.

200-300

2371

F

www

Outstanding Unused Civil War Patriotic Collection of over 1,100 entires incl. 105 with
Magnus imprint incl. many gold / bronze and multicolored two panel and all-over
designs , many scarce, better incl. five different “For the Union” states, camp
and battle scenes incl. four different “Siege and Capture of Fort Donelson”, five
different views of Fredericksburg VA (1A, 1B, 2A, 2B and 3B), “Ninth A.C.”
complete (Weiss CO25-32), Ellsworth, also incl. nine Berlin & Jones, plus many
groupings by theme incl. George Washington, General Winfield Scott, Col. Ellsworth,
“The Loyal States” (31 incl. 23 different states with different shades), large
groupings of flags and caricatures, also incl. handful of campaign covers incl. Grant
& Colfax, Lincoln & Johnson, Lincoln and Hamlin, plus ten Spanish American War and six
other misc. incl. 1901 GAR multicolored, overall Very Fine or better.

7,500-10,000

2372

F

www

Unused Civil War Patriotic Accumulation of 469 entires, incl. eleven Magnus (one
multicolored Maine regimental, four Birds Eye View of Alexandria Va (1A, 3B and two
3A) in black and six different Ninth A.C.” in gold), large number of caricatures
incl. seven Berlin & Jones, 26 Upham State Seals (19 different), 50 of one particular
multicolor design and 13 of another, otherwise minor duplication, also incl. 30
Breckinridge and Lane campaign and 32 Douglas and Johnson (bringing the total to 531
entires), completely organized, overall Very Fine group.

2,000-3,000

2373

F DFE

www

Unused Civil War Patriotics Collection, 64 envelopes with different and very diverse
designs, many multicolored, incl. flags, generals, slaves, caricatures, few allover,
some with less common designs, also incl. two fronts, some faults incl. adherences in
back corners, generally Very Fine

300-400

Other Civil War Covers

2374

F

Flag Ship (USS) Hartford, W.G. B. (Western Gulf Blockading) Squadron, cover with No.
65 tied by perfectly struck “New Orleans LA May 3 ‘64” duplex cancel, to C.D.W.
Brownell East Hartford, Conn, the USS Hartford has a rich history and was assigned to
be the flagship for Rear Admiral David Farragut, and among its crew was Acting
Master’s Mate H. Brownell, the sender of the cover, Extremely Fine.

300-400
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2375

10c 1861 Issue (68), target cancel but affixed over address indicating possible
blockade run, “New Orleans, LA Apr. 26, ‘65” double circle datestamp alongside,
on cover addressed to “Armand Guyol Esq, care of S.P. Sancez &Co., Bagdad, Mexico”,
Very Fine, a google search led to http://rehtwogunraconteur.com/?p=12980
where it reads (partly edited by us) as follows “Bagdad was established in 1848 on
the south bank of the mouth of the Río Grande and was of vital importance to
the Confederacy, even though few people realize it even existed. Because the Union
blockade, the Southerners needed a way to export their valuable cotton crop to
Europe and sent it there via Bagdad…. Until cotton times, Bagdad had been a
deplorable collection of fishermen’s shanties. In just a few months, all this changed
as a motley group of the dregs of the world found their wayin great numbers,
augmented by the intermittent visits of soldiers from the French,Austrian,
Belgian and Mexican armies. The town was filled with peddlers, gamblers,
swindlers and smugglers, prostitutes and thieves. Business was so good that simple
laborers made up to $10 per day in cash and the owners of skiffs and lighters (small
craft carrying cargo through the treacherous surf to large ocean going vessels
anchored offshore) could demand upwards of $40 per day in pay. The New York Herald
described Bagdad as “ . . .an excrescence of the war. Here congregated . . .
blockade runners, desperadoes, the vile of both sexes; adventurers . . . numberless
groggeries and houses of worse fame. [Where the] decencies of civilized life were
forgotten, and vice in its worst form held high carnival . . . while in the low, dirty
looking buildings . . . were amassed millions [in] gold and silver.” A blockade
runner once described Bagdad as a place where everyone was trying to grab what he
could by using whatever scheme possible to make money.
In fact, Father P.F. Parisot wrote in his Reminiscences of a Texas Missionary, “The
cosmopolitan city of Bagdad was a veritable Babel, a Babylon, a whirlpool of business,
pleasure and sin.” Indeed, the city was awash in money, with saloon and hotel
businesses booming, there were ten stagecoaches running daily between Matamoras and
Bagdad.
In 1865 Bagdad had over 200 structures inside a northward bend of the river. The port
was large and it was not unusual to see over 100 vessels waiting offshore for entry to
the harbor to deliver or load goods.
The end of war in April 1865 also ended the port’s usefulness. The next few years
were very tumultuous for the city, with bandits, deserters from both armies and
desperadoes roaming the area at will and no one was safe. At 10PM on October 7th,
1867, a powerful hurricane demolished the city and the city of Clarksville. Not a
single house was left standing in Bagdad and only three houses survived in
Clarksville. Some 70 people were killed on the Texas side of the river and an unknown
number perished in Mexico when the 14 foot waves washed over the two towns sweeping
everything out to sea, sinking five steamers and numerous smaller vessels. Bagdad was
quickly abandoned, and a later storm in 1874 permanently finished off what was left of
Clarksville. Today, only few glass shards, scattered bricks and rusty metal relics
buried in the sand are all that remain of both towns.”

94

F

94
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2376

2377

2378

2376

F

American Freedmen’s Aid Commission, Western Department corner card, on orange cover
franked with No. 65 tied by black Chicago duplex cancel to Macon MO, this group was
created by the Federal Government to assist the recently freed slaves to become self
reliant, Very Fine.

100-150

2377

F

“Old Stamp No Good” manuscript on cover with “Due 3” in circle and No. 26 tied by
“Fort Edward, NY Jan. 3” (1862) circular datestamp, to E.G. Snow MD in Waterbury
CT., Very Fine.

300-400

2378

F

3c Rose 1861 (65) tied by “Richmond VA Nov. 11” circular datestamp, also canceled
by target with “Point Lookout MD Oct 17, ‘64” circular datestamp and octagonal
framed “Prisoner Letter Examined” handstamp on prisoner’s cover to Lynchburg,
VA, with letter datelined “Point Lookout Maryland October 15th, 1864” stating,
“This is my sixteenth month of confinement as a prisoner of war and consequently I
have become needful of a little assistance….I fully request that you send me a box
of about twenty pounds of chewing tobacco”, cover with backflap missing, Very Fine

150-200

2379

F

www

Civil War Postal History to Military Addresses, 52 Union covers, several with content
incl. a couple very interesting reads, datelined or postmarked 1861-1864,
predominantly franked with 3c (Scott 65) singles, one cover franked with a trio of 1c
(No. 63), and two 3c stamped envelopes (No. U58) all tied or cancelled by a variety of
duplex town or fancy cancels of the period, addressed to soldiers and officers at
various regiments, blockade and other squadrons, gunboats, steamers, and navy yards,
redirected mail to Officers’Hospital, Beaufort, SC and POW camp at Point Lookout,
MD, many covers cross the border, and are helpfully accompanied by printed information
about their histories incl. West Tennessee A.D. (African Descent) Infantry, North
Atlantic Blockade Squadron, Banks’ Expedition; occasional stamp or peripheral cover
fault, clear addresses, many bold cancels, generally Fine- Very Fine, a great research
project for the Civil War history enthusiast that would make a nice exhibit.

1,500-2,000
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2380

Slave Document, 1821 Middletown, NY, both sides of an 8X12 page certifying the births
of children to slaves, this was required by a New York State law passed March 29, 1799
which called for the gradual manumission of slaves and provided that “all Negro
children born of slave parents after July 4, 1799 should be free, but servants of
their masters until the age of 28 for men and 25 for women”, according to
Middletown: A Biography ...“this made it necessary to record the births of all Negro
children, the penalty for this neglect was a five dollar fine”... this was supposed
to be done within nine months but was often neglected until the owner got around to
it, or even when the child came of age to be freed, this document is a list of births
of slaves recorded between October 1815 and September 1821, it cost the owners 12
cents each to have them recorded by Stacy Beakes, the town clerk who was an important
local businessman and later town postmaster, a scarce and important part of the
history of slavery in New York State, minor splitting along one file fold, Very Fine

200-300

Confederate States, 5c Davis De La Rue Printing (6), two pairs (probably a strip
before use) tied by 1862 Richmond, VA circular datestamps on homemade cover to Ga.,
apparently originally created to contain a soldier’s diary based on the contents of
the enclosed letter which has a stick pin affixed at top and is dated Sept. 4 ’62,
the diary no longer accompanies, but an interesting and somewhat unusual usage, some
faults as might be expected with this usage, Fine.

100-150

2381

96

F

96

www
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Advertising and Cameo Covers
2382

F

Baltimore Cameo Covers, two different Commission Merchants companies to same addressee
in Frederick Md. and franked with No. 11, one McPherson & Thomas in blue docketed
1857, stamp with top selvage but bottom left corner missing, other Fowler & Zeigler in
green advertising flour & whiskey, Very Fine duo.

150-200

2383

F

John D. Locke Manufacturers Cameo Covers, two embossed -- one green and one blue -each with blue No. 11 tied by New York circular datestamp to same addressee in Easton,
PA, Very Fine.

100-150

2384

F

Phonography Advertising Cover, 3c Dull Rose (11A), full margins all around, tied by
grid cancel with “Abington, Mas. Apr. 10” circular datestamp, to Bridgewater
Mass., Nassau St. NY publishers imprint at bottom, Very Fine.

300-400

2385

F

New York City, Wilcox, Perry & Eacker Wholesale Dealers in Clothing & Woolens Cameo
Cover in bronze with No. 11 tied by New York circular datestamp to Milton Conn., minor
cover faults, Fine-Very Fine appearance, a rare shade for a cameo.

100-150

2386

F

3c Dull Red (65) tied by partial “Skowhegan, ME Nov 3” circular datestamp on
beautiful all over advertising cover for “T.H. Dinsmore, Bounty, Pension, General
Claim, & Fire insurance Agency, Pianos & Melodians, For Sale & Rent, Also Dealer in
California & Western Tickets” with eagle illustration, with original contents -- a 5 x
3 in. notice of an upcoming policy expiration and a 6.5 x 11 in. broadside the
“Twenty-Ninth Annual Report of the Somerset Mutual Fire Insurance Co.”, dated May
3, 1865, cover and broadside with few light toned spots, still Very Fine and very
attractive, the same cover (in similar condition and without the enclosures) realized
$500 hammer in our sale last July.

500-750

www
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2387

F

2388

F

98

98

www

J.L. Crosley, Cincinnati Ohio, Fine Fruits and Vegetables, four approx. 9 x 5 in.
advertising cards, 1893-1896, address side franked with contemporary 1c issues,
addressed to Terrell Bros Bradford PA, and shows a large multicolored image of
strawberries (2), tomato or apple, reverse with prices current, faults not easily
visible on face, also incl. one three part folded cover “Wm. A. Wheatley & Co.
Peaches” with prices but separated along one fold, otherwise Fine and scarce.

200-300

Flexible Flyer Advertising Cover, gorgeous front and back multicolor advertisement for
this sled, cover franked with Scott No. 393 tied by “Philadelphia PA Jun. 25, 1912”
machine cancel to Manchester, OH, incl. the scarcely seen original content -- a paper
version of the “Flexible Flyer” sled, small piece of top backflap removed and
small repaired tear at top right, still a Very Fine example of this popular
advertising cover which almost never comes with the enclosure

300-400

United States and All World / November 28, 2012
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2389

F

www

Advertising Covers with contents, 1880-1920, about 45 covers addressed to attorney
Edwin Aldrich in Woonsocket R.I., incl. several with beautifully illustrated printed
enclosures, mostly in the legal and investment professions, each with a wide range of
printed contents, many with illustrated letterheads, also a few hundred separate
advertising pieces not belonging to any specific cover but relating to the group as a
whole, total is about 400 items, fascinating look at the “investment
opportunities” in late 19th century America, better incl. Gold Bonds of the Denver
City Cable Railway Co., the twoon of Spokane Falls, Washington Terr., the Bank of
Minot N. Dakota, few faults but mostly Fine-Very Fine.

2390

F

www

1890-1915 Issues on Advertising Covers, 138 items displaying a plethora of usages of
1888 issues (2) 1890 issues (17), Columbians (19), Bureaus (29), 1902-3 issues (55),
and others (16), paying diverse rates with singles, pairs, strips, and combinations on
regular and illustrated commercial corner card and general advertising covers -several of which bear beautiful multicolored designs -- from many different clubs and
organizations, and purveyors of goods and services (incl. stamp dealers, Wells Fargo),
interesting items abound incl. 1905 train wreck cover, 1907 cover from lodge and
uniform Supplier with very large, impressive illustrated insert, 1908 Poughkeepsie
“Eagle” newspaper illustrated corner card cover with Taft labels on reverse;
occasional fault to be expected, generally Fine-Very Fine.

2391

F

www

Hotel Advertising Cover Collection of over 600 covers, 1880’s/1940’s, mostly all
sleeved, very little duplication, approximately half are corner cards and half are
illustrated incl. few all-over, tremendous variety of towns and hotels, generally
Fine-Very Fine.

500-750

2392

F

www

Philadelphia Manufacturers & Dealers Cameo Covers, thirteen incl. eight with embossed
cameos and five with printed corner card cameos, former comprising Gamble & Bro.
Morocco Leather Manufacturers, John Ecky Druggist, Raiguel & Co. Dry Goods, Pratt &
Reath Watches Jewellery, Charles Shepard Lime & Cement Dealer, Lippincott Grambo & Co.
Booksellers, Boyd & Co. Grocers, John Sheets Lumber Merchant embossed cameos, latter
incl. John Ryan Manufacturer of Alcohol, Rosenberry Grocers, American Tract Society,
Turnbull & Co. Importers, Bancroft & Co. Importers in dry goods, Fine-Very Fine.

300-400

300-400

2,000-3,000

Cancels on Cover

2393

F

3c Orange Brown 1851 (10) bright color, large margins on two sides to into at right,
cancelled by ms. “x” well struck blue “Paid 3” with matching “Orford-Ville
NH” in arc with ms Nov 28 on 1851 folded letter to Keith’s Mills Maine, written
Thanksgiving Day, light central vertical file fold, still Very Fine and quite
attractive example of this popular cancel

400-500
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2394

F

3c Dull Red 1851 (11) huge margins on three sides incl. complete frameline of
adjoining stamp at bottom, ample at top, Six Pointed Star of David fancy cancel,
“Chicopee Sep 6” circular datestamp alongside, on cover to Newbury VT, Very Fine
strike of the Chicopee Star cancel

150-200

2395

F

New York Ocean Mail Feb. 25 seven bar cancel on 1854 docketed folded cover ties No.
11, large margins to barely in, file fold thru stamp does not detract, still Very
Fine, this is the earliest recorded usage of this New York Ocean Mail marking, we
quote from Brookman “Covers showing a use of this marking prior to 1855 are
extremely scarce and my record of uses in late 1854 is very incomplete”.

400-500

2396

F

3c Dull Red 1857 (26) deep shade, scissors separated, tied by Six Pointed Star of
David fancy cancel with “Chicopee MA Sep 18” circular datestamp alongside on
ladies cover to Augusta, ME, with original letter, Very Fine

150-200

2397

F

“Kicking Mule” fancy cancel of 1902 Port Townsend, Washington ties 10c 1898 Type I
282C on registered cover to Brooklyn NY, large blue green “Registered Dec. 15, 1902
Port Townsend Wash.” three line cancel, Brooklyn magenta and violet registry
receiving backstamps, Very Fine strike and cover, 2002 Apex certificate.

200-300

2398

F

2399

F

2394

2396

100

100

www

2395

2397

Banknote Issue Fancy Cancels on Cover Collection, an attractive selection of 31 items,
postmarked 1873/1888, displaying various usages of 1c, 2c, 3c for the period, with
various rates paid with singles, pairs, strips, and multiples, and tied by a wide
variety of duplex fancy cancels on private mail, commercial corner card covers,
cancels incl. New York City foreign mail (two but one to local address!), Boston
Masonic symbol, three with leaf cancels incl. Woodbury CT, six with stars incl.
Skoehegan, ME and gorgeous Petersburg VA, Coldwater, MI triangle, NYC Maltese cross
and negative Christian cross, Bayshore NY, Westhampton NY and Coal Port PA wheel of
fortune, two from Eastport NY incl. large “EP” in fancy frame and fancy
geometric, Lichfield, Springs NY negative “EAH” occasional fault, but good strikes,
generally Fine-Very Fine.
Flag Cancel Accumulation of over 1,750 covers, 1900’s-1930, minor duplication, Very
Fine.
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Foreign Destinations

2402

2400

2401

2400

F

Folded stampless letter (actually two letters in one) from Shanghai China to New York
City (Palmer correspondence) via Liverpool, black Maltese Cross “L.S. Dec 20,
1850” transit, originally endorsed “via Marseilles” inside but this instruction was
ignored and the cover was carried privately to England where it entered the mails,
bold “24” for postage due from recipient, “19 Cents” marking for postage due to
Britain, Very Fine.

200-300

2401

F

3c Bright Claret 1851 (11) tied by Alton NY circular datestamp used as forwarding
postage on 1857 folded letter from England franked with Great Britain imperforate 2p
blue and 10p (cut to shape) used to pay postage to Oswego then forwarded to Wyman’s
Hills, NY, red Boston receiving SL “PAID” and two line “5 cents” British
credit markings, backstamped Liverpool and Rugby (1852), sheet sensibly reinforced,
still Fine, signed Brian Green

200-300

2402

F

24c Grayish Lilac (78a) tied by town postmark on 1865 cover to Brighton England and
forwarded with 1p red tied by Brighton barred numeral cancel to Ross, Herefordshire,
no backflap, 1987 PF certificate

200-300
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2403

F

3c Continental 1873, 2c Vermilion (158, 178), tied by quartered cork cancels and
circular datestamp and overlapped by three singles canceled by two strikes of
“Carlisle Nov. 27, ‘78” circular datestamp and “165” in cork cancel on
Warren & Co. advertising cover sent to Carlisle England and returned with ms notation
that the addressee was dead, magenta San Francisco transit cancel applied on its
return, Plymouth transit and (SF) Carrier backstamps, faults but still Fine, still a
fascinating and unusual item with 1979 Friedl certificate

100-150

2404

F

10c 1890 Issue (226), strip of five and two pairs, tied by “New York Jul. 12 (18)93
1PM” duplex cancels on legal sized cover with National Starch Manufacturing Co.
corner card to London, England, red London backstamp, Very Fine.

200-300

2405

F

3c Jackson Watermarked 1895 (268), tied by “Boston Mass. Mar. 29, 1899” flag cancel on
2c entire (U362) to Nagasaki and forwarded to Mrs. Goodale Yokohama Japan, Japanese
address label attached, four different backstamps incl. magenta oval “Received May 7,
1899 U.S. Consulate General Yokohama” backstamp, opened for display, Very Fine, signed
Bloch

150-200

102

102
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2406

DFE

2c Red, Type IV 1898 (279B), three wtih natural s.e. at top, tied by “San Francisco
Aug 25, 1899” duplex cancel on cover front to Yokohama Japan, Goodale corresp., 20
centime due marking and Japan No. 73 strip of three and No. 79 used as postage due and
tied by Japanese cancels, Very Fine, signed Bloch.

300-400

2407

F

1c Franklin 1902, 2c Shield (300, 319) tied by “Fruitvale CA Feb. 20, 1907” duplex
cancels on square 2c Hartford entire to the American Consul in Jerusalem Syria, 2pi on
40h green Austria Offices in the Turkish Empire (J4) tied by light “Jerusalem
23-III-07” circular datestamp, opera glasses “25 centimes NY” postage due
marking, Jerusalem backstamp, small tear at top of cover, Fine, signed Bloch and with
1979 Friedl certificate

150-200

David Feldman Special Extended Payment Facility
David Feldman (DF) may offer a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer may choose to pay
a minimum of 25% of the total invoice on receipt, and the balance over an extended period of 6 months, paying an equal
installment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1%, is debited to the buyer’s account at the end of each
month. When the special extended payment facility has been granted, the buyer understands that any claims regarding his/
her purchases must be made within 30 days of the auction sale date, even though the lots may be held by DF awaiting full
settlement of the account. Until delivery, lots may be examined by their respective buyers at the offices of DF.
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2408

F

Six Different Offices in China Registered Cover (USA, France, Germany, Hong Kong,
Japan, Russia) and China, 1912, frankings on one side are fourteen Japanese Offices in
China tied by “Shanghai 7.12.12 I.J.P.O.” cancels, eight Hong Kong Edward VII issues
to 30c (Scott Nos. 86/100) plus a 10c Revenue issue tied by oval “Registered No. 30
‘12 Shangai B.P.O.” cancels, USA Nos. 374-380, 382, 416, F1, J46 tied by “Shanghai
China U.S. Postal Agcy Rec’d Dec. 7, 1912” circular datestamps, and ten Russia Offices
in China issues to 35k (24/40), other side franked with French offices Nos. 57-63,
German offices Nos. 47-51 & 53 and China Nos. 133 & 163-172, some stamps with faults,
Fine appearance, an extraordinary cover with a franking that we have never previously
seen

2409

F

1c, 9c Kansas, Nebraska (658, 667, 669, 678), small cancels on registered cover from
Springvale ME to France, Druggist CC, reverse with three different July 1929 registry
cancels and Stearn’s Daydream Perfume label on reverse, interesting franking for a
cover from Maine to France, Very Fine

104

104
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2410

F

www

Transatlantic Stampless Covers, 25 incoming and two outgoing with various rates and
markings, incoming incl. 1857 folded letter from Rio de Janeiro to Baltimore, 1868 FL
from Bremen to Petersburg VA with black “New York U.S. Notes 32 Apr 20 (1868)”
cancel, seven to New York (four from Palmer correspondence), four covers to New Jersey
(Wildes correspondence), ten covers to Boston -- most Chadwick (six) and Crowninshield
(two) correspondences, 1843/59, incl. quadruple rate from Manchester via steamer from
Liverpool to Boston black GB “96” and “76 cents” rate markings and double rate
from Manchester with “48” rate marking, outgoing incl. two from New York via
British Packet to Liverpool then by Prussian Closed Mail to Freiburg (1856, 1858), and
two small mourning covers, also incl. two other covers incl. one British calling a
late payer a “Bastard, Blackguard & Liar”, Fine-Very Fine.

400-500

2411

F

www

Banknote Issues on Covers to Europe, five comprising Scott No.149 to Paris with
printed advertisement, No. 159 tied by perfectly struck NYFM to Scotland, No. 160 to
Germany, No. 189 to Scotland on legal sized cover with red “Not Called For” and
“Insufficient Address”, and four Glasgow handstamps incl. one violet corwn and
circle “Returned Letter Branch”, plus black triangular “Dead Letter” handstamp on
reverse, and Nos. 213 & 214 to Germany, few faults, Fine group.

200-300

2412

F

www

Banknote Issues on Covers to Foreign Destinations, an interesting selection of 31
items bound mainly for European countries, postmarked 1873/1888, displaying various
usages of 1c, 2c, 3c, 4c and 6c Banknote issues, with diverse rates paid with singles,
pairs, strips, and multiples and combinations, and tied by a wide variety of cancels
on private mail, commercial corner card covers, a wrapper, New York City foreign mail,
and forwarded mail, several with auxiliary markings, better incl. 1881 cover with 5c
UPU rate and overpaid 1c forwarded 6 times in France, advertised and sent to Dead
Letter office, 2c Red Brown on 1c Reay wrapper to Germany, 1889 cover with 2c rate
forwarded to France with 15c French Postage Due affixed then forwarded to Germany #213
block of ten on back of registered cover to England with Scott Stamp and Coin cc,
better destinations incl. Bermuda, Turkey, St. Lucia and Mexico; occasional faults,
but many legible cancellations and markings, Fine- Very Fine.

2413

F

www

1890-1915 Covers to Foreign Destinations, an impressive holding of 114 items
displaying various usages of Columbians, Small Banknotes, 1894-98 Bureaus,
Pan-American, Pan-Pacific, 1902-3 issues, Louisiana Purchase, and few Postal
Stationery, diverse rates paid with singles, pairs, strips, and multiples, and
combinations, destinations incl. Australia, China, Egypt, Guatemala, Hong Kong, India,
Japan, Philippines, South Africa, better individual items incl. 5c and two 10c
Columbians to London, 4c Bureau & 1c Louisiana to Hungary with five 10h Postage Dues,
generally Fine-Very Fine.

750-1,000

1,000-1,500

Expositions
2414

F

2c Columbian, Broken Hat, tied by Chicago Oct. 22, (18)93 duplex cancel on wrapper for
official Expo Postal Cards, to Washington DC., 1893 Washington DC receiving cancel on
illustrated side, Very Fine and scarce.

150-200

Please Ensure your Bids Arrive in Time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence.
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2415

2416

2417

2415

F

Pan-American Exposition, very attractive unused 9” X 6” multicolored Aerial View
Glitter Picture Postcard of the Exposition showing the grounds and buildings against a
skyline, addressed and message written on reverse but not mailed, very minor edgewear,
Very Fine, a truly beautiful card

250-350

2416

F

Pan-American Exposition, very attractive unused 9” X 6” multicolored Aerial View
Glitter Picture Postcard of the Exposition showing the New York State Building with
people strolling in the foreground, Very Fine, wonderful eye appeal

250-350

2417

F

Pan-American Exposition, very attractive unused 9” X 6” multicolored Picture
Postcard of the Exposition’s Machinery Building and crowds outside, lovely post card,
Very Fine

250-350

2418

F

2c Seward (370), tied by “Kingston, NY Sep. 23, 1909” machine cancel on beautiful
multicolored double sided illustrated Hudson-Fulton Centennial cover to Youngsville,
NY, depicts the Half Moon and Claremont, printed return address “Forsythe & Davis,
Wholesale and Retail Stationers”, barely reduced at right where opened, Very Fine.

200-300

106

106
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Lot No. Symbol(s)

2419

F

2420

F

2421

2422

2c Hudson Fulton (372), tied by “New York (City) Sep. 27, 1909” duplex cancel on
gorgeous Hudson-Fulton Souvenir Folder -- a multicolored foldout with illustrated
eight sided view plus Hudson and Fulton portraits in center with program of events and
parade routes on reverse -- to Germany, a gorgeous item, Extremely Fine

200-300

www

Alaska-Yukon Hudson-Fulton Group, 88 covers/postcards, mostly franked with
370-373 and those that are not have content related to the Hudson-Fulton exhibition,
better incl. covers/cards to Holland, Denmark, Japan, New Zealand, Sweden, official
souvenir postcards, couple stamp dealer CC, censored, advertising, also includes four
covers with 399 or 403 (2 each), Nos. 372, 614, 620 tied by French Polynesian
packetboat cancel and sent from San Francisco to Piedmont, wide range of cancel types,
plus two Official Lincoln Medals Issued under the Authority of the Lincoln Centenary
Committee of NYC, and a few souvenir folders, generally Very Fine, nice lot for a
specialist in these issues.

500-750

F

www

Exhibition Postal History, 179 items comprising 1876 Centennial (seven), 1893
Columbian (56), 1901 Pan-American Exposition (41), 1904 St. Louis World’s Fair (42),
1907 Jamestown (four), 1909 Alaska Yukon (five), 1915 Pan-Pacific Exposition
(fourteen), ten from other expos (1884-1939), comprising corner cards, illustrated
advertising covers and picture postcards franked with stamps issued for these events
tied by appropriate cancellations, incl. two 1876 Centennial covers with cameo or
printed illustration on flap, 1884 St. Louis Exposition illustrated cover, 1893
Columbian incl. four better souvenir items, and unused UPSS EX15-24, 15a-17a (2), 19a
(2), 23a, 45-49(2), 50-61, 1901 Pan-American Exposition incl. cover with letter
mentioning McKinley assassination and a rare Pan-Am facsimile cover, accompanied by
interesting ephemera incl. 1876 Centennial Exhibition Visitor’s Guide, two McKinley
memorial pins, Centennial and Pan-American admission tickets, 1939 World’s Fair
“Mr. Peanut” book mark, occasional peripheral faults, clear postmarks, generally
Fine-Very Fine.

4,000-5,000

F

www

Jamestown Exposition, 53 covers including 17 Scott No. 328 with Exposition Station
cancels on different official postcards, also UX18 uprated with No. 328 to Germany,
No. 329 pair on 1c entire to Bavaria, Nos. 328-329 (2) on cover to Switzerland, No.
330 on cover to Italy, No. 328 (3) and 330 on registered 2c entire from Magnetic City
N.C. to Richmond, VA, also includes No. 397 with machine expo cancel, mostly Fine-Very
Fine,

400-500
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Lot No. Symbol(s)

		
Estimate (US$)

2423

F

Jamestown Exposition, beautiful unused 9” X 6” multicolored Aerial View Picture
Postcard of the Exposition including Chesapeake Bay, surrounded by National Flags of
several nations, the Susan Constant, Discovery, and Godspeed, which were the three
sailing ships that brought the Colonists, and Modern Warships, includes the opening
and closing dates of the Exposition, light crease and minor edgewear, still Very Fine
and attractive for such a large post card

250-350

2424

F

Jamestown Exposition, unused 9” X 6” multicolored Aerial View Picture Postcard of
the Exposition, shown as a map of Jamestown along with the surrounding areas incl. the
Chesapeake Bay with an armada of ships of all types and the opening and closing dates
of the Exposition, few small stains, still Very Fine and attractive for such a large
post card

250-350

2423

2424

First Day Covers

2425

108

F

108

2c Trans Mississippi (286) tied by Second Day “Washington D.C. Jun 18, 1898”
duplex cancel on legal sized Post Office Official Penalty Envelope to Vermont,
Montpelier backstamp, minor edge faults from opening, Very Fine
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400-500

Estimate (US$)

Lot No. Symbol(s)

2426

F

2c Lincoln (367) tied by First Day “Alpina, MI Feb 12, 1909” machine cancel on
cover with plumber’s CC, to Floral Park NY, faint creases at left barely visible on
front, still Very Fine, Scott $500.

250

2427

F

2c Lincoln (367) tied by First Day “Arapahoe, Nebr. Feb 12, 1909” duplex cancel
on cover to Chicago with attorney’s CC, tiny piece of lower right corner off,
appears Fine, Scott $500

150

2428

DFE

2c Lincoln (367) tied by First Day “Bridgeton, NJ Feb 12, 1909” flag machine
cancel on locally addressed 1c Green Franklin U379 front with top backflap, ms.
“cachet” at left prepared by and self addressed to Dr. M.K. Elmer, an important
local physician, Very Fine, Scott $500

150
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2429

F

2c Lincoln (367) tied by First Day “Buffalo NY Feb 12, 1909” machine cancel on
cover to Greenville NH, Extremely Fine, Scott $500

300

2430

F

2c Lincoln (367) tied by First Day “El Paso Texas Feb 12, 1909” machine cancel on
locally addressed cover with Newman Investment Company CC, stamp with natural straight
edge, Extremely Fine, Scott $500

400

2431

F

2c Lincoln (367) tied by First Day “Grand Rapids MI Feb 12, 1909” machine cancel
on photo postcard showing the Grand Rapids Police Station, to Eaton Rapids, MI, the
message is “I have kept out of here so far.” Extremely Fine, Scott $500

300

110

110
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2432

F

2c Lincoln (367) tied by First Day “Kinston, NC Feb 12, 1909” duplex cancel on
cover to Floral Park NY, Fine, Scott $500.

250

2433

F

2c Lincoln (367) tied by First Day “Lakewood N.J. Feb 12, 1909” machine cancel on
gorgeous multicolored embossed postcard of “Abraham Lincoln, The Martyred
President”, to New York, Very Fine Scott $500

750

2434

DFE

2c Lincoln (367) tied by First Day “Linton IN Feb 12, 1909” Flag cancel on
rebacked cover front to Rand McNally Map Co. in Chicago, central vertical file fold,
Fine, Scott $500

100
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2435

F

2c Lincoln (367) tied by First Day “Medford Mass Feb 12, 1909” flag cancel on
locally addressed cover, Very Fine, Scott $500

300

2436

F

2c Lincoln (367) tied by First Day “Medway, Mass. Feb 12, 1909” duplex cancel on
cover with Financier, Medway Lodge, No. 42 , Ancient Order of United Workmen Masonic
CC, to New Haven CT, cover short at top affecting CC, but not stamp, Fine, Scott $500

200

2437

F

2c Lincoln (367) tied by First Day “Millbrook NY Feb 12, 1909” duplex cancel on
cover to Norwich NY, part of top backflap missing, Fine, Scott $500

300

112

112
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2438

F

2c Lincoln (367) tied by First Day “Pittsburg PA Feb 12, 1909” machine cancel on
locally addressed cover with Real Estate company’s CC, Extremely Fine, Scott $500

400

2439

F

2c Lincoln (367) tied by First Day “Richmond MO Feb 12, 1909” circular datestamp
on cover to St Joseph, Mo., bold receiving backstamp, top backflap missing and ink
stain on reverse that does not show through, otherwise Fine, Scott $500

200

2440

F

2c Lincoln (367) tied by First Day “Springfield ILL Feb 12, 1909” Time-Cummins
machine cancel to Sterling, IL, central vertical file fold, Fine, Scott $500

200
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2441

F

2c Lincoln (367) tied by First Day “St. James Minn. Feb 12, 1909” duplex cancel on
R.F.D. cc cover to Floral Park NY, minor faults, appears Fine, Scott $500.

200

2442

F

2c Lincoln (367) tied by First Day “St. Louis MO Feb 12, 1909” machine cancel on
locally addressed cover with illustrated cc of I. Russack & Sons, small faint
waterstain, appears Very Fine, Scott $500

150

2443

F

2c Lincoln (367) tied by First Day “Staatsburg N.Y. Feb 12, 1909” duplex cancel on
cover to Floral Park NY, tiny fault at right edge, otherwise Fine, Scott $500.

200

114

114
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2444

DFE

2c Lincoln (367) tied by First Day “Tenafly NJ Feb 12, 1909” duplex cancel on
commercially used cover front to New York, edge wear, Fine, Scott $500

100

2445

F

2c Lincoln (367) tied by First Day “Union Grove Wis.. Feb 12, 1909” duplex cancel
on cover to Floral Park NY, Extremely Fine, Scott $500.

300

2446

F

2c Lincoln (367) tied by First Day “Windsor NY Feb 12, 1909” duplex cancel on
cover to Boston, MA, addressed to “Catarrh Specialist Sproule” -- a British Naval
surgeon named Sproule who claimed to have specialized in treating a disease called
Catarrh, Very Fine, Scott $500

300
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2447

F

2c Hudson-Fulton (372) tied by First Day “Dover NH Sep 25, 1909” Flag cancel on
photo postcard of Dover street scene to W. Somerville, MA, Extremely Fine, 1974 AFDCS
certificate, Scott $900

400

2448

F

½c Hale, 1½c Harding Imperforate, 2c Lexington (551, 576, 617) 1½c sheet margin
vertical pair, tied by First Day “Washington DC Apr 4, 1925” duplex cancels on
U458 entire to Baltimore MD, an unlisted and unusual combination, Very Fine

300

2449

F

1½c Brown, Yellow Brown, (553, 582, 598), tied by First Day cancels machine and
duplex cancels on legal sized 1½c entire (U481) to Edward C Worden in Millburn NJ,
this is the first day for all three stamps and the entire, Extremely Fine, a great
item for the first day cover, Harding and 1½c issue collector

200

116

116
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2450

F

2c, 4c, 9c, 10c Fourth Bureau Issues (554, 556, 561, 562) tied by First Day
“Washington DC Jan 15, 1923” duplex cancels on U432 entire to H.M. Southgate, The
Lodge, Chevy Chase, MD, with signed P.O.D. receipt from the Philatelic Stamp Agency,
cover has sealed tear affecting No. 556, still Very Fine and a very rare first day
cover Scott $3,500

2,000

2451

F

2c, 4c, 9c, 10c Fourth Bureau Issues (554, 556, 561, 562), Nos. 554, 556 tied by
“Washington DC Jan 16” circular datestamp on small cover to Detroit, blue
“10712” registry cancel and magenta two line “Received at Washington, D.C.
Without Contents.”, “Detroit Mich. Rec’d Jan 16, 1923” receiving mark on
reverse, Extremely Fine, signed Brian Green and with 1976 AFDCS certificate, Very Fine
and scarce combination, Scott $3,500

2,000

$

La monnaie utilisée pour cette vente est le dollar americain
The currency for this auction is US Dollars
Die Währung für diese Versteigerung ist US Dollar
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2452

F

5c Fourth Bureau (557) tied by First Day “New York, NY Oct 27, 1922” machine
slogan cancel on locally addressed cover, Very Fine, 1989 PF certificate, Scott $135

100

2453

F

5c Fourth Bureau (557) tied by First Day “New York, NY Sta D Oct 27, 1922” duplex
cancel on unsealed cover to Brooklyn NY, Extremely Fine, Scott $135

100

2454

F

11c Fourth Bureau (563) tied by First Day “Fremont Ohio Oct 4, 1922” wavy line
machine cancel on 2c carmine entire to New York, “First Day” handstamp cachet
(added on), Extremely Fine and scarce first day cover, Scott $3,750

2455

F

12c Fourth Bureau (564) tied by First Day “Boston Mass. Mar 20, 1923” Philatelic
Exhibition slogan machine cancel on locally addressed yellow cover with printed
address “The Old Stamp Exchange”, Very Fine, Scott $185

100

2456

F

12c Fourth Bureau (564) tied by First Day “Caldwell NJ Mar 20, 1923” duplex cancel
on cover to New York City, Extremely Fine cover and stamp, Scott $210

100

2452

2455
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118
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2453

3,000

2456

Estimate (US$)

Lot No. Symbol(s)

2457

F

8c, 9c, 10c Perf 10 Issues (588, 589, 590) tied by First Day “Washington DC May 29,
1926” duplex cancels on air mail envelope to San Francisco, C.E. Nickles CC,
Extremely Fine, this combination is listed but not priced in Scott

2458

F

1c, 1½c, 2c Fourth Bureau Coils (604, 605, 606) three covers each with stamps tied by
First Day Washington DC slogan machine cancel on locally addressed covers to different
local addresses incl.1½c to Nickles , Very Fine, ex Harvey, Scott $330

2459

F

www

300-400

100

First Day Cover Group (620-648), 55 covers including Scott Nos.620-621 “set” of
centerline blocks, left, right and bottom arrow blocks, and plate blocks of eight with
Washington DC cancels, also “set” of singles with Northfield and St. Paul Minn
cancels, all fourteen covers are uncacheted and addressed to Nickles, Planty 622-1,
Washington, Indianapolis, and North Bend Ohio, to Worden, also 622 block of four with
purple handstamp “Fee Claimed by Office of First Address” to S. Dakota, No. 623
(two incl. first Roessler with Staunton VA machine cancel, No. 627 (three incl. Planty
627-5 & unofficial “Sharon Stamp Club), No. 628 three Worden incl. NYC, Wash DC and
Minneapolis Minn., Planty 623-1, also uncacheted with printed Washington D.C. address,
Planty 629-1, also 629 with A.C. Roessler CC, Planty 644-5, 644-6 (green cover), 644-6
(yellow cover) , 644-25 PPC, 644-33, Planty 646-3 plus 3 uncacheted from diff towns,
Planty 647-3, Planty 647-648-1, 647-648-12, also two 647-648 with unlisted printed
“First Day Cover” and 647-648 blocks of four on registered cover from Honolulu to
San Francisco, purple handstamp “Found in Ordinary Mail”, also four TIPEX covers
(three of the four and the entire sheet, same cachet and matched address), and legal
sized cover with Nos. 740-749 tied by Washington D.C. cancels on their first days,
Very Fine,group, Planty $1,455 (without premium for multiples frankings on Nos.
620-621).
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Estimate (US$)

2460

F

1½c Nebraska Overprint (670), tied by predated “Hartington, Nebr Apr 15, 1929”
wavy line machine cancel on locally addressed cover, Extremely Fine, Scott $400

2461

F

www

2c Fallen Timbers (680), seven First Day covers with Beazell cachets comprising Planty
14C (Perrysburg OH, Waterville OH), 14E (Maumee OH, Toledo OH, Waterville OH), 14F
(Erie PA, Perrysburg OH), 14C Waterville has 680-1 cachet on reverse, Waterville 14E
has 680-1 cachet on front, also incl. couple newspaper clippings about the new issue,
Very Fine

Additional images of items from larger lots
may be available at www.davidfeldman.com
120

120
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2462

F

2463

F

www

2c Ohio River (681) block of four tied to First Day cover with Beazell cachet (Planty
30B) by “Cincinnati OH Oct 19, 1929” circular datestamp, registry cancels and blue
“Ohio River Dedication Cruise” handstamp, two violet airmail handstamps and
straightline “received unsealed at “ marking, to Derby N.Y., Very Fine

200-300

2c Ohio River (681) five First Day covers with Beazell photo cachets comprising Planty
30A (Cincinnati), 30C (Lexington), 30E (Cincinnati, Wheeling), 30F (Cincinnati), two
addressed to N.E. Carter, one addressed to Shockley, two unaddressed, Very Fine group

400-500
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2464

F

www

2c Ohio River (681), nine First Day covers with Beazell cachets comprising Planty 31A
(Louisville), 31B (Louisville, Pittsburgh), 31C (Louisville, Cincinnati), 31D
(Pittsburgh), 31E (Pittsburgh), 31F (Cairo IL), 31I, (Homestead PA), two unaddressed,
Cincinnati 31C with violet two line “Dispatched via train to avoid delay”, 31A has
purple typeface “Ohio River Celebration Louisville Pittsburg-to-Cairo Channel
completed” above cachet, two franked with blocks of four, the rest singles, Very
Fine and scarce group

1,000-1,500

2465

F

www

½c-10c Washington Bicentennial (704-715), complete set of twelve First Day covers
with different Beazell photo cachets (Planty 704-715-26n), matched neat blue ink ms
address to Beazell, Extremely Fine

1,500-2,000

122

122
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2466

F

2467

F

2c Arbor Day (717), four First Day covers with Beazell cachets comprising Planty 16a,
16b, 16c 16d, matched typed Beazell addresses, two with green Chamber of Commerce
cachets on back, Very Fine

www

1c, 3c Century of Progress, 3c NRA (728, 729, 732) fourteen First Day covers and cards
with Beazell photo cachets, comprising eleven Century of Progress franked with blocks
of four with commemorative backstamps and comprises Planty Nos. 69A (3c card), 69B (1c
& 3c combo on card), 69C (3c card), 69D (1c card), 69E (1c cover with pamphlet
insert), 69F (1c card), 69G (3c cover with pamphlet insert), 69H (3c card), 69I (1c
card), 69J (3c card), 69K (1c card), matched neat blue ink ms. address, NRA
compirising Planty 25A (cover), 25D (card), 25E (card), Very Fine and scarce group,
Mellone $4,900

400-500

1,500-2,000
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2468

F

8c Dark Green (C4) tied by First Day “Washington DC Aug 15, 1923” slogan machine
cancel on locally addressed cover, Very Fine, Scott $400

2469

F

10c Lindbergh (C10), four legal sized First Day Covers each with the first printed
Esleeck cachet Planty #16, one each used in all four cities -- Detroit, Little Falls,
St. Louis, and Washington D.C., Very Fine and scarce group

300-400

2470

F

50c Zeppelin (C18) six covers comprising four First Days with New York Oct 2, 1933
machine cancels and violet and magenta flight cachets – two of which have three
examples affixed and Chicago Oct. 26 Worlds Fair backstamps and the other two have
Spanish double circle backstamps, also one cover from Chicago (Oct. 26) to Green Bay
via Friedrichshafen and one cover from Miami (Oct. 23) to Bryn Mawr PA via Chicago,
Fine-Very Fine

400-500

124

124

www
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2471

F

2472

CC C H www
F

2473

F

2474

F

www

10c-25c Special Handling (QE1-QE4) twelve First Day covers comprising Nos. QE1
(three), QE2 (four), QE3 (four), QE4 (one), Nos. QE1-QE3 tied by “Washington DC Jun
25, 1928” duplex cancel used with either a Scott 645 or on a 2c entire to pay the
postage, No. QE4 “A and T of states joined” variety tied by “Washington DC Apr
11, 1925” duplex cancel used with block of No. 551 to E.C. Worden, Millburn NJ, Very
Fine, Scott $720

200

Computer Vended Postage, 83 first day dated stamps from CVP1-CVP20, includes CVP11c
tied by “Suburban, MD Sep 1, 1989” machine cancel prepared by Charlie Yeager, plus
CVP1b and CVP16c on an “Autopost Experimental s-First Day in Use” cacheted cover,
also incl. seven first day “Mailomat Instructional” postcards, plus 56 testing
coils mostly in pairs and strips, and a few other pieces, computer vended mostly
listed but not priced in Scott, Very Fine lot containing some underrated material.

1,000-1,500

www

A.C. Roessler First Day Cover Collection, 1929-37, over 140 displaying many different
designs for various US issues of the period as well as 1932 Canada airmails, also
incl. two fake Roessler cachets on 1932 Lake Placid FDC and a few covers addressed to
himself, incl. 1916 Mexico cover and three Canada #C3 FDCs with different cachets
incl. one signed by PM Lingley, some duplication, occasional minor toning, overall
Fine-Very Fine.

2,000-3,000

www

Outstanding Torkel Gundel Classic First Day Cover Collection, a splendid group of 98
cacheted FDCs by Gundel 1931-1940, 54 are signed, incl. hand-colored designs for 1931
Yorktown and 1933 Century of Progress issues; light duplication of cachets but there
are often differences in the cancels or colors of the cachets, mixed addressed and
unaddressed, also incl. eleven modern issues (1981-88; eight signed), Very Fine and a
very rare group seldom offered at auction.

2,000-3,000
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2475

F

Phosphor Tagged Issues on First Day Covers, eight comprising Scott Nos. 1059Ab and
1289a-1295a, each tied by “New York Philatelic Center Apr. 3, 1973” cancels on Bazaar
cacheted First Day covers, Very Fine, Scott $440.

100

2476

F

First Day Cover Collection, 150 mostly classic issues, better incl. Nos. 558
(addressed to Karl Koslowski), 559, 622 (North Bend, Ohio only 500 made), 642, 704-15
(cacheted), 720b (full panes; 3 different cachets), 834, 855 (ten cacheted incl. eight
different incl. Clifford, Rice, Anderson), C21 & C22 on one cover, C25-C31 set on
individual covers and two extra C31’s with different cachets, Very Fine.

1,000-1,500

2477

F

First Day Cover Accumulation, 1923-2002, approx. 1,800 covers in 13 stockbooks,
including Planty Nos. 618-1, 645-30, 654-1 (25), 657-1, 3 (7), 6, 8 (2), 11 (20), 11A
(4), 12 (8), 24 (4), 680-5 (2), 11 (4), 681-6, 720b-GP3 full booklet, 736-34, plus
632a with unlisted Crosby, Ioor Army-Navy, 909-921 with Knapp Artcrafts, Staehle WWll
patriotics, Presidential “Electric Eye” to 50c, also uncacheted 588-589 combo
Washington D.C., 600 signed by Postmaster Farley and seven other postal officials, 559
Niles, OH (2), 617-619, 674 Beatrice, NE, 706 to Canada, 910 “Received Unsealed at
New Orleans, LA with 2 tied OX 27, C7, C8, RW48, RW49, plus over 400 “Tiny
FDC’s” mostly “Ken Specials” in a wide range of issues and cachets, some which
must surely be unique, also FDC of booklet panes, some stationery, plus some auxiliary
markings and more, Fine-Very Fine, an exceptional lot

3,000-4,000

2478

F

First Day Covers, 1930’s/1980’s, accumulation of approximately 4,000 covers, incl.
collection of New York FDC’s used for a talk, No. 610, 622, 704-715 two covers each
with complete set Nos. 785-794 on one addressed and Annapolis Philatelic Society hs
cachet on back, No. C23 with Staehle cachet, mixed addressed & unaddressed, mostly
Very Fine.

1,000-1,500

2479

CC F

First Day Cover Accumulation, 1962-90, approximately 1,500 mostly unaddressed FDC plus
few flight and event covers, Fine-Very Fine.

www

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction
via our website, www.davidfeldman.com
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Flight Covers

2480

F

$1.00 Perf 11 (518), tied by “New York N.Y. Varick St. Sta. Aug. 16, 1928” duplex
cancel on unsevered postal reply card, No. UY7 that was to be sent by catapult to Le
Havre France but was not, the return card’s reverse bears No. C11 with red plate no.
tied by Aug. 13, 1928 Portland OR machine cancel (to pay the postage to NYC), and
address side bears C11 with blue plate no. to pay the postage from France back to the
sender, faint toned streak, scarce use of the $1 Perf 11 issue.

200-300

2481

F

Around The World Interrupted Zeppelin Flight, on LZ 127 photo postcard sent by and
addressed to the Chief Steward of the Graf Zeppelin in New York City, flown on the
Tokyo to Los Angeles leg bearing a Japanese stamp, card previously flown on the
interrupted American flight (Z-67) and bears Germany No. C36 tied by German Zeppelin
cancel, and one US 1c Green (632) and airmail etiquette tied by LA and New York
circular datestamps, red and blue Zeppelin handstamp cachets, Extremely Fine, signed
Bloch and with 1978 Friedl certificate

300-400

Additional images of items from larger lots
may be available at www.davidfeldman.com
Lots marked “www” are illustrated only on our website
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2482

F

Around The World Zeppelin-Catapult Flight, 7¼ X 10½ in. cover first sent by Catapult
“D-1717 New York” locally in Bremen using Germany Nos. C28, C29 & C31 tied by two
different Seapost handstamps, then sent on the South America Zeppelin flight (Z-106)
using Germany Nos. C38 (two) & C39 to New York (via Buenos Aires) and then sent back
to Germany via the S.S. Bremen per Catapult using US Scott Nos. 552, 682, 683, C9, &
E13, all tied by two Bremen Seapost duplex cancels, includes proper cachets, signed
Bloch, Very Fine

300-400

2483

F

65c, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C13, C14), C13 with additional postage (562, 570, C11, C12)
tied by “Exeter N.H. May 31, 1930” duplex cancels on flown cover from to
Dusseldorf, Germany, purple diamond and red circular cachets, C14 tied by “Varick St
Sta. NY May 24, 1930” on flown cover to Berlin, Germany, purple diamond and red
circular cachets, also red boxed “Mit Luftpost befordert luftpostamt Berlin” two
line handstamp, Very Fine

300-400

128
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2484

F

AAMC 1146, Around The World Flight Cover signed by Hugh Herndon and Clyde Pangborn,
violet six-line handstamp cachet with ms. “No. 4” of 75, franked with 2c Carmine
(634) tied by “Brooklyn NY Jul 28, 1931” duplex cancel, 2c Yorktown (703) plate
single tied by “Wenatchee WA Oct 5, 1931” duplex cancel, “Croyden Aerodrome 30
July 31” circular datestamp, and Japan 3s Rose (131b) tied by Oct 2 circular
datestamp, two Russian backstamps incl. one commemorative, Very Fine, accompanied by
1977 Harmer Rooke lot card where purchased by the owner, for more information on the
interesting story about this flight, please visit
www.historynet.com/clyde-pangborn-and-hugh-herndon-jr-first-to-fly-nonstop-across-the-pacific.htm
AAMC $600

2485

F

AAMC 1200, First Navy Squadron Flight, San Francisco to Hawaii, “Fleet Air Base Pearl
Harbor, Hawaii Jan.11, 1934 12:30PM” duplex cancel ties 3c Byrd (Scott 733) on cover
to Pearl Harbor Hawaii with blue printed cc “U.S. Naval Massed Flight, VP Squadron 10,
San Francisco, California, to Pearl Harbor Hawaii, January 1934”, Extremely Fine cover
with a very scarce cachet.

400

200-300
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2486

F

AAMC 1200, First Navy Squadron Flight, San Francisco to Hawaii, “U.S.S. Beaver January
11, 1934 PM Navy Planes Arrived Pearl Harbor T.H.!” slogan duplex cancel barely ties
top left corner block from Scott 730 on cover to Pepeekeo Hawaii with blue “The Eyes
of the Fleet” cachet, typed “Landing of Trans Pacific Flight Squadron 10P. Comdr.
McGinnis. Lt. Comdr. Planes”10P-1, 10P-2, 10P-3, 10P-4, 10P-5, and 10P-6. loP-1.landed
12-30 P.M. 10P-6 at 12:37P.M. Lt. J.K. Averill.”, five signatures incl. McGinnis and
Averill, minor toning, still Very Fine and very rare.

200-300

2487

F

AAMC 1209, Naval Survey Flight over the Pacific, “U.S.S San Francisco USN Airmail to
Honolulu May 25, 1934” duplex ties three 3c Maryland Centennial (Scott 736) on cover
to Honolulu with large purple “Catapulted at Hilo Hawaii” at left, typed “U.S.N.
#9301. 11-S-17” at bottom left, and “U.S.S. Beaver Pearl Harbor, T.H Rec’d 6 P.M. May
25, 1934 P.M.” backstamp, Extremely Fine, according to AAMC, covers were not
backstamped, however it has been reported that five covers exist with this backstamp.

300-400

2488

F

AAMC 1230, Pan American Airways Survey Flight, San Francisco to Hawaii, four covers
comprising two SF to HI and two HI to SF, SF to HI incl. one regular envelope to
Honolulu and other Pan Am cover with misc. items incl. newspaper photos of the plane
over the Golden Gate Bridge and the plane landing in Hawaii plus a letter from the POD
and the senders canceled check to Pan-Am airways, HI to SF both Pan Am covers with one
signed J. Parker Van Zandt and other to Scotland, Extremely Fine group.

300-400

130

130
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2489

F

2490

F

2491

F

www

AAMC 1243, Pan American Airways Survey Flight, San Francisco to Guam and Return, four
covers comprising one SF to Guam, one HI to Guam, one Guam to HI and one round trip
with both cachets, Guam to HI addressed Rossler and others addressed Honolulu, Very
Fine group.

300-400

AAMC 1276, First Navy Mass Flight, San Diego to Pearl Harbor, twelve covers comprising
one 6P-5 (three signatures), three 6P-7 (two signatures), one 6P-8 (two signatures),
two 6P-10 (three signatures), one 6P-12 (three signatures), two signed Wm. McDade and
R.W.D. Woods, one signed J.B.H. Young and one unsigned, nine dated Jan. 27 and three
Jan. 28, most addressed to Leon M. Hurtado at the Pearl Harbor base or David Christie
in Honolulu, Very Fine group.

200-300

(Contract) Airmail Route 33, Hawaii Inter-Island Service, Lanai City, Hawaii, Oct. 8,
1934 8AM” duplex cancel ties No. C19 on Air Mail cover signed “A.R. Hoobbs, Pilot,
Inter Island Airways Ltd” and by the Lanai City Postmaster A. W. Carlson, addressed
simply “Box 2872 Honolulu T. Hawaii”, faint toning affecting stamp, still Very Fine
and very rare -- especially since we could find nothing on the internet about this
pilot.

200-300

Payment by Credit Card
Please contact us in advance if you wish to make payment by means of any of the following
Credit Cards : VISA, MasterCard, Eurocard and American Express
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2492

F

(Contract) Airmail Route 33, Hawaii Inter-Island Service, Kalaupapa (Molokai) Hawaii,
Oct. 8, 1934 4PM” duplex cancel ties No. 720 pair on Air Mail cover to Honolulu via
Wailuku (Maui), Kaunakakai Oct. 10, 1934 duplex backstamp, also incl. “Kaunakakanai
Oct. 8, 1934 11AM” duplex cancel on 6c airmail entire signed by Kaukakakai postmaster
Kersey K. Pale to Honolulu, Very Fine pair of covers, Kalaupapa was a famous leper
colony.

100-150

2493

F

www

(Contract) Airmail Route 33, Hawaii Inter-Island Service, an incredible hoard of 44
Oct. 8, 1934 inaugural covers comprising AAMC X33W1 (eight incl. one signed by pilot
Elliott and the PMG and one signed by Elliott with no cachet), X33W2 (eleven incl. one
signed by pilot Elliott and the PMG, one signed J. Cameron and one with printed
cachet), X33E3 (fourteen incl. two signed PMG and three with printed cachet), X33W4
(eleven incl. three signed PMG), these were issued in very low quantities -- AAMC
records 151 W1, 92 W2, 19 W3, 198 E3 and 84 E4, also incl. Nos. X33N14, X33W15
(three), and X33W17 (two), most addressed to Hawaii but there is a matched set to Hugh
Clark in NYC and one No. X33E3 with printed cachet to Aberdeen, Scotland, Very Fine
group.

1,000-1,500

2494

F

www

FAM 14, Pan American Airways service to the Far East and South Pacific, impressive
collection comprising 41 covers representing 20 different legs of this famous series
of routes, better incl. AAMC F14-1 on foldout with map on back, 14-1a (four), 14-2
(five incl. two with enclosure), 14-2a, 14-3 (seven), 14-4, 14-5 (two), 14-6, 14-6a,
14-6b, 14-29 (three), 14-33, 14-45, 14-60a, 14-92 (cachet on back), 14-107var (two
Canton to SF), 14-108 (two), 14-115, 14-119 (two), Very Fine

500-750

2495

F

FAM 19, Pan American Around the World, on censored air mail envelope from first sent
from San Francisco to New Zealand with US Scott Nos. C6 (two) & 806 to Auckland NZ,
then from New Zealand to England with NZ 1s3p Yellow & 3p Plum, then from England back
to Denver CO with GB 1s & 3p George V, two different airmail etiquettes, cover with
small tear clear of stamps, otherwise Very Fine

100-150

132

132
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2496

F

2497

G

2498

F

2499

F

Airmail and Related Cover Accumulation of approximately 6,500 covers,
1900’s/1950’s, incl. events, CAMs (1-90; incl. Experimental pick-up), First
Flights, TWA, Akron & Macon (retail over $2,000) & C11’s, Very Fine.

4,000-5,000

2500

F

Airmail Cover Accumulation, over 250 covers comprising philatelic and postally used
private and commercial uses mostly to 1945, franked with airmail issues either singly
or in combination with other stamps to pay various rates, and tied by various duplex
or machine cancellations, many with different auxiliary markings, uses incl.
aerogrammes, censored, two pieces of crash mail, First Flights, Army airmail (6
Routes), consular mail, Hawaii inter-island mail, Registered, Postage Due, APO,
V-Mail, better frankings incl. C1 on first trip cover, C1 pair on cover, C1 & C3 on
cover, C5 (3 covers incl. 1924 registered to Germany), C4-C6, C6 (two covers), C18,
C31 (as part of other frankings on three different covers), foreign destinations incl.
C7 and Cuban stamp on cover to Puerto Rico, C8 on cover to Costa Rica (with letter),
C8 on cover to Grenada, C7-C9 & C27-C28 on cover to New Zealand, C12 to Cuba, few
fronts not counted, few faults, generally Fine-Very Fine, many interesting items.

3,000-4,000

www

www

FAM 19, Pan American Airways service to British Oceania, accumulation of 59 covers
comprising AAMC Nos. F19-1, F19-1a, F19-1b, F19-2, F19-3 (two; one Crosby cachet),
F19-3a (five), F19-3b (two), F19-4 (two), F19-5, F19-5a (two), F19-6 (two), F19-6a
(three), F19-7 (two), F19-8 (two), F19-8a-8c (three each), F19-9b (four), F19-9c,
F19-9d (two), F19-18, F19-20 (two), F19-20a, F19-21 (two), F19-21b (two), and F19-28
(seven), overall Very Fine.

750-1,000

Sasebo (Japan) Pigeon Post, magenta “U.S.F.A. Sasebo Traffic Sect. Pigeon Posted”
handstamp on 105mm X 105mm onionskin message dated 9/23/1952 from ship Malden Victory
to Skie (Pusan, South Korea), usual folds associated with being carried by pigeon,
Extremely Fine, this pigeon post operated only from April 1951 to December 1952,
supposedly only 12 known, accompanied by Feb. 18, 2002 Linn’s article by Michael
Rogers.

400-500

Thor Solberg Flown and Signed Cover, franked with 1c Green, 3c Violet Farley issues
(730a, 731a) tied by “Ry. Postal Car Exhibit Chicago ILL, Jun 25, 1934” handstamp
on Airyacht “Leiv Eiriksson” printed cachet cover to Brooklyn NY, which was then
flown locally from Floyd Bennett Field to as a fundraiser for Thor Solberg’s
proposed trip to Norway, cover signed by pilot Thor Solberg and passengers Knut Vang
and Aage Nilson, with original accompanying typed fundraising letter enclosed
describing the flight and the prices for covers and a personal note on reverse which
reads “Am writing this on board, just left Buffalo behind at an altitude of 300 ft.
Am backing this flight, on trial hop to World’s Fair, return N.Y. next week.
Collectors Item. First mail carried on this flight, only 33 covers.”, cover with
small tear top left, still Very Fine

150-200
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2501

F

2502

F

2503

F

www

First Flight Cover Accumulation, 1927/79 with majority 1931-59, 91 cacheted covers
franked with a wide variety of commemorative or airmail stamps singly or in
combination, the vast majority are various First Flights and Ship-to-Shore flights
inaugurated throughout the Pacific Basin, origins and destinations incl. San
Francisco, Hawaii, Australia, New Zealand, Fiji, French Polynesia, many Pan-American,
some are signed by postmasters or pilots, four Contract Airmail covers for
Cleveland-Pittsburgh route franked with 1c booklet pane with plate no. on 4c Grant
legal sized entires, some duplication, generally Very Fine.
First Flight Covers, few hundred with many different cachets to a wide range of
destinations, many different frankings, includes Anglo-American Goodwill Coronation
Flight, FAM5 Miami- Canal Zone, FAM24 to Berlin, FAM 27 to Limerick, plus flights to
Cuba , Haiti, Greece, France, Brazil, Canton Island, etc, also a catapult flight via
“Bremen” to Switzerland, plus small group of FAM 75 from Ancon, Canal Zone to
Cleveland, little individual duplication, Fine-Very Fine.

www

Lindbergh Postal History and Collateral Collection, an impressive assemblage of over
120 items, comprising US and foreign philatelic and postally used covers, 68 franked
with 1927 10c Lindbergh airmail (Scott C10), others with other US air post or foreign
Lindbergh issues affixed singly, in multiples, or in combination with other stamps to
pay various rates, and tied to 1927-1931 First Flight and other event covers (one with
late usage of 5c 1901 Pan-American issue), FDCs, two Roessler-cacheted post cards, and
private or commercial corner card covers (a few illustrated), tied by various duplex
and machine cancellations, several items with auxiliary markings, foreign destinations
incl. Canal Zone, England, Italy, Haiti, & St. Lucia, postage due, registered, special
delivery, Marine Corps Expeditionary Forces (Nicaragua), collateral incl. four glossy
photos of Lindbergh with Spirit of St. Louis and one with his wife, occasional
peripheral faults, Very Fine, excellent material for an Lindbergh exhibit.

1,000-1,500

200-300

1,000-1,500

Postal History by Issue
2504

F

www

Stampless Cover Accumulation, 1820-1847, 34 from 25 different cities and towns, better
incl. red “Phil 15 Sep” cds with red ms “Free” on 1820 FL addressed to General
Thomas Jesup Quartermaster General, City of Washington, framed “Haddam, CT Sep. 26”
with matching “Paid 3” on cover to New York Box 2263, blue “Huntsville, AL”
with matching “negative 5 in star” on 1850 FL to Livingston AL, black “Jersey
Shore, PA Jul 28” cds with matching “Paid” and ms “25” on 1833 FL to
Clearfield Old Town, PA, green “Montecello, GA Dec 16” cds and ms “5” on small
ladies cover to Newton, GA, red “Madison, GA Feb 18” and large matching “5” in
circle on ladies cover to Augusta, GA, red “Savahnnah, GA Dec 27” with matching
“5” in circle and “10” in circle handstamps to Boston, red “Painted Post NY Mar
3” cds on 1842 FL to Tioga, PA, red “Philadelphia Oct 1 3cts Paid” cds on FC to
New Orleans, black “Natchez MI Mar 23 (1850)” with matching “Paid” and
“10” handstamps to New York, blue “Vernon, NY May 5” cds with ms “12” on
1839 FL to the State Controller in Albany, and red “Wilmington Raleigh Railroad Mar.
27” cds with ms. “18 3/4” rate on 1845 FL to Richmond, Fine-Very Fine group.

200-300

David Feldman Special Extended Payment Facility
David Feldman (DF) may offer a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer may choose to pay
a minimum of 25% of the total invoice on receipt, and the balance over an extended period of 6 months, paying an equal
installment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1%, is debited to the buyer’s account at the end of each
month. When the special extended payment facility has been granted, the buyer understands that any claims regarding his/
her purchases must be made within 30 days of the auction sale date, even though the lots may be held by DF awaiting full
settlement of the account. Until delivery, lots may be examined by their respective buyers at the offices of DF.
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2505

F

www

Stampless Cover Group, 1795/1868, an impressive gathering of nearly 70 19th Century
folded letters and covers from a wide variety of towns and displaying a fascinating
variety of postal markings and rates, incl. 1798 folded letter from St. John, New
Brunswick to Springfield, MA via Boston with “19/DE” Bishop Mark, cover addr. Col.
Jacob Young of the Veterans of the War of 1812, 1846 Mexican War period folded letter
sheet addr. to Midshipman Shunk, Brooklyn, an unusual double forwarded 1852 cover from
Fulton, NY to Holyoke, MA to Keene, NH, pre-Civil war usage of Norfolk, VA cover with
blue commission merchant cameo corner card (CSA cert); blue “Kensington Con. Feb.
24” and “Paid 3” cancels in separate tombstone cancels; interesting usages
present incl. New York Express Mail, Philadelphia Railroad (3), free franks incl. 1795
postmaster frank to Columbia, Carolina, free frank on 1838 printed notice from Whig
Young Men of the City of New York, Congressman A. H. Laflin free frank on 40th
Congress all-over illustrated cover; most items have content, some of which is
intriguing, incl. 1849 folded letter from Detroit, MI mentioning a query about tents
from Col. William Kearny (Head of the Office of the Survey of the Northern and
Northwestern Lakes), 1850 Mass. Liquor license for an innkeeper,1854 folded letter
from Como, MS mentioning a friend killed in a duel in CA, and many more interesting
items; occasional peripheral faults, generally Fine- Very Fine.

2,000-3,000

2506

F

www

19th Century Postal History Collection, 1852-1875, 64 items, wide variety of towns,
cancels, markings, rates and routes, some of the more interesting incl. No. 7 on 1857
printed advertisement for Pulpit Eloquence Of The Nineteenth Century, Scott Nos. 7 &
11 on an 1855 partial FL with a straight line “STEAM BOAT”, No. 11 with “Way”
cancel on 1855 FL from Mobile Ala to N.O. La, No. 24 strip of three on cover with
illustration of the State’s Capitol building, No. 25 left frame missing variety on
cover with advertising handstamped cc, No. U27 with “Charleston SC Paid Dec. 6
1860” cds to Sumpter SC, then forwarded with No. 26 to Arlington SC , No. 35 on
small cover with bold “Oroville Cal May 25, 1861” cds to Clinton CT, No. 35 New
York cds and red horseshoe “U STATES” to Halifax, Nova Scotia (file fold not
affecting stamp), No. 63 (3) each with “PAID” cancel and cover with Orrville Ohio
cds, No. 64b with “PAID” cancel on Patriotic cover (2004 PFC), No. 65 with
“Virginia City Nev Apr 15” (territorial) cds, No. 65 with “Nebraska City N.T.
Jul 13, 1863” duplex cancel with printed cc of “S.E. Smith Dep’y Co. Treas.
Nebraska City N.T.”, No. 65 on cover from St. George Utah to Great Salt Lake City
Utah, No. 65 used with No. 15L14 on cover to NYC, No. 69 on cover from Medford NJ with
purple Philadelphia “PAID ALL” to England addressed “This letter is directed to
the editor of the newspaper with the largest publication published in Bradford
Yorkshire England”, No. 77 on tissue paper cover via Philadelphia to Paris, France,
No. 78 on small cover to London via Philadelphia, No. 97 with light purple on cover to
London via Philadelphia, No. 116 on cover from Greencastle PA to Germany, lot also
includes a plating study of the 3c 1851 issue comprising four No. 10 singles with rest
No. 11 incl. two pairs and one block of eight, overall Fine Very Fine and very useful.

2,000-3,000

2507

F

www

3c 1851-57 Postal History Group, 69 covers, postmarked to 1860s, franked predominantly
with single perf and imperf 3c stamps (Scott 11, 26; some of which have been plated),
displaying a wide range of color shades, tied by a great variety of town cancels,
incl. manuscript, fancies, green Littleton, NH cancel, Chicago supplementary, also
incl. cover with blue cameo corner card, illustrated all-over phonography (two
different) and law book advertising covers, hand stamped “Adv 1”, “Missent”
and “Steamboat” covers; 1851 cover addr. Lunatic Hospital, Concord, NH, with
content concerning the admission of a family member; 1857 Woburn, MA official cover
with printed “Number of Paupers” on front; 1857 cover addr. Texas, with
interesting legal content concerning the status of a German national, the bonus is a
Valentine franked with 1c Blue Type II (Scott 7) with a lovely Valentine card in
beautiful condition; excellent opportunity for the student of these popular issues;
occasional faults as to be expected, overall Fine-Very Fine.

2,000-3,000
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2508

F

www

3c 1861/68 Issue Postal History Group, 49 covers, some with content, predominantly
franked with singles in various shades tied by target, duplex, fancy, or manuscript
cancels and with auxiliary handstamps (e.g. “Due”, Not Called For”, “In
Haste”, etc.), a great variety of usages for the period is displayed, incl.
official, U.S. Christian Commission, United States Military Telegraph, and commercial
corner card covers, illustrated official and advertising covers, three especially
salient items incl. two double-forwarded covers, one being an 1863 cover forwarded to
two Civil War hospitals, and a cover docketed “Elhanan Brandenburgh / killed in the
/ Battle at Chicamauga”, two with stamps tied by “U. S. SHIP” hand stamps, the
third by Baltimore duplex with “STEAMBOAT” auxiliary marking, few faults as
expected but replete with many well-struck markings, overall Fine-Very Fine.

2,000-3,000

2509

F

www

Banknote Issue Postal History Group, 171 items postmarked 1874/1890, displaying a
variety of usages of 1c, 2c, 3c, 4c, and 6c Banknote issues in singles, pairs,
strips, and multiples, uses incl. commercial corner cards, prices current, wrappers,
and a couple uprated postal cards, reflecting various rates, a great diversity of town
cancels incl. group of Long Island towns (many Hampton areas), positive and negative
numerals, duplex cancels, railroad cancels, and with auxiliary markings, uses incl.
1877 bootleg cover from France to New York, 1882 cover addr. Gen. Hazard Stevens
(Medal of Honor recipient; first to ascend Mt. Ranier), 2c tied to 1878 Miners Deposit
bank check, 1881 cover addr. Hon. James Monroe (Ohio Congressman), typical occasional
stamp and peripheral cover faults, but overall Fine- Very Fine.

2,000-3,000

2510

F

www

Banknote Issues on Commercial Covers, an engaging selection of 74 items, postmarked
1873/1915, displaying various usages of mostly 1c (15), 2c (Scott 213 – 20 covers)
and 3c (30) Banknote issues, with diverse rates paid with singles, pairs, strips, and
multiples, and combinations with 1c, 4c and 10c Banknote issues, tied by various
cancels (including fancies and patent) on commercial covers, the majority are
illustrated advertising covers from a great variety of merchants incl. R. H. Macy &
Co, themes incl. horses, furriers, railways, phonography, publications, hotels, human
hair, some all-over designs, uses incl. telegraph mail, registered mail, forwarded
mail, official covers, many with auxiliary markings, abounding with interesting items,
incl. 1872 Japanese Legation (Washington, DC) corner card, 1915 J. M. Bartels (early
stamp dealer),#213 with “Held for Postage” hs and “short paid” label, #213
with Mitchell Dak (ota Territory) hs advertising the 4th Territorial Fair of Datoka,
typical minor faults, overall Fine-Very Fine.

2,000-3,000

Auction Bids

The auction bidding steps are as follows :
$
0 - 100
$
5
$
750 - 1,500
$
50
$ 100 - 300
$ 10
$ 1,500 - 3,000
$ 100
$ 300 - 750
$ 25
$ 3,000 - 7,000
$ 250
				

$
$
$
$

7,000 - 15,000
15,000 - 30,000
30,000 - 70,000
70,000 - 150,000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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2511

F

2512

F

Bank Note Covers with Charity Labels, three different labels from three different
cities, first is a Baltimore label affixed to a cover franked with Nos. 145 and 146
tied by “Baltimore MD Oct 25” circular datestamp and cork cancels, label tied by
1c stamp, addressed to Penn Yan NY with 1871 docketing, second is a San Franciso label
affixed to a cover with No. 157 tied by cork cancel with “San Francisco Dec 12”
circular datestamp alongside, two line “Held For Postage” at left, backstamped
“Carrier Dec 12” also contains a clipping from McKeel’s May 2, 1908 explaining
the labels, third is a Newark NJ label tied with Nos. 145 & 146 by “Newark NJ May
5” circular datestamp and duplex cancel, “Held For Postage” in circle at left,
to Lawrence KS, with recipient’s note “much obliged to you” at bottom,
Fine-Very Fine.
www

1890-1902 Issues Postal History Collection, an interesting assemblage of approximately
250 items, displaying various uses of Columbian, 1890, Bureau, Trans-Mississippi,
Pan-American, Pan-Pacific , and Louisiana Purchase issues, with diverse rates paid
with singles, pairs, strips, and multiples, and combinations tied by a great diversity
of cancels (incl. fancies, RPO & RFD, couple Territorials, and one from Philippines)
on stamped envelopes, mourning covers, commercial corner card covers, postal cards,
picture post cards (incl. a couple showing balloons and zeppelins, one from Hawaii),
parcel labels, uses incl. registered mail, RPO, forwarded mail, postage due, special
delivery, with various auxiliary markings, replete with interesting items, strength in
1902 issues incl. No. 300 (pair) on 2 panel panorama picture postcard of a Sanatorium
to Manila, #300 with printed Samuel Gompers address, No. 300 tied by very rare Little
Rock 1907 machine cancel with Star in concentric diamonds, No. 300 on “extension
card” with 5 -foot-long Troy NY, No. 300 pair on cover with picture of Gen. Fred D.
Grant (Ulysses Grant’s son), 1906 Black Americana card, No. 319 on heart-shaped post
card with folding picture strip insert, No. 314 pair on Morgenthau (stamp dealer) return
cover, No. 300 on (very cool) “Magic Moving Pictures” Post card, No. 300 on beautiful
“Niagara Falls” hold-to-light card; No. 279B on corner card cover with St. Louis
World’s Fair cancel that is the EDU of Bomar cancel 4-14, occasional fault to be
expected, overall Fine-Very Fine.

150-200

2,000-3,000
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2513

F

2514

F

2515

F

2516

2517

138

138

www

Washington Franklin Postal History Group, an exceptional assembly of nearly 400 items
showing the diverse uses that these issues saw over their quarter century of postal
duty, these cards, covers and tags possess a wide variety of these popular issues
incl. flat plate, rotary and offset printings in coils, booklet and perf and imperf
sheet stamps, and are used as singles and multiples sometimes in combinations (incl.
12c Franklin block of four used with No. R265 on large piece, and five different issues
on cover from Texas to NY), some precancels, tied by flag, slogan, RPO and duplex
postmarks and with many different auxiliary markings,, uses incl. illustrated corner
card covers, many gorgeous illustrated multicolored advertising covers and cards
promoting many different types of products, WWI patriotic covers, covers with WWI
photo cachets, WWI era military covers incl. A.E.F. and other soldiers’ mail and
paying a variety of wartime rates incl. first day 3c Adoption rate cover (Nov. 2,
1917), postal cards, picture postcards, mail tags Registered and Special Delivery
usages, censored mail and foreign destinations incl. Argentina, Australia, Western
Australia, Austria, Belgium, Cuba, Luxembourg, Madagascar (pl no. single), Moravia,
Portugal, Sweden, Syria, Turkey, some with postage due stamps of the destination
country, some with Washington Franklin issues used as postage due or forwarding
postage on mail from foreign destinations incl. two covers with stamps canceled by US
Postal Agency in Shanghai China to Copenhagen Denmark (one with printed corner card
“United States Court for China / Shanghai China” and other one with 20c and two 2c
franking), few faults to be expected but overall Fine-Very Fine.

5,000-7,500

Washington Offset Perforated Issues Cover Accumulation of over 350 items comprising
about 50 1c (half postcards), 185 2c and 130 3c, unchecked by us for type (there are
limits to what we can do), few with corner cards, many with enclosures and from one
correspondence, faults to be expected on a lot this size approaching 100 years old,
generally Fine.

100-150

www

4th Bureau (1922-25) Issues Postal History Collection, comprised of 178 covers,
wrappers and tags, incl. preponderance of ½c Hale, 1½c Harding, 10c Monroe and 15c
Statue of Liberty issues, strength is in the foreign destinations incl. Argentina,
Australia, South Australia, Canada, (from) Cuba (sent on a ship), Czechoslovakia,
Ecuador, Honduras, India, Iran, Lithuania, New Zealand, Poland, Spain, Uruguay,
Vietnam, other outstanding uses incl. 6c used as a postage due, 6c with Scranton PA
precancel on hard cardboard wrapper with printed label for the Jowett Institute of
Physical Culture with the original enclosure – six miniature books (five regarding
bodybuilding for the arms, legs, back, chest, and grip plus one for weightlifting),
No. J68 tied on picture postcard franked by No. 553, few fancy cancels incl. negative
“Ton” in apple, catapult flight, No. 634 booklet pane on commercial cover (no
tab), nice group of ½c Hale issues incl. single with 4c Taft on 1933 wrapper
(according to accompanying PO letter) “was damaged in a fire that occurred in a U.S.
Mail Truck …”, an exceptional collection thoughtfully assembled, generally Very
Fine.

3,000-4,000

F

www

Kansas-Nebraska Postal History Collection, 110 covers, Nebraska incl. ten 1c stamps on
uprated stationery and ten 2c solo uses, Kansas incl. 1c, 1½c, 2c, and 4c values (2c
predominates), tied singly or in multiples by a great variety of town cancellations to
private and commercial corner card covers incl. handsome illustrated Baer Furniture
corner card, a few with auxiliary markings and one with RPO cancel, occasional small
faults, Fine-Very Fine, groups of covers of these issues rarely appear at auction,

500-750

F

www

Washington Bicentennial Postal History Collection of 52 covers, predominantly postally
used, postmarked 1933 & 1934, franked with these commemoratives singly, in multiples,
or in combination with other stamps to pay various rates, and tied to private or
commercial corner card covers and stamped envelopes by duplex cancellations, some
items with auxiliary markings, uses incl. airmail, registered, special delivery,
foreign destinations incl. Bermuda, Canada, France, and Ecuador, three first day
covers – one with complete set on legal sized cover with Royal Bulgarian Legation
Washington DC printed cc, two with respective halves of the set, few advertising incl.
Bullard & Co. Rare Stamps, also incl. couple pieces of collateral incl. oversized
United States Commission official envelope and Linn’s bulletin about the issue,
Fine-Very Fine, excellent material for an exhibit.

500-750
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2518

F

2519

F

2520

F

2521

F

www

1936 Texas Centennial and US Constitution Postal History Exhibition Starter
Collections, a splendid gathering of 34 covers (22 Texas & 12 Constitution) intended
to be one frame exhibits, postmarked 1936/1939, predominantly postally used, franked
with these commemoratives either singly or in combination with other stamps to pay
various rates, and tied by different kinds of cancellations, some items with auxiliary
markings, Texas covers incl. Automobile Trailer Mail cachet, destinations incl.
Argentina, Australia, Canal Zone, Germany, India, Latvia, New Zealand, Nicaragua,
Constitution destinations incl. Bohemia & Moravia, Belgian Congo, Canada (US Sea Post
cancel), China, Finland (postcard), Latvia (postcard), Liberia, Peru, Sudan, and
Zanzibar (Paquebot cancel), Very Fine.

400-500

Impressive Prexy Cover Accumulation, 1938/1950’s, over 2,000 mostly sleeved covers,
wide variety of usages incl. many solo, combination with different Prexy issues and
combination with other issues, some better markings and destinations, some
advertising, many military uses, few faults to be expected, overall Fine-Very Fine.

5,000-7,500

www

Presidential Issues Postal History Collection, a truly extraordinary assemblage of
over 300 items, incl. coils, and Canal Zone issues, predominantly commercial mail,
postmarked 1938/1958, franked with ½c to 30c, and $1.00 values, displaying an
astonishing employment of this popular issue, used singly or in multiples on letters,
tags, or labels, record or film boxes, and in combination with other foreign or US
issues to pay rates on a great variety of mail incl. first and third class,
advertising (many illustrated), airmail, censored, certified, insured, postage due,
paquebot, registered, telegram, special delivery, RPO, official, APO, V-mail, on
incoming mail, an equally impressive list of premier foreign destinations incl.
Africa, China, Finland, France, Germany, Iran, Jamaica, Liechtenstein, Mexico, and
Panama, many with auxiliary markings, some pre-canceled; however, the majority are
tied by hand stamps, machine, or duplex cancels; interesting items abound, incl. 1938
cover with verified bisected 3c usage, Forsan, TX; rare 8c and 1922 30c combo on tag;
1942 (Feb) returned cover addr. to POW in Japan; 2c, 3c tied to label attached to a
hobby shop’s money bag, we could list many, many more, occasional faults as expected
on the oversized and thick pieces, still generally Very Fine, while this issue has
been exhibited previously and is being exhibited currently, with some embellishment,
this group could be easily assembled into a gold medal exhibit because of the many
pieces here that will surely impress the judges.

5,000-7,500

www

Famous Americans Postal History Collection, a very powerful collection of 82 covers,
predominantly postally used, postmarked 1940-1958, franked with these popular
commemorative stamps singly, in multiples, or in combination with other stamps to pay
various rates, and tied to private or commercial corner card covers, several items
with auxiliary markings, uses incl. complete set on small cover, advertising, cacheted
WWII propaganda, airmail, censored, postage due, insured, registered, special
delivery, soldier’s mail, PO official mail, foreign destinations incl. Algeria,
Australia, Bermuda, Br. Guiana, Columbia, Dominica, Egypt, French India, Haiti,
Indonesia (nine 5c Reed & pair of 30c Transport), Mauritania, Palestine, South Africa
(1c Whitney FDC), Scotland, Suriname, Venezuela, and on Tonga Tin Can Mail, occasional
peripheral faults, Very Fine, excellent material for an exhibit.

1,000-1,500

David Feldman Special Extended Payment Facility
David Feldman (DF) may offer a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer may choose to pay
a minimum of 25% of the total invoice on receipt, and the balance over an extended period of 6 months, paying an equal
installment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1%, is debited to the buyer’s account at the end of each
month. When the special extended payment facility has been granted, the buyer understands that any claims regarding his/
her purchases must be made within 30 days of the auction sale date, even though the lots may be held by DF awaiting full
settlement of the account. Until delivery, lots may be examined by their respective buyers at the offices of DF.
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2522

F

www

Overrun Countries Exhibit Quality Postal History, a remarkable assemblage of over 300
items that was intended to be an exhibit, predominantly postally used, displaying an
extensive employment of the Overrun Countries stamps during the period, used singly or
in combination with each other and other foreign or US issues (incl. Prexies) on
covers or postal cards to pay rates on a great variety of mail incl. commercial mail,
airmail (incl. Alaskan Emergency Service), censored, redirected, insured, military,
registered (incl. reg. cover ” with KORPA” error in block of 10), special
delivery, on incoming foreign mail, to foreign destinations incl. Aden, Argentina,
Aruba, Australia, Bahamas, Belgian Congo, Brazil, China (returned), Cuba, Egypt, El
Salvador, India, Iran, Iraq, Jamaica, Japan, Nicaragua, Nigeria, New Zealand,
Palestine, Pitcairn Is., Puerto Rico, Sierra Leone, So. Rhodesia, St. Pierre &
Miquelon, Syria, Tahiti, Virgin Islands, and a rare usage on Tonga Tin Can Mail,
stamps are tied by handstamps, machine, or duplex cancels, and many of the covers
display auxiliary markings and propaganda cachets, also incl. Post Office packing
sheets for each flag, with each top sheet bearing American Bank Note Co. seal;
occasional fault to be expected, we believe the material is already here for a gold
medal exhibit, Fine-Very Fine.

4,000-5,000

2523

F

www

Express Mail Collection, about 25 covers, including two Scott No. 1909a first day
covers with full panes (no tabs) and different cachets, two used flat rate express
mail paks, four incoming registered legal sized / oversized covers with large USPS
registry forms affixed (Label II-F; two from India, one from China, and one from Saudi
Arabia), five Express Mail envelopes with Barbados mixed usages, also incl. a variety
of junk mail with envelopes designed to look like official (USPS) so entice its
recipients to open them, some unused blank modern USPS forms, brochures, and some
covers and postcards either advertising Express Mail or with Express Mail slogan
cancels, generally Fine-Very Fine, not easily duplicated.

200-300

2524

F

www

UPU Airmail Issue Exhibit-Worthy Cover Collection, a very impressive collection of 88
philatelic and postally used private and commercial covers mostly to foreign
destinations franked with Scott C42-C44 either singly or in combination with other
stamps to pay various rates, and tied by various duplex or machine cancellations, many
with different auxiliary and censor markings, better destinations incl. Aden,
Australia, Belgian Congo, Bermuda, Brazil, Bulgaria, Colombia, Czechoslovakia, French
West Africa, French Morocco, Gold Coast, Hong Kong, Hungary, Israel, Japan, Jordan,
Lebanon, Luxembourg, Mozambique, New Zealand, Pakistan, Poland, Singapore, Southern
Nigeria, Sudan, Suriname, Tanganyika, Thailand, Tonga, Wallis & Futuna, Yugoslavia,
Very Fine; this collection took many years of dedication to form and only needs
someone to assemble the exhibit.

1,000-1,500

2525

F

www

Special Delivery Covers, 1893-1965, over 900 mostly sorted by Scott number, incl. Nos.
E3 (13), E4 (9), E5 (9), E6 (12), E8 (4), E9 (17), E10 (4), wide variety of frankings
and addresses, advertising, RPO, also includes fifteen first day covers, interesting
lot for the specialist, few faults but generally Fine-Very Fine, Scott over $6,500.

1,000-1,500

2526

F

www

Parcel Post Cover Collection of 24 covers and post cards, postmarked 1913-1914,
franked with 1c (fourteen incl. postcard to Poland with three 1c stamps, legal sized
cover with stamp tied by San Juan Puerto Rico cancel, and attractive legal sized fold
out advertising cover), 2c (eight incl. cover with 1c Franklin on 2c entire to
Netherlands, and vertical strip of six on legal sized cover), 3c pair on cover, and
10c values, tied by a wide variety of cancellations, Fine-Very Fine.

Payment by Credit Card
Please contact us in advance if you wish to make payment by means of any of the following
Credit Cards : VISA, MasterCard, Eurocard and American Express
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2527

CC C F www
J

Back Of The Book Postal History Collection, 1883-1976, comprising air mails, postage
dues, certified, registered, official seals, better incl. 73 postage dues covers
including usages with Scott Nos. 210, 211, 219, J68 pair on cover from dead letter
office, usages on covers from England, Nigeria, Jamaica, high values, auxiliary
markings plus few dozen loose stamps, also ten certified covers 1955-1976, plus six
registered covers with tied F1, also includes mint official seals include OX5a block
of four, OX7 imperforate pair, OX13 imperforate between block of four, OX13
imperforate pair, OX18b block of four, mint typeset seals include LOX5, LOX10, LOX11f,
LOX17, air mails include NH C21 plate block, C10 (5), C21 (11), C22 (7), plus UO25
uprated with O123 and O126, UO26 uprated with O125 (2), O126, postal savings used
illegally on cover to New York, plus few Christmas Seals progressives and imperforate
pairs, interesting group, Fine-Very Fine.

1,000-1,500

Postal History by Area
2528

F

2529

F

2530

F

Long Island Postal History Accumulation, 1880-1910, approximately 1,000 covers, most
with letters enclosed, all to or from Long Island, cover condition is generally poor,
the value here is in the hundreds of letters which give a glimpse of life on Long
Island at that time, letters Fine.

2,000-3,000

2531

F

New York State Postal History Accumulation, 1870’s/1950’s, in seven long file
boxes, also incl. one box of Connecticut, for a total exceeding 3,600 covers, mostly
all sleeved and arranged by county, New York State postal history was one of John
Nunes’ favorite areas, Fine-Very Fine.

2,000-3,000

2532

F

www

www

Alaska Territorial and Yukon Miner Postal History, a very desirable group of twelve
items comprising eight Territorial examples--a cover and five picture postcards with
St. Michael or Ft. Liscum or Sitka postmarks, and front of a cover from Jerusalem with
Skagway postmark; four covers from Yukon/Dawson Creek prospector Frank Stacy to Mrs.
J, Stacey, So. Ashburnham, MA, two of which bear partly legible (typically the case)
U.S. POST OFFICE ALASKA” cancels; typical peripheral faults, overall Fine-Very Fine.

500-750

Maryland Stampless Cover Accumulation, 1790-1846, 27 comprising 19 with eleven
different Baltimore handstamps including SL “Balt. May 13 (1794)” to New York,
“Balt. Nov 29 (1795)” to Philadelphia, SL “Baltimore, Feb 23 (1790) to
Philadelphia, “Baltimore Dec. 10 (1789), also blue Oct 28 (1846) with matching
“2” in oval -- locally addressed to the Bishop of Maryland, black “Sep 28 (1852)
with matching “Paid 6”, two railroad cancels, various rates, “paid” markings,
one cover appears to be a wrapper, plus seven from other Maryland towns, six of which
are addressed to the Bishop of Maryland in Baltimore, Fine-Very Fine.

300-400

Northwest Territory Celebration Commission, 1937-38, -- first some background -- in
1937, the Ohio State Archaeological and Historical Society proposed a national
celebration in honor of the 150th anniversary of the Northwest Ordinance of 1787,
which provided the framework for the government of the Northwest Territory that was
established on July 15, 1788 in Marietta, Ohio. One of the two major events of the
celebration was a caravan retracing the footsteps of the original settlers who had
departed for Marietta nearly 150 years earlier. The caravan started in Ipswich, Mass.
and passed through parts of MA, CT, NY, NJ and PA, covering approximately six hundred
miles over five months and ending in Marietta on April 7, 1938. This lot consists of
64 folded letters with different cachets at left sent to Mr. George R. McNeil in
Hannington West VA with 54 sent between Dec. 12, 1937 and March 31, 1938 from towns in
Mass., Ct., NY, NJ, and PA as the caravan journeyed through these states to Ohio, then
six were mailed July 21-22 from Marietta Ohio and four are uncancelled, all 64
describe the events and in some cases show illustrations, and were sent stampless with
the official business verbage at top right because the event was paid for primarily
with federal dollars, overall Very Fine and very interesting for the Ohio specialist.
United States and All World / November 28, 2012
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2533

F

www

Washington D.C. Stampless Cover Accumulation, 1823-1864, 22 with ten different
Washington D.C. handstamps incl. three with “Free” crown in circle, 17 others with
“Free” handstamps including ms “Treasury Department” from Louis McLane,
Secretary of the Treasury (later Secretary of State, Ambassador to Great Britain) to
Benjamin Bonsal, Marshal for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, letter from Charles
A. Wickliffe as Member of Congress (future Speaker of the House of Kentucky, Governor
of Kentucky) to John Crittenden as Senator from Kentucky (later Governor of Kentucky,
U.S. Attorney General), black two line “Auditors Office of the Treasury for the Post
Office Dept.”, official business envelopes printed “Treasury of the United
States” with enclosure, “Department of Justice Census Office” with red crown and
circle, “United States Patent Office”, ms “Treasury Department” on letter
about the US Government bringing a lawsuit against John Gavine, who was U.S. Consul in
Gibraltar and also and Joshua and Thomas Gilpin, who was the inventor of the first
endless papermaking machine in the U.S., printed folded letter from the Paymaster
General to General Winfield Scott authorizing $15,000 to pay the troops of his
district, also two covers signed by local postmasters, also incl. five with four
different “Alexandria D.C.” markings, and one with red Fairfax C.H. cds, interesting
group, Fine-Very Fine.

400-500

Military Related Postal History
2534

F

www

A.E.F. Covers, 25 censored with various APO cancels, 24 sent to the same addressee in
Norwood, MN, couple wtih K(nights) of C(olumbus) printed cc, some with enclosures,
most with edge faults from rough opening of wartime paper, Fine

200-300

2535

F

www

Japanese Internment Covers, thirteen legal sized and addressed to the “Office of
Alien Property Custodian Washington 25 D.C.” (or some version thereof), corner cards
are from Japanese Americans from California (eight), Washington (two), Oregon,
Illinois and Connecticut, frankings are Prexy issues – twelve different combinations
paying seven different (mostly registered) rates (6c, 31c, 34c, 36c, 37c and 42c),
Extremely Fine and scarce group, our e-bay search of all categories of “Office of
Alien Property” yielded zero hits, also incl. cover with Heart Mountain corner card.

100-150

2536

F

www

APO 742 in Berlin, collection of approximately 100 covers plus a couple of patches and
a number of articles, majority 1940’s era and with cancels from APO 742 and 742-A,
some 6c airmail entires, few with government printed corner cards incl. “War
Department Office of Military Government Berlin Sector” mounted on pages, generally
Very Fine and very interesting lot that could certainly be the start of a fresh
exhibit.

200-300

2537

F

APO Cover Accumulation, 1900’s/1977, over 2,200, incl. WWI, WWII, Silent APO’s,
fairly well organized, Fine-Very Fine.

1,500-2,000

2538

F

World War II APO Collection, approx. 4,500 different sleeved covers and cards, each
APO showing different locations, dates of operation, unites, served, etc. plus a
section of Pre Deployment uses, covers to APO addresses, covers between APOs and a few
better T-APO, also incl. small group of BPO (Base Post Offices) and items showing
unusual usage, also incl. related ephemera and philatelic publications, overall Very
Fine in above average condition for these with many high catalogue items, an
interesting lot that is not easy to duplicate.

2,000-3,000

142

142
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2539

F J

2540

www

WWII Patriotic Labels Collection, interesting and seldom seen, issued for use by the
armed forces during the War, this collection includes eight covers showing six
different labels (three covers actually mailed), an original order card showing five
different types, two full sheets of 50 “Postage Free For Victory US Armed Forces”
(one split horiz. between stamps), plus some booklets and other multiples, some with
imprints, unusual wartime area, Fine-Very Fine, accompanies by one Riga and three
Linn’s articles, looks like a good start to a one-frame exhibit to us!

200-300

www

WWII Propaganda lot, 24 items, mostly in German or Japanese including die cut Kiri
leaf, multicolor leaflets dropped on Japan, anti-Nazi pseudo-identification card,
surrender leaflet dropped on Germany, single page newspapers created by the allies,
also includes victory over Japan celebration printed aboard the USS Ajax, Very Fine

100-150

2541

F

Korean War Army Post Office (APO) Magnificent Postal History Collection, an extensive,
annotated, and well organized presentation of over 160 APO free-franked or stamped
mail, postmarked 1951/1989, some with content, to various APO locations in the United
States from bases throughout South Korea mailed during war time and during the
armistice, incl. 1951 cover from Pusan franked with 5 different Korean stamps on
stamped 6c airmail entire, 1951 cover to St. Lucia, British West Indies, (very
uncommon destination), 1952 cacheted cover from Brigadier General Dudley D. Hale; 1989
certified cover from Yongsan, a brochure of the history of the armistice and United
Nations Military Armistice Commission, with a few pieces of unused stationery
accompany, Fine-Very Fine, this is an amazing collection that one could organize into
an award winning exhibit.

1,000-1,500

2542

F

Naval and Related Cover Accumulation of over 5,000 covers, 1940’s/1990’s
comprising Naval (6 boxes), Carriers, Coast Guard, some picture postcards, mostly all
sleeved ,in alphabetical order, incl. ships, submarines, sub events, tenders, naval
cruise ships, USS Constitution, Very Fine.

2,000-3,000

Postal History by Topic
2543

F

2544

F

US Arctic and Antarctic Accumulation of over 600 covers, 1935/1970’s, vast majority
are US, sleeved and ready for addition to stock, very minor duplication, Very Fine.
www

400-600

Fabulous Vintage Automobile Postal History and Ephemera Collection, a fabulous
gathering of over 150 commercial corner card or advertising covers, many of which show
automobiles and a few of which are multicolored, 1898-1924 (plus a handful of later
covers to 1985) hailing from diverse auto manufacturing companies and dealerships,
many accompanied by illustrated letterheads or advertisements, franked with Bureaus,
Regulars, or Washington-Franklins and other issues of the period singly, in pairs, or
in combination, uses incl. special delivery, registered, foreign origins (Algeria,
Netherlands), several with auxiliary markings, in addition to covers from makers of
cars still with us today, many within are from obsolete auto companies incl. Bug
Midget, Cunningham, Fox, Franklin, Hudson, Hupmobile, Kissel, Knox, Krit, Metz, Nash,
Maxwell, Michigan, Mitchell, Moore, National, Packard, Paige, Pope, Remington, Reo,
Saxon, Stevens-Duryea, Stutz, and many others; interesting covers abound incl. 1898
American Electric Vehicle Co corner card cover (earliest cover in collection), 1917 H.
I. Smith Motor Car Co. cover with 1917 Christmas seal, 1941 censored cover from Austin
dealer in Netherlands, with four 5c US postage dues; the impressive ephemera incl.
five (somewhat tattered) scrap books bulging with well-preserved magazine cut-outs of
automobile ads from the 1930s-1940s and a 1920 Cove Motor Car co. stock certificate;
occasional minor peripheral faults, a fantastic and probably unique opportunity for
the vintage auto enthusiast, Fine-Very Fine.

4,000-5,000
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2545

F

Auxiliary Markings on Cover Accumulation, 1880’s/2000’s, over 450, variety of
markings, mostly sleeved & priced, mostly 20th Century incl. Liberty and Prominent
Americans issues, contains a few items that are exhibit quality, perfect for ebay,
generally Fine-Very Fine.

2546

F

2547

F

2548

F DFE

www

Christmas Seals Used on Cover/Postcard Collection of 37 items postmarked 1908-1918
comprising mainly post cards franked with seals, the majority of which are tied with
accompanying stamp(s), comprising 1908 (10), others 1-5 each, uses incl. 1908
overlapped by 1902 1c Regular issue (both tied), both subtypes of 1908 year date, 1909
RPO cancel with Wisconsin seal, card with 1909, 1910, affixed and 1911 (type 1) tied,
1911 (type 1) tied to card to Egypt, also incl. fourteen later holiday related cards
and seals, and photo card of Emily Bissell, originator of the Christmas seal
accompany, very attractive and Fine-Very Fine.
Massive Cinderella Accumulation, comprising just about everything under the sun incl.
poster stamps, labels, seals, decals, few pins etc., mostly off cover, many, many
thousands of items, great variety, includes topics such as advertising, air mail, air
mail labels, lots of Christmas seals incl. US and foreign with progressive proofs,
events, matchbox labels, seals on cover, stamp shows, WWII patriotic, also incl. some
Canadian & foreign, Fine-Very Fine, a fabulous lot.

www

2549

Consular Mail Collection of 36 covers from a remarkably diverse number of foreign
lands with an equally diverse display of markings, 1903-1977, incl. “American
Consular Service Istanbul” and “Consular Service Malta”, both addressed to the
Secretary Of State and both handstamped “From the Roosevelt Collection”, also
three page form letter from the Argentine Embassy giving “Current Events”,
“Unclassified Sea Pouch” handstamp from Palestine, plus mail from Belize,
Switzerland, Japan, Cuba, “Diplomatic mail Free” markings, two fronts only, few
faults but mostly Fine-Very Fine, an unusual grouping
Large Ephemera Accumulation of over 1,000 pieces, 1870’s to present, incl.
Advertising Paper, Documents, Newspapers, Presidential Inauguration covers, Stock
Certificates, Tags, Topical Paper, much more, generally Fine-Very Fine.

2550

F

Event Covers Accumulation of hundreds of covers, topics include Bicentennial, Cinco de
Mayo, Civil War, Exaggeration, Fairs, Franklin, Lincoln, Stamp Clubs, Transportation,
mostly all sleeved in four tubs with one tub sorted by state, generally Fine-Very
Fine.

2551

F

Handpainted Cover Accumulation of 76 most in cover album with some FDC’s & some
events, 1930’s/2000’s, also Ace hand painted, computer generated covers & FDC’s
Accumulation (795), mostly sleeved, Very Fine.

2552

F

Highway Post Office Cover Accumulation, 1940’s/1960’s, 2,350, mostly sleeved and
well organized by state, Fine-Very Fine.

2553

F

144

144

www

John F. Kennedy Thematic Collection, a labor of love comprising over 600 pieces in ten
volumes, about half of which are covers, mostly events incl. visits, anniversary of
visits, some FDCs incl. unofficials, some picture postcards, handful of reprints and
photos, program from the JFK Center in Washington DC, plus other places named after
the fallen popular President, but the strength of the collection is the one volume of
over sixty autographed covers incl. Dean Achinson, Ralph Bunche, Melvin Belli, Texas
Gov. John Connally and his wife on the same cover, neatly mounted on White Ace JFK
pages, generally Very Fine or better, a nearly impossible lot to duplicate and would
provide a significant amount of material for a thematic exhibit.
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2554

F

2555

CC J

www

Money Order Branch Collection, 1889-1954, over 40 items, vairety of both
cancels/formats incl. U.S.S. Ranger (two), postcards with last day cancels of
discontinued post offices in Idaho (4), two on receipts to France, one on receipt to
Ireland, parcel tag, POD registered receipts, etc, overall Fine-Very Fine.

100-150

2556

F

www

Post Office Department Postal History and Ephemera Group, 1876-1979, 75 covers incl.
34 USPOD Registered Package envelopes with the vast majority Nevada Territorial usages
from a variety of towns incl. Currant, Duckwater, Elko, Ely, Goldfield, Hamilton,
Hotcreek, Libson City, Reno, Rhyolite, and Tonopah, also incl. “Remember Pearl
Harbor” cacheted penalty envelope used Dec 7, 1942, also 1890’s era flier of
“Instructions In Relation To Postmarking And Backstamping”, some registry
receipts, 1905 form showing list of Islands and countries to be bundled together,
printed 1875 letter from “Office of Lighthouse Inspector” from Philadelphia, also
March 2, 1883 printed letter from POD requesting the return of mail locks and surplus
mail bags, US Dept. of Agriculture Penalty envelope to Maine with pumpkin head cancel,
and lots of other wonderful and interesting things that one never sees, about 90 items
total, few minor faults but generally Fine-Very Fine.

300-400

2557

F

Post Office Related Items, 1880’s/1980’s, incl. certificate of deposit, receipts,
illegal usages covers, official change of address, customs duty, envelopes, penalty
mail, permit mail, photo essays, postal documents, post office covers, events etc,
post office postage due envelopes, post office promotions, tags, Nigerian postal fraud
covers, etc, plenty here to be of use to an interested exhibitor, generally Fine-Very
Fine.

400-600

2558

F

Railroad Post Office Postal History Massive Collection of over 5,000 items, neatly
identified and expertly arranged in alphabetical order by railroad comprising various
RPO cancellations, most apparently from Northeastern, Midwestern, and California
lines, postmarked 1869-1860 with a few earlier, on private mail, commercial corner
card covers (many illustrated), including stamped envelopes, railroad First Trip,
First and Last Day of Service, and railroad anniversary covers, picture post cards, or
postal cards; extremely few foreign items present, including a picture postcard from
France to MD franked with 45c Merson tied by 7/27/1892 Paris Exposition slogan cancel
and “Rol. Pk. & Highlandtown R.P.O. Balto, MD. Aug 8” cancel; the vast majority of
the items are individually stored in glassines or plastic pockets, and all housed in
11 sturdy cardboard boxes (16” L x 8” W x 4.5” H), occasional peripheral
faults, generally neat, clean, extremely little duplication of cancels, and several
are unlisted, very impressive collection assembled over decades, generally Fine-Very
Fine.

2559

F

Space Collection, 25 covers and 12 photos incl. many signed, covers incl. uncacheted
Project Mercury FDC’s individually autographed by American Astronauts Walter (Wally)
Schirra, Alan Shepard, Jr., Scott Carpenter, Donald Slayton, Gordon Cooper, Virgil
(Gus) Grissom, also Apollo 16 cover signed “Charlie Duke, A-16 Moonwalker”, photos
incl. Alan Shepard signed 8X10 B&W photo with capsule on warship deck, autographed
color photos of female Japanese space shuttle pilot Chiaki Naito, color print of
Apollo 15 signed by Jim Irwin, plus more, a lot of history here, Very Fine.

Massive Thematic Accumulation of thousands of covers sorted by theme incl. Balloons,
Christmas, Indians, Lighthouses, Medical, Pigs, Political, Santa, Sports,
Transportation, more, generally Very Fine.

1,500-2,000

7,500-10,000

750-1,000

Please Ensure your Bids Arrive in Time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence.
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2560

F

www

Spanish-American War Patriotics, nine used in 1898 with flag designs incl. two allover
(one to Canada), other seven all different (six multicolor)incl. three advertising
covers (two stationery and one apothecary) and two Army Christian Commission,
Fine-Very Fine.

2561

F

www

Vending Machine Postal History Group, over 100 commercial corner card covers (many
illustrated), postmarked 1908/1919, franked with 1c, 2c Washington/Franklin Mailometer
(type 4) or Schermack (type 3) vending machine singles, better uses incl. Mailometer
on 1910 1c and 2c, and Schermack on 1903 2c type 1 and 1918 offset 1c (precancel), and
3c, vast majority from Chicago or St. Louis provide a rare opportunity for study, few
covers with minor peripheral faults, overall Fine-Very Fine.

200-300

1,000-1,500

Postal History Accumulations
2562

F

Classic Postal History Accumulation, 1819-1951, over 200 covers/cards, better covers
incl. 1844 stampless with Hamilton College letterhead, No. 63 on small wrapper, few
advertising covers incl. National Hotel with Chicago-Quincy RPO cancel, & 6c and 12c
Bank Notes on Continental Insurance cover, used postal cards incl. Nos. UX3, UX5,
UX7-UX9, UX11, UX18, UX19, UX22, UY1, UY3, UY4 & UY5, few faults, overall Fine-Very
Fine.

300-400

2563

F

Cover Accumulation, 1929-80, thousands of covers incl. First Days, Events, Navals,
plus souvenir pages and cards, neatly mounted in albums, cover books and presentation
books, better cachets incl. Grandy, Dyer, and Bransky, Scott No. 1909, 2122, 2394 FDC,
also six albums of souvenir pages collection including SP300, SP303, SP305, SP306,
SP552a, plus duck stamp FDC, Nos. 704-715 set on first day cover and Nos. 617-19 on
individual first day covers, and much more, this is just the tip of the iceberg of a
73 album lot housed in ten cartons, Very Fine.

500-600

2564

F

20th Century Cover Accumulation, 1900-1960, few hundred covers, incl, advertising,
express, certified, APO, auxiliary markings, postage dues, penalty envelopes plus some
early meters, Fine-Very Fine.

150-200

146

146
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2565

F

Postal History Accumulation of several hundreds of covers incl. group of anti-Japanese
propaganda covers, each with 3c stamp tied by Richardsville, VA Sep. 2, 1945 postmark,
many postal envelopes used in the 1890s and hundreds of unused modern postal cards
incl. several untrimmed sheets of 40 of Scott UX46, overall Fine-Very Fine.

400-500

2566

F

Postal History Accumulation, mixed lot of few hundred, including about 100 19th
century incl. approx. 70 with Nos. 10/11/25/26 incl. green cameo “Noel & Co
Wholesale Grocers Nashville, TN”, blue cameo “Martin & Bro Grocers & Commission
Merchants Petersburg, VA”, (both franked with No. 26), No. 73 on printed prices
current, 20th Century incl. a handful of advertising covers, cover with embossed
“Legation of the United States CC with two line black boxed “Correspondance
Diplomatique Franchise Postale Pan Americain” sent from “Port-U-Prince, Haiti Jan
11, 1934”, cover with “Received From H.M. Ship June 6, 1940” censored and
forwarded, some modern FDC incl. 24 with No. C23 to Capt. Paul Bastedo, US Navy,
Commanding Officer USS Quincy with either White House or Navy Dept. corner cards,
small group of WWI military covers, and many other cute or interesting covers that
should do well on ebay or at a stamp show, few faults but generally Fine-Very Fine

200-300

2567

F

Postal History Accumulation, over 1,000 19th and 20th Century covers, better incl.
Nos. 9, 24, 63, 76 plus No. 26 on W.C Little book advertising cover, 1854 cover with
letter written by John Quincy Adams II to his grandmother, the former First Lady, S.T.
Trowbridge free frank, U.S. Consul at Vera Cruz, No. 567 on Catapault cover, fifteen
covers franked with Nos. 548-550 incl. 1c (5) & 5c (2) on registered cover officially
sealed, 548-550 on cover with “received without contents” handstamp, 76 covers of
No. 649-650, including flights, special delivery, paquebot, forwarded, fourteen covers
of Nos. 718-719 including set tied on Opening Day Olympics , 718 (2), 718 (3) on 2
cent sesquicentennial to Switzerland, 719 to Malta and returned to NJ, 719 Chicago to
Tonga via Tin Can Mail, plus various cachets honoring Will Rogers, including 14
Nicaragua FDC, plus censored covers, postage dues, auxilliary markings, postal tags,
stamped special delivery receipts, stamp dealer covers, political covers, 1930’s
advertising, stationery, registered covers to foreign destinations, WWll patriotics,
and much more, generally Very Fine, an outstanding lot

2568
F
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			

1,500-2,000

Massive Modern Picture Post Card Accumulation of hundreds of thousands of cards 		
40,000-50,000
sorted into white cover/card boxes, this is a part of the inventory of retired postcard 			
dealer Sheldon Dobres, who distributed a 120 page price book with a 2000 issue 			
of Barr’s Postcard News and afterwards, the unsold cards were purchased by our 			
consignor and have been off the market for the past 12 years. Copies of the price 			
book are included with the lot, topics are just about everything you can think of 			
including advertising, alcohol, animals incl. dogs and cats, art, cartoons incl. 			
superheroes and Disney, famous people and celebrities incl. actors, athletes, 			
musicians, politicians, and Princess Diana, nudes, sports incl. baseball players, 			
baseball stadiums, basketball, boxing and olympics, political, television and movies, 			
transportation incl. automobiles, planes, trains, ships, also some reprints of older 			
cards, Extremely Fine			

$

La monnaie utilisée pour cette vente est l’US Dollar
The currency for this auction is US Dollars
Die Währung für diese Versteigerung ist US Dollar
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Auction Catalogues
2569

Auction Catalogs huge lot of over 2,100 catalogs 1934-2010 loaded with famous sales
including West, Crocker, Knapp, Moody, Grunin, Newberry, Earl of Crawford,
Twigg-Smith, Tolman, Cunliffe, Ice House, plus Siegel Rarities 1969-70, 72-73, 75-77,
79-84, 86-87, 90, 92 and approx. 100 regular sales from 1970 to 2010, plus large
groupings of Shreve (approx. 100), Bennett (approx. 80), Robert Kaufmann (approx. 80),
John Fox (50), HR Harmer (63 from 1951 to 1983), Rieger complete, Nutmeg, Phillips,
Lowe incl. 17 copies of “The Philatelist”, plus many more too numerous to list,
also includes 60 books, price lists and pricing catalogs incl. six Scott 1898/1916,
four Gibbons 1902/1925, 1947/1950 AAMC, 13 issues of the New York Philatelist between
Nov 1896 & June 1902, and five early stamp albums (1894-1908) and more, complete
inventory accompanies (and is posted on the web catalogues).

2570

Auction Catalogs, 1939-1991, 125 from various auction houses, famous sales include the
Stephen D. Brown Collection of U.S. (with prices realized), Crocker Collection of
Rarities of the World, George M Ewing Collection of Rare Stamps of the U.S., sections
XVIII and XIX of the Col. Green Sales (XIX with prices realized), part I of the FDR
sale (with prices realized), part II of the Edward Knapp Collection (with prices
realized), part IX of the Lilly Sale, Maurice Burris, the United States and the Hawaii
Collections, the Colin MacR Makepeace Collection, Harold Duckworth Collection of U.S.,
Henry Goodkind Air Post Issues of the U.S., Philip Silver Specialized U.S. Airmail
Collection, U.S. and Confederate postal history is generally the common thread,
auction houses include Colby, Fox, Salkind, Kaufman, Siegel, HR Harmer, and several
others, most without prices realized, still valuable reference material

2571

Auction Catalogs, mostly 1980’s to present from the major houses incl. Siegel, Shreve,
Bennett, Rumsey with many prominent names and in hardbound covers when possible, also
incl. small group of reference works pertaining to both knowledge and price, as one
would expect, this is a very heavy lot.

Auction Bids

The auction bidding steps are as follows :
$
0 - 100
$
5
$
750 - 1,500
$
50
$ 100 - 300
$ 10
$ 1,500 - 3,000
$ 100
$ 300 - 750
$ 25
$ 3,000 - 7,000
$ 250
				

$
$
$
$

7,000 - 15,000
15,000 - 30,000
30,000 - 70,000
70,000 - 150,000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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$
$
$
$

500
1,000
2,500
5,000

4,000-5,000

200-300

2,000-3,000

Expert in results
Our strengths can work on your behalf !
Choose the proven winner and consign now with us!

A highlight of the Joseph Hackmey USA Classic Covers exhibit, sold via Private Treaty in 2010 by David Feldman USA for a world record price for an intact
collection or exhibit.

With offices in Geneva, New York and Hong Kong, we offer Your results really matter to us, as much as they matter
to you. Please contact us today and let us get to work
an important option worthy of consideration: selling your
for you.
collections where they are likely to obtain the best price.

Geneva
175, Route de Chancy, P.O. Box 81,
CH-1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland
T +41 ( 0 ) 22 727 07 77
info@davidfeldman.com

New York
108 West 39th, 8th Floor
New York, NY 10018
T +1 212-997-9200
usainfo@davidfeldman.com

www.davidfeldman.com

Hong Kong
Rooms 1004-05 (10th Floor) Nan Fung Tower
173 Des Voeux Road Central, Hong Kong,
T + 852 3595 0128
asiainfo@davidfeldman.com
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Stampless

3000

F

Fort Pitt, 1760 folded cover from Lewis Curry at Fort Bedford to Colonel James Burd,
ADQMG (Assistant Deputy Quartermaster General) at Fort Pitt, ms “On His Majesty’s
Service” and “with a small parcel”, top panel missing, and paper affixed at top
over docketing, still Fine, according to various internet sources, Burd partly oversaw
the construction of Fort Burd on the Monongahela River tributary Redstone Creek. Fort
Burd originally served as a depot for the English and Americans during the French and
Indian War. After this war ended and Fort Duquesne was renamed Fort Pitt, Fort Burd
continued as a supply depot and came to build many of the keel boats and later, steam
boats that transported settlers to points westward. In July 1760, while on duty at
Fort Pitt, Col. Burd was appointed Assistant Deputy Quartermaster General, (Shippen
Papers, p 198). This letter was sent on July 16, 1760 and arrived five days later.
From the Pennsylvania Historical Society Archives where it realized $4,250 hammer.

3001

4,000-5,000

3002

3001

F

Fort Pitt, folded letter datelined “Fort Pitt 22nd May 1795” to Philadelphia, 22c
rate (20 cent rate plus 2 cents carrier charge) for delivery to a street address in
Philadelphia, ms 22 and “haste 22 May”, letter is long “love letter” from
husband to wife describing travel difficulties and plans for present and future, some
faults, Fine.

150-200

3002

F

15c Manuscript Rate Folded Letter datelined “Pittsburgh Jan 20, 1797, to John
Johnston Esq. Antitetum (?) near Chambersburg, PA, letter sent by Alexander McDowell
and reads in part, “…I have got settlers on the most of it by giving them 100
acres and ther is not the least doubt of our holding the land as it is now out of all
the Land Stealers (no relation to the Pittsburgh Steelers – sorry but I couldn’t
resist), Very Fine, the 15 cent rate was for a single lettersheet traveling 150-200
miles.

150-200

152

152
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Lot No. Symbol(s)

3003

3005

3004

3003

F

20c Manuscript Rate Folded Letter datelined “Pittsburgh 1st Feb, 1793”, to Clement
Biddle, Esq., Philadelphia, ms “Pitt Feb 1”, left flap unfolded to show
docketing, letter discusses payment of an invoice, Very Fine, Biddle fought in the
Battles of Princeton, Brandywine, Germantown, and Monmouth, and was the Commissary
General under Washington at Valley Forge, he later held the post of
Quartermaster-General of all Pennsylvania troops, at the time of this letter he was
the first U.S. Marshal for Pennsylvania, the 20 cent rate was for letters sent from
250-350 miles.

150-200

3004

F

20c Manuscript Rate Folded Letter datelined “Pittsburgh March 14th 1799” from the
three commissioners of Allegheny County (Nathaniel Irish Jr, Ebenezer Denny and
William Dunning) to Garret Cottinger (secretary to the North American Land &
Pittsburgh Property Companies), Philadelphia, regarding lands belonging to the
company, Very Fine.

150-200

3005

F

25c Manuscript Rate Folded Letter datelined “Pittsburgh 14th April 1797, letter
addressed to Colonel Richard C. Anderson, Soldier’s Retreat (the name of his home),
near the Palm, Jefferson County, (Louisville) KY, three page letter discusses military
warrants and land sales, Very Fine, as a Captain, Anderson participated in the Battle
of Trenton, leading the reconnaissance that precipitated the victory, during which he
was seriously wounded, and he also participated in actions at Brandywine and
Germantown, he was with Pulaski during his last few hours as he lay dying, and fought
with Lafayette and “Mad” Anthony Wayne at Yorktown, after the war, he moved to
Louisville, KY, where he served as the principal surveyor of lands appropriated by
Virginia as compensation (warrant) to Virginia’s Revolutionary War soldiers. On
November 24, 1787, he married Elizabeth Clark, sister of George Rogers Clark and
William Clark (Lewis and Clark Expedition), the 25 cent rate was for distances over
450 miles.

200-300
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3006

F

40c Manuscript Rate Folded Letter, datelined “Pittsburgh, May 12, (17)97”, to
“Mr. Joseph Johnson Merch’t, Near the Drawbridge, Philadelphia” from William
Larning (we know this because the paper is watermarked “J. Larning 1794”), letter
pertains to rent money sent, some spotting, still Very Fine.

3007

F

Official Military Correspondence, August 8th, 1777, from Deveroux Smith addressed
“To The Honorable General Edw. Hand, Commanding the Fourth Department, Fort Pitt”,
ms. “per Express” and “on Public Service”, letter discusses the forwarding of the
mails via express and military escort requirements for the mails and the movement of
troops, seam expertly repaired with archival tape, Very Fine, Deveroux Smith was an
Indian trader of prominence during Pittsburgh pioneer days and Smithfield Street in
Pittsburgh is named after him.

154

154
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200-300

2,000-3,000

Estimate (US$)

Lot No. Symbol(s)

3008

F

Benjamin Lincoln Free Frank, on folded cover as First Secretary of War for the
Continental Congress addressed to “Brigadier General Irvine Fort Pitt”, ms
“public”, Very Fine, as noted in the previous lot, Irvine was C.O. of Fort Pitt
from 1781-1783, and Lincoln was the nation’s first Secretary of War during exactly
the same period, confirming this was sent by Lincoln when he was Secretary of War.
Prior to his appointment to this prestigious post, Benjamin Lincoln was a Major
General in command of all the troops in the Boston area, was wounded at the second
Battle of Saratoga, captured at Charleston S.C., paroled and became Washington’s
second in command. In addition, he was present at three major surrenders -Burgoyne’s surrender at Saratoga, the largest American surrender at the siege of
Charleston, and he formally accepted Cornwallis’ surrender at Yorktown, after the
war, he was a member of the Massachusetts convention that ratified the U.S.
Constitution and was Lieutenant Governor of Massachusetts, Very Fine.

3009

F

George Washington Free Frank, signed “G.Washington” and “on public service” on
folded cover dated Oct 3, 1779, addressed in different hand to Brigadier General
Edward Hand, in command of Fort Pitt, who had crossed the Delaware with Washington and
fought in 1779 a major campaign against Loyalists and their Iroquois allies, he was
also a physician, and later member of the Congress of the Confederation (1784-1785),
Pennsylvania Assembly (1785-1786), and Delegate to the Convention for the 1790
Pennsylvania Constitution, cover with partial red wax seal on reverse, small tear at
top, file fold not affecting frank, Very Fine.

2,000-3,000

15,000-20,000
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3010

William Moore Free Frank, as President of Pennsylvania, ca 1782, on folded cover
addressed to the “Hon(ora)ble Brigadier General William Irvine at Fort Pitt”, ms.
“on publick service”, small flap repair and file fold clear of signature, Very Fine,
Moore was the only man formally elected to both President and Vice President of
Pennsylvania, and also served as a judge and state legislator, William Irvine was born
in Ireland. He studied medicine and became a Royal Navy surgeon and served at sea in
the Seven Years’ War. He then settled in Carlisle, Pennsylvania in 1764 to practice
medicine. When the Revolutionary War broke out he raised the 7th Pennsylvania Regiment
and participated in the invasion of Canada where he was captured at Three Rivers. He
was released on parole on August 3, 1776, but not formally exchanged until April 21,
1778. Irvine then served under the command of General Wayne, with the 2nd Pennsylvania
Brigade, and participated in the Battle of Monmouth on June 28, 1778. Irvine received
a promotion to Brigadier General on May 12, 1779. In September 1781, the Continental
Congress, on recommendation from General Washington, ordered Irvine to take command of
the Western Department, headquartered at Fort Pitt. He held this strategic post until
October 1783. Ex Pennsylvania Historical Society (where it realized $1,100).

F

3011

3012

3013

3014
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1,000-1,500

Estimate (US$)

Lot No. Symbol(s)

3011

F

Letter from Col. John Francis Hamtramck to “Capt Vance Commanding at Cincinnati”
ms “Letter Service”, “JF Hamtramck” and “60”, Type I “Pittsg Pa. Jan
2” circular datestamp, “Pittsburgh January the 2nd 1801” dateline, letter reads,
“Sir, I do not recollect what day the express goes from Cincinnati to Fort Wayne,
but I will observe that in Future every 24th day of each month it will go to Fort
Wayne and that of Fort Wayne to Detroit every 15th day of each month by the ??? shall
be able to hear from those Forts frequently. You will then make the necessary
arrangements.” minor faults, still Very Fine, according to Col. Hamtramck’s
Wikipedia bio, “…in 1793, Hamtramck was named lieutenant colonel in the Legion of
the United States led by General Anthony Wayne to secure the Northwest Territory …
in 1794. Hamtramck, now a full colonel, was appointed the first commandant of Fort
Wayne. In 1796, he led the garrison to secure Fort Maumee. He was then transferred to
Fort Lernoult (later renamed Fort Shelby) and the settlement of Detroit for the United
States on July 11, 1796. … He remained commandant of Detroit until his death on 11
April 1803.” In addition, our review of some of his papers on
http://wardepartmentpapers.org/ show that he took his orders from Alexander Hamilton,
who President Adams had appointed as a major general of the army (making him the
virtual commander since Washington was in poor health).

150-200

3012

F

Northwest Territories, territorial folded cover sent from Chillicothe, OH to Lousia
County, VA, 20 cent rate, faint red ms “Chillicothe via Pittsbrg” and Type I
“Pittsg. PA Jul 17” circular datetamp, ms. “Post Office Yanceysville” at
bottom left, docketing at right indicates sent by Henry Majoic (?) June 20th, 1801
(meaning it took about a month to get from Chillicothe to Pittsburgh) and contained a
letter and contract relating to a real estate transaction, tiny stain at bottom left,
Very Fine, Col. Overton was a close friend of Andrew Jackson and with him purchased
the rice tract upon which the town of Memphis was founded, most of Col. Overton’s
papers are in the Tennessee State Library
(www.tn.gov/tsla/history/manuscripts/findingaids/ths4.pdf)

150-200

3013

F

Folded Letter to the Governor, “Paid” handstamp with adjacent ms. “51” paying
3 X 17 cent rate for triple lettersheet, Type I “Pittsg, Pa May 26” circular
datestamp, addressed to “His Excellency Thomas McKean Esquire, Governor of
Pennsylvania, Lancaster Penna.,” datelined “Pittsburgh May 26, 1807” from John
Wilkens and reads, “Sir, I have the honour to enclose to your Excellency for your
official approbation the Scheme of a lottery for raising the sum of three thousand
dollars for the use of the Presbyterian Congregation of Pittsburgh and its vicinity
and also a bond ... of thirty thousand dollars for the faithful performance of the
duties of the commissioners, in presence of an act of the General Assembly of this
Commonwealth …”, vertical central file fold and reinforced along other folds,
otherwise Very Fine.

150-200

3014

F

Folded Letter, 80 cent rate, 4X single lettersheet, red ms “1 oz”, “Way”, and
“80” in the same hand, Type I “Pittsg Pa Mar 30” circular datestamp, from 1809
docketing and dateline William Moore to James Trimble, Deputy Secretary, Lancaster,
first section of letter discusses the receipt of commission from the Governor and a
“Dedimus Potestatum” to Captain Heron and Moore, second section discusses an
accounting on several tracts of land, file fold, Very Fine.

150-200

Auction Bids

The auction bidding steps are as follows :
$
0 - 100
$
5
$
750 - 1,500
$
50
$ 100 - 300
$ 10
$ 1,500 - 3,000
$ 100
$ 300 - 750
$ 25
$ 3,000 - 7,000
$ 250
				

$
$
$
$

7,000 - 15,000
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$
$
$
$
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1,000
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The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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3016

3015

3017

3015

F

30c War of 1812 rate with Type II Jan. 24 circular datestamp on folded letter
datelined 1816 to Lexington Ky., contents are an invoice for casks cut nails and
brads, usual file folds, Very Fine, surcharges were in effect from December 23, 1814
until March 30, 1816.

100-150

3016

F

60c War of 1812 rate with Type I Oct. 13 circular datestamp on folded letter
datelined 1815 to Lexington Ky., contents are an invoice for nail and deck rods, same
sender and recipient as previous lot, usual file folds, Very Fine, surcharges were in
effect from December 23, 1814 until March 30, 1816.

100-150

3017

F

90c War of 1812 rate with Type I Nov. 4 circular datestamp on folded letter datelined
1815 to Philadelphia, usual file folds and split along folds, appears Very Fine,
surcharges were in effect from December 23, 1814 until March 30, 1816.

100-150

David Feldman Special Extended Payment Facility
David Feldman (DF) may offer a special extended payment facility for buyers. In these cases, the buyer may choose to pay
a minimum of 25% of the total invoice on receipt, and the balance over an extended period of 6 months, paying an equal
installment at the end of each month. Interest plus charges of 1%, is debited to the buyer’s account at the end of each
month. When the special extended payment facility has been granted, the buyer understands that any claims regarding his/
her purchases must be made within 30 days of the auction sale date, even though the lots may be held by DF awaiting full
settlement of the account. Until delivery, lots may be examined by their respective buyers at the offices of DF.
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3018

3020

3019

3021

3018

F

War of 1812 and May 1816 Restored Rates, two folded letters each, former comprising
30c (20c+10c) with Type I circular datestamp and 37½c (25c+12½c) with Type II
circular datestamp (surcharges were in effect from December 23, 1814 until March 30,
1816), latter comprising one 10c and one with ms “Overcharged”, correcting a 25c
rate rerated 24c rate and corrected again to the proper 12c, usual file folds, Very
Fine.

200-300

3019

F

Folded Letter, ms. 55½ (3 X 18½) cent rate (restored rate from postal act of May
1816) with Type I “Pittsg Pa. Sep 18” circular datestamp, to Philadelphia, letter
datelined “Kittanniny September the 16th, 1819” concerns payment to merchants, light
toning and file fold, Fine.

150-200

3020

F

Folded Letter, 25 cent rate for over 500 miles (restored rate from postal act of May
1816), Type I “Pittsg Pa Oct 20 1819” to Jackson, Missouri Territory, red ms
“25”, file fold, Very Fine.

150-200

3021

F

Stampless Rates, four different rates folded letters with Type I Pittsg Pa handstamps,
comprising 10c to Wheelingtown VA (1805 regarding a land dispute), 17c to Lewistown PA
(1809), 20c to Philadelphia (1802), and 25c to Norwich CT (written 1807, mailed Jan. 1
1808 about a death in the family), few file folds, overall Very Fine.

200-300
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3022

3023

3024

3022

F

“Paid” in Fancy Boxed cancel on folded letter with ms. “10” and “PittsgP May
29” circular datestamp, datelined May 27, 1817, to Somerset Pa., contents regarding
the battle for the heart of a woman and the writer uses many military references, Very
Fine.

100-150

3023

F

“Paid” in Fancy Boxed cancel on folded letter with ms. “37” and “PittsgP.
Nov. 19” circular datestamp, datelined Nov. 18, 1817, to a bank in Urbana Ohio.,
small faults visible on lettersheet but not when folded into a cover, Very Fine.

100-150

3024

F

“Free” in Fancy Boxed cancel on folded letter with “PittsgP Dec. 15” circular
datestamp, datelined “Arsenal 13th Dec. 1817”, contents regarding the fulfillment
of an order by Capt. Wade for clothing, Very Fine.

100-150

3025

F

Auxiliary Markings, 1807-19, three folded letters and one folded cover, former are
straightline “Paid” (18c), ms. “Missent” (17c) and handstamp “Free”, folded
cover is ms. “Free” addressed to Henry Dearborn, Secretary of War, usual file
folds, Fine-Very Fine.

150-200

3026

F

The Estate of Charles A. Mestrezat, stampless folded letter datelined Washington (DC)
30th Sept. 1817, postmarked “Washn City Oct. 4” and “Pittsg Pa. Oct. 9” with ms.
“missent”, ms. “37” cents rate, letter written by Lewis Salomon and reads “...I
transmit herewith the translation of a letter of Mr. Mestrezat of Amsterdam on the
subject of the ??? in Holland belonging to the children of the late C.A. Mestrezat,
which I also translate, and an explanation of the same extracted from a letter of Mr.
(Albert) Gallatin to Mr. Casanova of Alexandreia, in which the above was enclosed.”
The letter then goes on to provide all of the translations (although Gallatin’s is on
a separate paper), split along internal folds, appears Very Fine.

150-200

www

Please Ensure your Bids Arrive in Time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence.
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Estimate (US$)

Lot No. Symbol(s)

3027

Stampless Folded Cover “Pittsburgh, Pa Jul 24” Type V circular datestamp on folded
cover with 1832 docketing to Wheeling VA, ms “10”, “charge 182”, and
“Mail”, “Paid” handstamp, incl. contents which is a printed notarized document
from Wheeling Virginia of sworn testimony at the request of the North Western Bank of
Virginia in a legal matter, ink stain and reinforced central file fold, Fine.

F

3028

150-200

3029

3030

3028

F

Folded Letter, 50c ms. rate with blue “Pittsburgh Pa. Jan. 5” circular datestamp
and matching and ms. “Paid” cancel on folded letter datelined 1837 to Londonderry
N.H., Very Fine, 50c paid the rate for a double letter sheet usage over 400 miles.

100-150

3029

F

Folded Letter, 25c ms. rate with blue “Pittsburgh Pa. Dec. 4” circular datestamp
on folded letter datelined 1837 to M (ichigan) T(erritory), splits along file folds,
appears Very Fine, 25c paid the rate for over 400 miles.

100-150

3030

F

75c quadruple rate, “Pittsburgh Pa. Jul. 26” Type VI circular datestamp, on 1842
folded letter to Lancaster Ohio, contents read” I return enclosed …draft together
with the protest & notices. Please remit us something.” Very Fine, 75c pays the
quadruple 18¾c rate for four sheets traveling 151-400 miles.

100-150

Payment by Credit Card
Please contact us in advance if you wish to make payment by means of any of the following
Credit Cards : VISA, MasterCard, Eurocard and American Express
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Estimate (US$)

Lot No. Symbol(s)

3031

3032

3031

F

“Paid 2”, printed circular with straightline “Paid” and small “2” handstamps and
Type VI “Pittsburgh Pa. August 5” circular datestamp to “North East Pa.” for
Bakewell Pears & Co. selling Castor Frames, Lard, Solar and Steam Boat Lamps, Green
Glassware, Vials and Window Glass, datelined 1845 but docketed 1846, Very Fine.

100-150

3032

F

“Paid 2”, printed circular with straightline “Paid” and large “2” handstamps and
Type VI “Pittsburgh Pa. Aug. 13” circular datestamps to Philadelphia, from
January & Taylor and their General Commission Business, datelined 1845, Very Fine.

100-150

3033

F

Stampless “Turned Cover”, from Montreal, Canada with red “Montreal L.C. SP 22,
1847” datestamp, “10” in circle and sl “Paid” handstamps, to The Hon(or)able
Benj. Patton, Pittsburgh where the addressee refolded the cover and sent it to
Benjamin Patton Lewiston, PA, red “Pittsburgh, Pa Sep 30” Type VI circular
datestamp and matching “5”, sheet with small opening hole, Very Fine and unusual
usage, Benjamin Patton (Jr.) served as the attorney of the United States for the
Western District of Pennsylvania and for whatever it is worth, the paper is
watermarked “Moinier’s Mercantile Linen Post”

400-500

3034

F

“Steam” red straightline handstamp with matching Pittsburgh circular datestamp and
“10” rate marking on folded letter datelined “Cincinnati March 17, 1848” to
“Maj. John. B. Butter, Allegheny Arsenal near Pittsburgh” and written by the
Major’s son Joseph C. Butler concerning a domestic servant “ole Bill”, also
incl. front with same markings in black, Very Fine, Major Butler was a man of some
importance and his obituary made the NY Tiimes
(http://query.nytimes.com/mem/archive-free/pdf?res=F60C13FB3F551A7493C3A81789D95F448784F9)

150-200

162

162

www
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Estimate (US$)

Lot No. Symbol(s)

3035

3036

3035

F

Stampless Cover to Oregon Territory, “Pittsburgh Pa Aug 30” circular datestamp
with matching “6” and straightline “Paid” cancels to Corvallas (sic), Oregon
Territory, prepaid rate for distance over 3,000 miles, Very Fine, Corvallis was known
as Marysville prior to 1853.

150-200

3036

F

“Paid 9” handstamp on legal sized brown cover with “Pittsburgh Pa. Jul. 13”
circular datestamp to Clermont County Ohio, 1852 docketing at top and 1832 docketing
at right, Steamboat carriage noted at left, cover heavily cleaned and repaired to
appear Very Fine.

100-150

3037

F

“Dead Letter Office PO Dept. Postage Not Paid” double oval datestamp ties sealing
tape on back of stampless cover with “Pittsburgh Pa. May 13, 1860” circular
datestamp, large “Due 3cts.” straightline and “Held for Postage” in ribbon
handstamp, to Brownville NY with ms. “via Cleveland, Buffalo & Rome”, Very Fine.

100-150

3038

F

Stampless Folded Letters with Type III and Type IV Pittsburgh Handstamps, 1825-30,
eight Type III with different rates incl. Free, 6c, 10c, 18¾c (2), 25c, 37½c, 54¼c,
“Free” is an 1825 letter written by “James Stuart, European Agent, Pittsburgh”
to the postmaster in Imleystown NJ inquiring about whether Nathaniel Imley is alive or
his estate is able to honor a financial commitment made 40 years ago regarding an old
woman in Ireland, three Type IV incl. green cds and “Free” hs, one 18¾c and one
25c, Very Fine, on Mr. Telep’s exhibit pages.

200-300

www
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Lot No. Symbol(s)

3039

F

www

Stampless Folded Letters with Type V and Type VI Pittsburgh Handstamps, 1831-43, eight
Type V with different rates incl. Free, 6c, 25c rerated to 10c, 12c, 18¾c (4 incl.
one with green cds), ten Type VI incl. 6c, 10c, 12½c, 18¾c, 25c, 37½c and four
rerated incl. 18¾c + 12½c forwarding for a total of 31¼c, 12½c + 10c but 10c
crossed out, 12½c + 6¼c forwarding for a total of 18¾c, and one rated 37½c with
ms. forwarding note but no additional charge, Very Fine, on Mr. Telep’s exhibit
pages.

400-500

3040

F

www

Stampless, 1842-57, 20 covers and folded letters, one wrapper and one folded printed
form, most with various types of Pittsburgh handstamps in both red and black, plus few
other locations, includes free post office usages, missent, rates incl. Free (one), 1c
(seven incl. two with “Paid 1” in circle, “Paid” in circle with ms. “1” and four with
ms. “1”), 3c (five), 9c (two legal sized -- one ms and one hs), 20c (two), two with
embossed ad on backflap, two of the 1c covers markings incl.), few minor faults but
overall Fine, great lot for the specialist, most written up on Mr. Telep’s exhibit
pages.

300-400

3041

F

www

Stampless Redirected and Rerated Folded Letters, 1833-44, thirteen, incl. 18¾c +
12½c forwarding for a total of 31¼c, 18¾c + 1c carrier fee, 18¾c overcharged drop
letter rate and readdressed, 25c forwarded with 6c forwarding, three rerated incl.
from 37½c to 18¾c and from 12½c to 18¾c, two sent “Free”, Very Fine, on Mr.
Telep’s exhibit pages.

300-400

3042

F

www

Stampless Redirected and Rerated Folded Letters, 1845-1850, nine, incl. one rated 10c,
missent and forwarded paid 5c then rerated 10c, one 5c to Pottsville Pa then noted
“Paid 12” but crossed out and noted “Forwarded (due) 5”, one rated 10 then
overstamped 5, three rated 10 with 10 canceled by grid and rerated 5 incl. one with
Duquesne Steel and Iron Works cameo on top flap, plus one rated 5c plus 5c forwarding
for a total of 10c, Very Fine group on Mr. Telep’s exhibit pages.

300-400

By Issue

3043

3044

3043

F

5c Brown 1847 (1), huge margins all around except just touching at top left, tied by
red grid and the long tail of the ms. “Due 5”, red “Pittsburgh PA. Nov 4” circular
datestamp, on folded cover to Philadelphia, 1850 docketing on reverse, stamp with
minor faults visible only under high magnification, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $600.

300

3044

F

5c Red Brown (1), horizontal pair, ample to full margins all around, tied by one of
two 7-bar red grid cancels with light “Pittsburgh Pa. Jan 4” circular datestamp on
folded cover sheet with 1851 docketing to “Mssrs. Henry Farnum & Co. Philadelphia” one
of the leading dry goods importers at the time, Very Fine, Scott $1,350

500

164

164
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Estimate (US$)

Lot No. Symbol(s)

3045

F

10c Black (2), absolutely gorgeous color, three large margins, ample at bottom, tied
by two red grid cancels with “Pittsburgh Pa. Jun 22” circular datestamp at left on
1850 folded cover sheet to “Messrs. Goddard & Parker Philadelphia”, two vertical file
folds not affecting stamp, Very Fine and attractive.

3046

F

“Cleveland & Pittsburgh R.R. Aug. 7” circular datestamp, perfectly struck, ties
oxidized 3c Dull Red 1851 (11) with full to large margins on cover to Allegheny City
Pa., tiny tear at top center, Very Fine appearance.

100-150

3047

F

1c Blue Type V 1857 (24), vertical strip of three with centerline straddle-pane margin
at right with large portion of adjoining stamps, tied by one of two light
“Pittsburgh Pa. Apr 29 186?” circular datestamp to Chicago, Advertised “5”
handstamp, Very Fine.

200-300

500
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Estimate (US$)
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3048

F

www

1851-1857 Issues Group, fourteen covers, better incl. No. 10A tied by 7 bar grid
cancel on folded letter datelined July 7, 1851 with red July 9 circular datestamp
(according to Mr. Telep, the earliest recorded example known from Pittsburgh), No. 11
tied by New York cds to Pittsburgh where a second No. 11 (diff shade) applied and
forwarded to Washington PA with blue “Astor House” small cameo on backflap -- all
stamps have full to large margins and would grade VF or better, No. 11 on legal sized
cover with ms. “Due 5” to Cantonsville Md., pair and single of No. 7 on cover to
Bellefonte, No. 35 on transcontinental cover to Celoma Cal., No. 22 on cover to
Beavertown with ends trimmed and ms “one page” indicating possible wrapper use, No. 26
on turned 3c Nesbitt from Baltimore, No. 26 (three) on cover to San Francisco, few
minor faults but an attractive group, overall Very Fine.

3049

F

www

1861-1868 Issues Group, 32 covers comprising 1c (four covers -- three singles in diff
shades on one cover to Middletown NY, 1c on 1c Star Die (U19) and two 1c solo uses
paying drop letter rate), 2c Jackson (eight covers with better incl. No. 93 (two) on a
Western Union telegraph cover with the message, No. 73 tied by fancy star in circle
cancel and Pittsburgh cds and No. 73 on locally addressed printed notice to
creditors), 3c issues (sixteen covers with better incl. No. 64 with large “Due” in
circle and very large “3” applied at Pittsburgh, couple with partial imprint in
selvage, three with cancel and datestamp (but no town) indicated they were advertised
uses, single on turned postal entire (U35) from Brownsville PA, then reused from
Pittsburgh to Clearfield, PA, seven with fancy cancels incl. cross, and different
stars incl. one to Armory Square Hospital in Washington DC, cover to the Consulate of
the North German Union with large Consulate handstamp and “Unclaimed” on back),
two covers with Nos. 68 and 76, three covers with 2c or 3c 1869 issues incl. one with
nice group of enclosures, and a strip of three of No. 65 off cover with shield fancy
cancels, Very Fine group offered on Mr. Telep’s exhibit pages with write ups.

3050

F

Good Samaritan black on lilac label at bottom left of cover with two 1c 1881 Issue
(206) tied by “Pittsburgh Pa. Nov. 22 1883” duplex cancel to Philadelphia with
fancy “Held for Postage” mark at bottom, label slightly discolored at left, still
a Very Fine and very rare cover.

Additional images of items from larger lots
may be available at www.davidfeldman.com
Lots marked “www” are illustrated only on our website
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400-500

750-1,000

300-400

Estimate (US$)

Lot No. Symbol(s)

3051

F

www

Postal Clerk Identification & Auxiliary Markings, fourteen, 1870’s-80’s, mostly
with 2c and 3c Bank Note issues, four with Postal Clerk Identification Numerical
duplex cancels, auxiliary markings incl. Missent, three with “Have Letters Directed
to Street & No.”, magenta “General Delivery”, one with embossed H.G. Frick Coke
Co. cameo, one with original letter regarding sale of land to Sentator J.H. Furbee at
$60 per acre reserving Coal and Coal privileges, Very Fine, most covers on Mr. Telep’s
exhibit pages with write ups.

300-400

3052

F

www

Bank Note Registered Covers, six, comprising Nos. 209 & 210 with violet two line
“Pittsburgh, Pa. Apr 14, 1886” straightline, Nos. 145 (1c National without Grill)
and 161 (10c Continental) to Rev. Granger of Notre Dame University, 209 & 210 with
privately applied magenta “Registered. Return-Receipt Requested. Einschreiben,
Rueckschein erbeten,” two line handstamp, 3c and 15c to Vermillion Ohio, UO1 with
“Reg. Letter Receipt” straightline handstamp containing receipt for a registered
letter and the return registered letter receipt, one POD Registry bill, Nos. 207 and
187 with fancy Philadelphia 1882 backstamp and Nos. 207 and 188 tied by
“Registered” straightline cancels, Very Fine group.

150-200

3053

F

www

Bank Note Covers, sixteen, 1870’s-80’s, 1c, 2c and 3c issues, wide range of uses
incl. three 2c covers with fancy cancels incl. one with incomplete strike of Skull &
Crossbones cancel, mourning (two), 3c block of five tied by fancy geometric cancel on
legal sized cover to Philadelphia, 3c (four) with Pittsburgh, Cincinnati & St. Louis
Railway Co. cc to the Superintendent office of the NY & N.E. R.R. in Hartford Ct, and
stampless cover sent as charge box cover with 1879 Pittsburgh Exposition Society all
over design on back, a Very Fine lot, most covers on Mr. Telep’s exhibit pages with
write ups.

200-300

3054

F

www

Special Delivery, three comprising No. 210 (3) and E1 to Biddeford Maine (1885), No.
210 and E2 with “Due 2” hs to Allegheny Pa. and back to Pittsburgh (1890), and No. 210
and E1 to Allegheny Pa. (1886), Very Fine lot on Mr. Telep’s exhibit page.

150-200

3055

F

www

Postal Stationery, 19 entires, 1857-1890, entires incl. six 3c Nesbitt incl. Typex
X-XIII cancels plus one forwarded twice, few fancy cancels incl. U34 with fancy star
in circle, two 2c Black Jacks, 1c Star Die, No. U277 dry print resulting in half
albino print from Keystone Bridge Co. with letter on letterhead explaining a proposed
solution is not cost effective, two with “Deficiency in Address Supplied by
Pittsburgh, PA P.O.”, also incl. one used Grant Lettersheet, Very Fine group.

200-300

3056

F

www

Postal Stationery, 21 postal cards, 1857-1890, cards all business related incl. half
advertising incl. oysters, coke (2), livestock, GAR, flour, Saddlery & Carriage
Hardware, one with “Forwarded” in lozenge hs and one with violet “Missent” hs,
one mailed from Wash State to Pittsburgh from the Steamship Queen on its way to
Alaska, Very Fine group.

200-300

3057

F

www

Post Office/Officials, 1861-87, nine covers and one card, better covers incl. Francis
W. Kellogg Free Frank as Member of Congress, printed bill for overdue business license
tax payment, printed “Free--Post Office Business” on bill adjustment from
Pittsburgh PM to PM of Fredericksburg Ohio, Penalty Envelope from the US Marshal’s
Office, pair of O48 on cover from Pittsburgh Postmaster to Allegany, PA, O18 tied by
geometric on “Department of the Interior Pension Office” envelope, few minor
faults, generally Very Fine.

150-200

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com
United States and All World / November 28, 2012
Russia / September XX, 2012
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Advertising

3058

F

www

Railroad Covers, twelve, 19th Century with stamp or indicia, incl. ten with RPO or RR
cancels incl. “Erie & Pitts”, “N.Y. & Pitts”, “Pitts & St. L. R.P.O.”,
“Ohio & Pa. R.R.” and “Pitts. & Connellsville RR, also several covers with
railroad corner cards incl. red & blue “Union Line National Line”, “Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern”, “Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne & Chicago Railway Company”,
“Passenger Department Chicago, St Louis & Pittsburgh Railroad Co., one with
“Missent” hs, another with “Have your mail addressed to street and number” hs,
two with letters incl. one typed on company stationery regarding changing the name of
“Gravel Pit”, few flaws but generally Very Fine.

Please Ensure your Bids Arrive in Time!
In the case of equal bids, the first bid received will take precedence.
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3059

3060

3059

F

Attorney and Notary Augustus Washington, red “Pittsburgh Pa. Apr 28” Type VII
circular datestamp with matching “5” on his printed form with large eagle and
ribbon, to Marietta, OH, dated April 25, 1851, file fold, Very Fine.

100-150

3060

F

“Binghams’ Transportation Line” printed letterhead with illustrations of Train and
Canal Boat pulled by horses, bill of lading for eight barrels of whiskey plus glass
and cotton yarn, dated August 29, 1845, red “Pittsburgh Pa. Aug. 30” Type VII
circular datestamp with matching “5”, to Newry PA, Very Fine.

200-300
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3061

“J. & R. Floyd Wholesale Grocers” printed letterhead with illustration of steamboat,
two slightly different designs but both to same company in Pulaski Pa. -- one before
and one after the rate change of July 1, 1845 -- the before is 10c May 14 and the
after is 5c July 5, regarding merchandise shipped sent to Beaver and Meadville Pa
respectively, red Pittsburgh Pa. Type VII circular datestamp, May 14 with some
spotting, still Very Fine.

F

La monnaie utilisée pour cette vente est l’US Dollar
The currency for this auction is US Dollars
Die Währung für diese Versteigerung ist US Dollar
170

170
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$

Estimate (US$)

Lot No. Symbol(s)

3062

3063

3062

F

“James Dickey & Co. Agents for the Mechanics Independent Line for Philadelphia and
Baltimore” printed letterhead with illustration of train, datelined April 16, 1842,
promising to deliver requested goods which are whiskey, dried apples and fish,
accompanied by folded letter to the merchant in Newry PA saying the goods have been
shipped has “Pittsburgh Pa. Apr 17” Type VI circular datestamp and red ms
“12½” rate, Very Fine.

150-200

3063

F

“H Macshane Commission and Forwarding Merchant, Pittsburgh” printed letterhead
with illustration of eagle and steamboat was the second page of a two page folded
letter datelined July 1, 1838, first page is ms bill of lading with written note,
goods transported by Steamboat “Detroit” to Cincinnati, faults, appears Fine.

100-150

3064

3065

3064
F
“Pennsylvania and Ohio Transportation Company via Canals and Rail Roads from		
			
Pittsburgh and Philadelphia, Baltimore & New York” printed letterhead with
illustrations of Train and Canal Boat pulled by horses, bill of lading for one box of
circular saws dated March 27, 1849, red “Pittsburgh Pa. Mar. 30” Type VII circular
datestamp with matching “10”, to New York City, Very Fine.

200-300

3065

150-200

F

“Wallace Lyon & Co., Manufacturers of Flint Glass” printed letterhead with
illustration of steamboat, bill of lading dated Dec. 12, 1849, regarding merchandise
shipped on the steamboat “Brilliant” bound for Cincinnati, red “Pittsburgh Pa
Dec 13” Type VII circular datestamp with matching “5”, to Harveysburg Ohio, Very
Fine.
United States and All World / November 28, 2012
Russia / September XX, 2012
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Advertising

3066

172

F

172

5c Red Brown (1), three full margins, clear at top, tied by red grid with
“Pittsburgh PA. Mar 9” Type VII circular datestamp on 1850 folded two page letter
on blue paper to Blairsville PA with the second page being a printed advertisement for
the Pittsburgh Portable Boat Line.
VERY FINE. A BEAUTIFUL ADVERTISING FOLDED LETTER FOR THE PITTSBURGH PORTAGE BOAT LINE.
In the early 1800’s, Conestoga wagons were the best means for travel and trade.
Under optimal conditions, 23 days were required to travel from Philadelphia to
Pittsburgh. In the mid-1820’s, the success of New York’s Erie Canal system and its
negative impact on Pennsylvania’s trade business inspired the Pennsylvania
legislature to authorize the construction of canals from Philadelphia to Pittsburgh.
Unfortunately, the Allegheny Mountains lay between the two cities and the technology
to build a canal system either through or over the mountains was lacking.
The original plan involved building a four mile tunnel through the bottom of the
mountains, but tunnel building was new and there were serious concerns about
successfully maintaining an adequate amount of water in the tunnel. Thus, based upon a
similar English system, it was decided to build a railroad system of ten inclined
planes, five on each side of the mountain. At the head of each inclined plane were
stationary engines, which moved endless ropes to pull the railroad cars up the
mountain. This incline system was used because the locomotives of this time lacked the
power to pull the cars up the steep mountains. Locomotives were used on the more level
areas of the mountain. The Allegheny Portage Railroad was 36 miles in length
connecting the Hollidaysburg Canal Basin with the basin at Johnstown where canals
finished the Public Works system into Pittsburgh.
The Portage Railroad officially opened March 18, 1834, and reduced the travel time
from Philadelphia to Pittsburgh to 4 days. The railroad and canal system successfully
spurred trade in Pennsylvania. The system carried raw materials to the east and
manufactured goods to the west. The Allegheny Portage Railroad and the Public Works
system operated from 1834-1854 when it was replaced by the Pennsylvania Railroad
company’s completion of an all rail line from Philadelphia to Pittsburgh.
The Pittsburgh Portable Boat Line was a private shipping line that carried freight
along the Pennsylvania Canal system from Pittsburgh east to Philadelphia (and then
onto New York, Baltimore, Boston, etc.) and West to Cincinnati, the 82 feet long
“portable boats” were made of wood and iron and frequently disassembled into four
equal sections (while still holding the freight) for overland transport by either
train or teams of horses or oxen when necessary, to the next water route on the canal.

United States and All World / November 28, 2012
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Estimate (US$)

Lot No. Symbol(s)

3067

F

5c Red Brown (1), three huge margins incl. adjoining stamp at top, clear at right,
tied by red grid cancel with red “Pittsburgh PA. Dec 7” circular datestamp at left
on 1849 folded two page letter on blue paper to Blairsville PA, the first page has
left corner letterhead “Forwarding and Commission Merchants, Canal Basin,
Pittsburgh, Agents for the Pittsburgh Portable Boat Line”, file fold not affecting
stamp or advertisement, Very Fine.

750-1,000

3068

F

5c Red Brown (1), three huge margins incl. adjoining stamp at top, clear at right, red
grid cancel and tied by red “Pittsburgh PA. Feb. 28” circular datestamp on 1850
folded two page letter on blue paper to Blairsville PA, the first page has left corner
letterhead “Forwarding and Commission Merchants, Canal Basin, Pittsburgh, Agents for
the Pittsburgh Portable Boat Line”, file fold not affecting stamp or advertisement,
Very Fine.

750-1,000
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3069

3070

3069

F

1c Blue Type II 1851 (7), large even margins clear of design on all sides, tied by
‘Pittsburgh Pa. Aug 13” circular datestamp paying the circular rate on one page
folded lettersheet with no written message advertising the launch of Hampton, Wilson &
Co, Wholesale Dry Goods, addressed to Wayne C.H. Va., stained but still attractive,
Fine appearance.

200-300

3070

F

1c Blue Type II 1851 (7), large margin at right incl. trace of adjoining stamp, into
other sides, tied by “Pittsburgh Pa. Jun 19, 1856” circular datestamp on buff
cover to Wertemburg (sic) PA, with enclosure -- a printed letter from the Treasurer of
a Presbyterian Church looking for donations, Fine.

100-150

3071

F

3c Orange Brown 1851 (11), large margins to into, tied by “Pittsburgh Pa. Aug 10”
circular datestamp on folded letterhead showing a 7½ X 2 inch map of the
“Pittsburgh & Steubenville Rail-Road With Its Connecting Lines and
Tributaries”(New York to St. Louis), datelined and docketed 1856, addressed to
Washington PA, letter written and signed by the high ranking Sidney F. Von Bonhorst
discusses legal issues involving the railroad, few water spots, still Very Fine,
beautiful map.

300-400

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com
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3072

3073

3074

3072

F

3c Orange Brown 1851 (11), wide left sheet margin and large margin at right, close to
into top and bottom, tied by “Pittsburgh PA. Dec 7, 1856” circular datestamp on
cover to Kulpville, Pa, with four page advertising enclosure for the “Iron City
Commercial College of Western Pennsylvania, An Institution for the Business Man”,
the first page lists the Board and Faculty and tuition, the inner pages provide
overviews of the programs and the back page has “opinions of the press”, Fine-Very
Fine.

100-150

3073

F

3c Orange Brown 1851 (11), two covers, each with stamp tied by perfectly placed
Pittsburgh Pa. circular datestamp on cover to Geneva, NY, one Feb 12 and other Apr.
15, 1856, each with enclosed letter on Allegheny Valley Rail Road Superintendant’s
Office stationery which reads in part “...the people here are so different from what I
have always lived among that I might as well have gone to the North Pole with Sir John
Franklin ... this is the Smokiest, Dirtiest Blackest City on the whole face of the
globe. You can’t see the sun rise at all...” (Feb.12) and “…last night we had a
terrible hurricane which blew down trees and houses and one or two bridges across the
Allegheny River…” (April 15), Very Fine.

150-200

3074

F

1c Blue Type V 1857 (24), natural s.e. at right, tied by “Pittsburgh PA. Apr. 18,
1859” circular datestamp on folded letter to Short Creek Ohio with the first page
being “Pittsburgh Letter Sheet Prices Current” from J.S. Liggett & Co, Forwarders &
Commission Merchants, containing prices for a wide range of products incl. produce,
dry goods, whiskey, fish, cattle and pigs, Very Fine.

100-150
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3075

1c Blue Type III (22), vertical strip of three tied by three strikes of “Pittsburgh PA
Jul. 19” circular datestamps on buff cover with “W.J. Kane, No. 21 Diamond, Pittsburg,
PA” illustrated corner card, to Monongahela County, PA, most of backflap missing,
Fine.

F

750-1,000

3076

3077

3078

3076

F

Eaton, Cree & Macrum, Jobbers & Importers of Ribbons, Gloves, Hosery (etc) advertising
cover with 3c Dull Red 1857 (26) tied by “Pittsburgh, PA Apr 18, 1863” circular
datestamp to Meadville, PA, Very Fine and attractive.

150-200

3077

F

Western Insurance Company in fancy ribbon corner card cover with 3c Dull Red 1857 (26)
tied by “Pittsburgh, PA Jun 3, 1862” circular datestamp to Brownsville, PA, Very
Fine.

100-150

3078

F

T.H. Nevin & Co. Manufacturers of White Lead, Red Lead & Litharge fancy printed corner
card cover, 3c Dull Red 1857 (26) tied by “Pittsburgh, Pa Sep 15, 1859” circular
datestamp to Orrville Ohio, incl. original letter on fancy company letterhead,
Extremely Fine.

100-150

176

176
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Lot No. Symbol(s)

3079

3081

3080

3082

3079

F

Iron City Commercial College all-over advertising cover (also on top backflap) with 3c
Dull Red 1857 (26) tied by Pittsburgh Pa circular datestamp to Lutherwood, Ohio,
slightly reduced at left, still Very Fine.

100-150

3080

F

Missionary & Sunday School Journal large fancy framed printed corner card cover with
3c Dull Red 1857 (26) tied by “Pittsburgh Pa Jun 1, 1860” circular datestamp, to
Henry, IL, small fault at top left corner, still Fine

100-150

3081

F

Clinton Iron & Nail Works, two identical all over illustrated advertising covers
picturing the factory, one with 3c Dull Red 1857 (26) tied by grid with “Pittsburgh,
PA Feb 20, 1861” rimless circular datestamp alongside, to Grand Rapids MI, light
staining at left, docketing on reverse, other with 3c Rose 1861 (65) tied by four bar
grid cancel with “Pittsburgh, PA Jun. 10” circular datestamp alongside, to
Philadelphia, bottom right corner repaired, Fine appearing duo.

100-150

3082

F

Wheeler & Wilson’s Sewing Machines, gray all over advertising cover with image of
factory and train in foreground, 3c Rose 1861 (65) tied by circle of wedges cancel
with “Pittsburgh PA Nov 12” circular datestamp alongside, to St. Johnsbury, VT,
Extremely Fine.

100-150

3083

F

3c 1861 Issues on Advertising Covers, nine comprising “Ohara and Robinson Iron City
Glass Works” large blue cameo of building with original letter, “Schomaker & Lang
Wholesale Grocers” blue cameo, “Phoenix Mutual Fire Insurance”, “Iron City
College” (three; two different), “Daily and Weekly Herald” with letter on
letterhead, “St. Charles Hotel”, “Controllers Office”, Very Fine.

150-200
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3084

F

W. P. Marshall French and American Paper Hangings and Decorations beautiful red all
over advertising cover with 3c 1869 issue (114) tied by cork with Pittsburgh Pa.
circular datestamp along side, to Rev. Jubal Hodges (an Episcopal Priest in
Pittsburgh), Ripon Wisconsin, but sender was not found so it received two
(unfortunately) illegible handstamps, two very tiny tears at top, still Very Fine and
very pretty.

100-150

3085

F

Five advertising covers with 3c 1869 issues (114) tied by Pittsburgh, Pa. circular
datestamps and cork cancels, comprising green cameo “Duquesne Depot Penna. R.R.”,
large printed corner card “L. C. Kennedy & Co. Sole Proprietors of Dr. Radcliffe’s
Great Remedy, The Seven Seals, Or Golden Wonder” (Match & Medicine Company related
-- RS157), salmon cameo “W. J. Meek Produce Merchant” with original letter with
illustrated letterhead, printed corner card “American Steam Fire Proof Safe Company”
and printed corner card Merchants Hotel franked with two singles to Ottawa City
Canada, backstamped “Ottawa C.W. Ju 6 ‘70”, few very minor faults as often found on
these covers, generally Very Fine,

200-300

OCLéCéL
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3086

F

Kennedy & Co., legal size Match & Medicine related (RS157) illustrated advertising
cover showing factory and request “If not called for … give this circular to some
live, active man” with 1c (145) tied by negative star paying circular rate to
Morrisville, N.Y., includes 7” X 11” double sided printed circular for the
“Seven Seals”, cover bit spotted, still Very Fine for a large “throw away”
type cover.

200-300
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3087

3088

3087

F

Grober & Baker Sewing Machine Co. gorgeous all-over advertising cover wtih 6c National
issue without grill (148) tied by very well struck star in circle fancy cancel with
adjacent “Pittsburgh Pa Jun 30” circular datestamp, to Erie County, PA, Very Fine
and strike.

300-400

3088

F

Ladies Cover made from beautiful printed floral pattern paper, with 3c American (184)
tied by geometric cork and “Pittsburgh, PA May 20” circular datestamp, to
Steubenville, OH, tiny tear at top only visible if you know where to look, still Very
Fine.

100-150

3089

F

Dr. T. Mason Richards, Dental Practitioner, printed unsealed advertising circular
announcing the “Graduate of the Pennsylvania College of Dental Surgery has decided to
locate in Pittsburgh, where he will be pleased to see all those needing his
professional services .. every kind of dental work skillfully executed at reasonable
prices.”, with 1c 1887 issue (206) tied by ‘Pittsburgh PA Apr 5, 1888” circular
datestamp, to Ebensburg, PA, small tear in flap, Very Fine and attractive.

150-200

180

180
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3090

F

Reed House two panel corner card on cover with 2c Red Brown 1881 (210) tied by target
cancel with matching Pittsburgh Pa. circular datestamp, to Baltimore where it received
a magenta “Forwarded by Balto. Md” cancel and an 1884 Baltimore duplex cancel and
it was forwarded to Erie Pa., with original letter with matching letterhead, Very
Fine.

100-150

3091

F

W.E. Schmertz & Co Manufacturers of Boots and Shoes, absolutely gorgeous multicolored
all-over front and back advertising cover with 2c Red Brown (210) tied by “Pittsburgh
Pa. Mar. 5 ‘87” duplex to West Manchester, OH, very tiny top left corner repair,still
Very Fine, for more information regarding Schmertz, please visit
www.lineages.com/immigrant/william-edwin-schmertz-of-pittsburgh-pennsylvania/

200-300
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3092

F

The Great White River Flour & Grocery House, beautiful multicolored all over front and
back advertising cover, with 2c Red Brown (210) tied by indistinct Pittsburgh circular
datestamp, to Washington PA, few minor edge tears of little consequence on such a
stunning cover, with equally attractive receipt that is also printed advertising on
both sides, Very Fine.

400-500

3093

F

www

2c Red Brown 1881 on Advertising Covers, 1883-87, seventeen with stamp tied by duplex
cancels, better incl. all-over “Howe Sewing Machine Company”, “W.G. Dunseath,
Jeweler” with clock giving time and distance to sixteen cities in USA and Canada,
“William Flaccus & Son Tannery” purple cameo, “A. McDonald Warm Air Furnaces”
beautiful red all-over with matching enclosure, “Thomas Jenkins Flour & Groceries
with all-over map on reverse showing “the New Location of the Checkered Front, the
Largest Flour and Grocery House in the World”, rest mostly showing buildings and
factories incl. four with original letters on illustrated company letterhead, Very
Fine and attractive group.

300-400

3094

F

www

Bankruptcy Notices, six comprising 3c National (147) tied by star to Willsboro Pa
regarding Haughton Orr & Co. (1873), 3c Continental (158) tied by star in circle
(1876), 3c Continental (158) tied by maltese cross with “Returned to Writer” hs
(1876), 3c Continental (158) tied by fancy geometric with “Returned for Better
Directions” (1875), 2c National (146) tied by tic-tac-toe board cancel, and No. 213
tied by duplex cancel to Saginaw Mich with pointed hand cancel for return to sender
(1889), Very Fine lot.

300-400
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Lot No. Symbol(s)

3095

F

3096

F

www

Bank Note Advertising Covers, 44 covers, 1880’s, better incl. three cameos -“William Flaccus & Son, Tannery” in violet oval, “Watt, Lang & Co., Wholesale
Grocers” in blue oval, and “Pennsyvania Rail Road Company” blue circular, twelve
have original statement enclosures on illustrated company letterhead incl. Newell
Institute for Boys, Pittsburg White Lead and Linseed Oil Works, American Building Loan
& Investment Society, Pa Drop Forging Co., Bindley Hardware, Warden & Oxnard Oil,
Benzine, Gasoline, etc. American Glass Works, Pacific and Atlantic Telegraph Co. of
the US, Albert Glockner Wines Liquors and Cigars, WC Armor French Crystal Glass
Shades, other ads incl. “Great Western Gun Works”, “Notions, Toys, &c”,
“United States Iron & Tin Plate Co.”, “Charter Oak Life Insurance”,
“Inventors Protective and Benevolent Association”, “Evening Penny Press”
all-over “Flint Glass Bottles”, No. 211 strip of three on legal size “W.D. Wood
Sheet Iron”, also 211 strip of four on “Wood” cover, some with fancy cancels or
enclosures, Very Fine lot

500-750

William McCully & Co. Glass Works, two panel corner card on oxidized 3c pink entire
with cork cancel to Keokuk Iowa, Very Fine.

100-150

3097

3098

3099

3097

F

William McCully & Co. Glass Works, two panel corner card on 2c brown entire uprated
with 2c Red Brown 1881 (210) with “Pittsburgh Pa. Nov. 1 ‘84” duplex cancel to
Windsor Hall NY, small edge faults, appears Very Fine.

100-150

3098

F

William McCully & Co. Glass Works, two panel corner card on 2c brown entire with
“Pittsburgh Pa. Apr. 7 ‘86” duplex cancel to Circleville Ohio, docketing at
left, Very Fine.

100-150

3099

F

William McCully & Co. Glass Works, two panel corner card on 2c green entire with
“Pittsburgh Pa. Jun. 28 ‘90” duplex cancel to Circleville Ohio, Very Fine.

100-150
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3100

F

www

Postal Stationery Advertising, eighteen entires 1856-99, incl. “Hartman Steel Co
Limited” gorgeous embossed silver cameo, multicolor F & J Heinz variety of
condiments (but no ketchup!), “Gray’s Iron Line” with paddlewheel steamer
illustration on reverse and original two page letter on company letterhead, “H.C.
Frick Coke Co.” blue embossed cameo (two different), “Logan, Gregg and Co.” two
different designs, “Cruise to the Mediterranean and the Orient” illustrated with
express steamer “Aller”,” most show buildings or factories, six with fancy
cancels, Very Fine group.

400-500

Cameos

3101

3102

3103

3101

F

Aetna Insurance Co. oval blue cameo cover with 3c Dull Red 1851 (11), full margins all
around and tied by “Pittsburgh PA Mar. 1, 1856” circular datestamp to Washington,
PA with original letter datelined February 29th regarding a policy application for a
business, Very Fine.

3102

F

American Iron Works, Manufacturers of Iron, Nails, Cut & Pressed Spikes, Junata &
100-150
Common Sheet Iron, red oval cameo cover with3c Dull Red 1857 (26) tied by
“Pittsburgh PA May 23, 1859” circular datestamp to Wheeling, VA, few edge 			
tears and small stain, appears Fine.

			
			

100-150

3103

F

A.S. Barnes & Co. Publishers and Wholesale booksales (New York), blue and shaped like
a book, with 3c Dull Red 1851 (11) tied by “Pittsburgh Pa Nov. 4” circular
datetamp to Cross Creek Village Pa., Very Fine.

100-150

3104

F

Duquesne Steel and Iron Works, diamond shaped cameo in blue with 3c Dull Red (11),
wide margins at sides, just into top and bottom, tied by Pittsburgh Pa. Feb. 7”
circular datestamp to Catonsville Md., with original 1854 one page letter, Very Fine.

100-150

184

184
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3105

3106

3107

3105

F

B.A. Fahnstock Wholesale Druggist & Manufacturers of White Lead, Red Lead & Litharge
blue large scalloped oval cameo cover with 3c Dull Red (11), three large margins, full
at top, tied by Pittsburgh, PA circular datestamp to Duncan Va., small faults, Very
Fine appearing Match & Medicine related advertising cover (Scott No. RS84).

150-200

3106

F

William Flaccus & Son Union Tannery Near The U.S. Arsenal large blue oval cameo cover
with 3c Rose 1861 (65) with part top margin imprint tied by “Pittsburgh PA Apr 28”
and quartered cork cancel, to New Matamoros, Ohio (along the Ohio River), with
original letter datelined 1861 which reads in part “we cannot pay you over 3 1/2c for
your scraps as you have so many fleshings in them which makes them very inferior. For
scraps among which are no fleshings we pay 4c...If we get your scraps we should like
to have them soon as we would make use of them this spring and the weason for glue
making will soon end. ..” Very Fine cover and letter

150-200

3107

F

W.S. Haven, Bookseller, Stationer, Printer, Bookbinder, blue and franked with 3c Dull
Red 1851 (11) tied by “Pittsburgh, Pa Nov. 17” circular datestamp to Philadelphia
Pa., incl. letter datelined Pittsburgh 1856, Very Fine.

100-150

3108

F

“Juniata Rolling Mill Semple Bissell & Co. Iron & Nail Manufacturers” red embossed
cameo with scalloped border on the top backflap of a cover with a red “Pittsburgh
Pa. Jan. 10” Type VII circular datestamp and matching “5” to Revd. Saml. Bissell
(of philatelic fame) Twinsburg, OH, Very Fine.

150-200

3109

F

H. Kleber, Music & Musical Instruments fancy blue cameo cover with embossed piano, 3c
Dull Red 1851 (11) tied by “Pittsburgh, Pa Nov 22, 1855” circular datestamp, to
New York, Extremely Fine.

200-300

3108

3109
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3110

3110

3111

F

Lippincott & Co. Manufacturer of Axes (etc.), large red oval cameo cover with 3c Dull
Red 1857 (26) tied by rimless “Pittsburgh PA May 22, 1860” circular datestamp to
St. Paul, MN, incl. letter datelined 1860, Extremely Fine and attractive.

200-300

3111

F

Lippincott & Co. Manufacturer of Axes (etc.), large red oval cameo cover with 3c Rose
(65) tied by two grid cancels with “Pittsburgh PA Mar 13, 1861” circular
datestamp, to Black River Falls Wis, Extremely Fine.

100-150

3112

F

William Mcully & Co. Glass Works gorgeous cameo on 3c Nesbitt entire with
“Pittsburgh Pa. Aug. 16” circular datestamp to Philadelphia, light stain at
center, Very Fine.

200-300

3113

F

F. & J. McKee Flint Glass Manufacturers gorgeous blue cameo cover showing goblets,
decanter and punch bowl, with 3c Dull Red 1857 (26) tied by Pittsburgh PA circular
datestamp to New Albany, IN, Extremely Fine.

300-400

186

186
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3114

3115

3116

3114

F

Monongahela House, embossed cameo in blue with 3c Dull Red 1851 (11) tied by
Pittsburgh Pa. circular datestamp, to Hudson Ohio, very tiny repair at top, Fine-Very
Fine.

100-150

3115

F

Monongahela House, embossed cameo in brown, with 3c Dull Red 1851 (11), wide left
selvage, tied by Pittsburgh Pa circular datestamp, to a wool dealer in Washington PA
with original letter datelined 1856 inquiring about his products, Fine-Very Fine.

100-150

3116

F

Monongahela House, embossed cameo in green, with 3c Dull Red 1851 (11), wide right
selvage, tied by “Pittsburgh Pa. Jul. 10” circular datestamp, to Milton NY,
Fine-Very Fine.

100-150

3117

F

Monongahela House, two cameo covers with cameos in brown and blue, each with 3c Rose
1861 (65), former tied by segmented cork with “Pittsburgh, Pa Jun. 4, 1861” circular
datestamp along side to Hamilton Ohio, vertical toning band from drying rubber band,
latter tied by circle of wedges cancel with “Pittsburgh Pa Mar. 29” circular datestamp
alongside to Wolcottville Conn., Fine-Very Fine

100-150
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3118

F

“Office of the O’Reilly National Telegraph, Odeon Buildings Pittsburgh” ornate
framed oval blue cameo cover with 3c Dull Red 1851 (11), large margins to just into,
tied by “Pittsburgh Pa Dec. 25” Christmas Day circular datestamp to Iowa City, Iowa,
with original letter datelined 1851, Very Fine.

150-200

3119

F

Pittsburgh Steel Works large oval blue cameo cover with 3c Claret (11), large even
margins all around, tied by “Pittsburgh, Pa Feb 4” circular datestamp to
Logansport, IN, 1855 docketing on front, Extremely Fine.

200-300

				

3120

3121

3120

F

W. & D. Rinehart, Tobacco Snuff and Cigars Cameo cover with design in blue showing
Indians and Settlers smoking together, stampless with “Pittsburgh PA 3(cents)
Paid” Type X handstamp, to Wheeling (West) Va., Fine.

100-150

3121

F

St. Charles Livery & Sale Stables dark blue cameo with horse drawn chariot, on cover
with strip of three of 1c Blue 1857 Type V (24) tied by three strikes of “Pittsburgh
PA. Nov 9, 1860” circular datestamp to London Pa., edge faults, appears Fine.

100-150

188

188
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3122

F

St. Charles Hotel cameo covers, two, one with fancy frame and bottom left sheet margin
single (pos. 91R1L) with 3c Dull Red 1851 (11) tied by “Pittsburgh, PA Nov. 26”
circular datestamp to Philadelphia, other with different fancy frame and 3c Claret
(11) tied by “Pittsburgh Pa Nov. 11” circular datestamp to Sheriff Clark, Kittanninny
PA, Very Fine duo.

3123

200-300

3124

3123

F

Shriver, Dillworth & Co Wholesale Grocers blue cameo cover with 3c Dull Red 1851 (11),
three huge margins, just into at bottom, tied by “Pittsburgh, PA 3 Paid Oct 6”
circular datestamp, to Beallsville, PA, Very Fine.

200-300

3124

F

W.W. Wallace Steam Engines & Builders stunning large square ornate cameo cover with 3c
Claret 1851 (11), three large margins with traces of adjoining stamps, into at left,
Brandonville, VA, cover with well camouflaged faults, otherwise Fine.

200-300
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3125

Four cameo covers, each in blue, a different shape and franked with No. 11 or 26 tied
by Pittsburgh PA circular datestamp, companies incl. Chess Wilson & Co. Nails & Tacks,
Kramer & Rahm Exchange Brokers, Jones & Denny Commission and Merchants, and Walter
Bryant & Co. Hides Oil and Leather, latter with tear at top, otherwise Very Fine.

190

F

190
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Cancels

3126

3127

3128

3129

3126

F

Baby in Coffin Fancy Cancel, ties 3c Continental (158) with “Pittsburgh Pa Dec 13”
circular datestamp alongside on folded printed “Notice of Dividend” from the
“District Court of the United States for the Western District of Pennsylvania”,
bottom part of letter removed not affecting stamp, cancel or notice, Very Fine.

400-500

3127

F

Clover Leaf in circle, two strikes tie 1c Bank Note issue on small cover to a local
Lock Box, two “Held for Postage” cancels and “Pittsburgh Pa. May 19” circular
datestamps, stamp with faults, otherwise Very Fine, rare cancel.

200-300

3128

F

Face in Frame fancy cancel ties 3c American (184) with adjacent Pittsburgh circular
datestamp on fresh cover to St. Paul Minn., Very Fine strike.

300-400

3129

F

Negative Finger Pointing Fancy Cancel, very fine strike ties 3c Banknote with natural
s.e. at right, “Pittsburgh, Pa. Apr 27” circular datestamp at left on cover to
West Alexander, PA, Very Fine.

200-300
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3130

Finger Pointed Fancy Cancel, the only recorded example in blue, a very fine strike
ties 3c Continental (158) on “G.W.H. Davis & Co. Manufacturers of the Iron City
Matches”, Match & Medicine related advertising cover to Maderia, PA, includes
printed statement dated 1874 billing for block matches (docketing on cover supports
this being the original accompanying document), Very Fine, a very scarce cancel, plus
match advertising covers are also very scarce, this company produced Scott Nos. RO69 &
RO70.

F

3131

300-400

3132

3131

F

Negative “FI” Fancy Cancel and “Pittsburgh Pa. East Liberty Sta.” circular
datestamp tying 2c Red Brown 1887 (210) on locally addressed large ladies Valentine
cover, three small tears, stamp with natural s.e. at left, otherwise Very Fine.

150-200

3132

F

Negative “HR” Fancy Cancel and “Pittsburgh Pa. Jan. 21” circular datestamp tying
3c Continental (158) on cover to Chambersburgh Pa. and forwarded to Lehighton Pa. with
“Chambersburgh Pa. Jan. 22” circular datestamp and “Forwarded” in lozenge
cancel, 1874 docketing, Extremely Fine strike of the fancy cancel.

200-300

192
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3133

F

“1” in Circle cancel ties 1c American (182), also with two pen strokes, adjacent
to vertical pair with same two pen stroke cancel, ms. “Rockdale Mills Pa.
10-11-81” at left, on orange cover to Pittsburgh where the “1” in circle cancel
was applied, cover repaired to appear Very Fine.

100-150

3134

F

“Registered” blue straightline cancels tie 1c and pair of 6c Continental (156, 159),
1c with part arrow at bottom left, also tied by “Pittsburgh, Pa. Aug 4” circular
datestamp on cover to Roxbury, Mass., 13c pays the 10c registry fee plus the 3c
postage, docketing indicates cover carried $10.31 in cash, Very Fine.

200-300

3135

F

“RKN” Type I Fancy Cancel and “Pittsburgh Pa. Dec. 8 4pm” circular datestamp
tie 3c American (184) on fresh cover to Philadelphia, Very Fine strike and cover.

100-150
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3137

3138

3136

3139

3136

F

“RKN” Type II Fancy Cancel ties 3c 1887 Issue (207) on advertising cover for
American Journal of Industry to Mansfield Mass., “Pittsburgh Pa. Dec. 17 3pm”
circular datestamp, cover slightly reduced at right, still Very Fine strike and cover.

150-200

3137

F

Shield Fancy Cancel ties 3c Rose 1861 (65) to Iron City College advertising cover,
“Pittsburgh Pa. Dec. 23” circular datestamp, to Sycamore, IL, small toned spots at top
left and small piece of backflap missing, Very Fine.

300-400

3138

F

Shield Fancy Cancel on 3c Rose 1861 (65) tied by “Pittsburgh, Pa Dec. 19” circular
datestamp on cover to Havana, PA forwarded to Havana, IL, blue “Havana ILL, Dec
21” circular datestamp and cork at left indicating the recipient did not come for
the cover, Fine.

150-200

3139

F

Shield with boxed “Pittsburgh Penna Sep 6 Paid” Experimental Machine Cancel, Type
I, on 3c green entire to New Wilmington, PA, Very Fine strike and entire, according to
Mr. Telep, “Shield usage on very early machine cancel, the manufacturer of which is
unknown; with mail volume increasing, this device was seen as revolutionary and
welcomed by the postal authorities, only 12 examples are known”.

150-200
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3140

F

Stars and Stripes in Shield fancy cancel from Goff-Hursey Machine, well struck, ties
2c National Without Grill (146) with adjacent boxed “Pittsburgh PA Jul 2 5P.M.”
cancel, on small piece of cover, Extremely Fine strike.

200-300

3141

F

Stars and Stripes in Shield fancy cancel from Goff-Hursey Machine, well struck, ties
3c National Without Grill (147) with adjacent boxed “Pittsburgh PA Aug 11 ??
P.M.” cancel, on cover to Broadford Pa with “Allen, Kirkpatrick & Co. Wholesale
Grocers” advertising corner card and enclosed letter on company stationery datelined
1872, stamp with minor perf toning, otherwise Very Fine.

400-500

3142

F

Hollow Star with boxed “Pittsburgh Penna Oct 6 Paid” Experimental Machine Cancel,
Type II, tying 3c American (184) on cover to Lowell, MA, 1887 docketing at left, Very
Fine cover and strike, according to Mr. Telep, “Star usage on very early machine
cancel, the manufacturer of which is unknown; with mail volume increasing, this device
was seen as revolutionary and welcomed by the postal authorities, only 12 examples are
known, this example is the latest date recorded”.

150-200
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3143

F

Star in Octagon Fancy Cancel, bold strike on Scott U218 entire with adjacent
“Pittsburgh Pa Sep 16” circular datestamp with “Hugas & Hacke” corner card and
company printed notice, Very Fine.

200-300

3144

F

Skull & Crossbones in Coffin fancy cancel, two bold strikes tie horizontal pair of 3c
Continental (158) with natural s.e. at right on small piece with light “Pittsburgh
PA Dec . 4” circular datestamp that has been sensibly traced in pencil and a purple
small “Pointing Hand” handstamp, Extremely Fine strikes, 1979 PF certificate.

300-400

3145

F

Skull & Crossbones in Coffin fancy cancel, perfect strike and adjacent “Pittsburgh
PA Dec 4” circular datestamp both tie 3c Continental (158) cover with “R. Straw &
Co. Gen’l Agt’s Singer Sewing Machine” CC cover to Morristown, NJ, insignificant
foxing at bottom edges, Extremely Fine strike, ex Knapp.

500-750

196
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Lot No. Symbol(s)

3146

F

www

Fancy Cancels on Bank Note covers, 23 with different cancels from Pittsburgh, incl.
various sizes of positive and negative stars and star in cirlcles, Clover Leaf, Iron
Cross, Circled “H”, Lined Maltese Cross, Geometrics, Letters, other advertising
covers incl. “Pittsburgh Female College” with enclosure showing beautiful
letterhead, “A.J. Nellis Agricultural Steels and Irons, Pittsburgh Central
Stockyards with original receipt enclosure showing beautiful letterhead of farm
animals incl. hogs, horses and sheep, several corner cards, sixteen with 3c issues,
five with 2c Vermilion, also incl. “RKN” type I cancel on 3c stamp off cover,
covers mostly written up on Mr. Telep’s exhibit pages, generally Very Fine strikes on
Very Fine covers.

400-500

3147

F

www

Fancy Cancels on Postal Stationery, eleven entires and sixteen postal cards, better
incl. Baby In Coffin on postal card, negative “HR”, many different star designs
incl. black and blue & Positive and Negative, blue Geometric, Famous “C” (two),
letters in Circle incl. D, M and I, negative Cross, Maltese Cross with original
enclosed illustrated invoice for pork packing company, fancy geometric with original
enclosed receipt for “Dr. J.W. Sykes, Exclusive Practitioner in Pulmonary and other
Chronic Diseases”. entires all with corner card, Very Fine strikes and cards/entires.

400-500

Civil War Era

3148

3149

3148

F

Contraband Design with Slave, Zoave and Flag with 3c Dull Red (26) tied by
“Pittsburgh PA Aug 3” circular datestamp to New York City, stamp partly folded
over top of cover, Extremely Fine.

200-300

3149

F

Eagle and Shield multicolored patriotic cover with vertical strip of three of 1c Blue
Type IIIa (22), light staining, tied by two light “Pittsburgh Pa. Aug 16” rimless
circular datestamps, to “R.C. Hale Esq., Quartermaster, Harrisburg, Pa,” Hale was
Quartermaster-General of the Pennsylvania Militia during the war until his death in
1863, cover with wrinkles and edge wear, Fine appearance.

400-500

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction
via our website, www.davidfeldman.com
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3150

F

Eagle and Shield with biblical quote on red, brown and blue patriotic cover with 3c
Rose 1861 (65) tied by “Pittsburgh, PA Nov 13” circular datestamp to St Paul, MN,
1861 docketing on top backflap, Extremely Fine.

100-150

3151

F

Colonel Ellsworth red and blue patriotic cover with 3c Dull Red (26) tied by
“Pittsburgh, PA Jul 29, 186?” rimless circular datestamp to Kittatinny Pa., few edge
tears, still Fine.

100-150

3152

F

Waving Flag Patriotic cover with 3c Dull Red (26) tied by “Pittsburgh PA Apr 24”
circular datestamp to Springfield, Ohio, straightline blue “Advertised”
handstamp, back shows evidence of being in an old self-stick photo album, still Fine.

150-200
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3153

F

George Washington patriotic cover in blue with caption, with 3c Brownish Carmine 1857
(26), scissors cut into on three sides, tied by “Pittsburgh PA” circular
datestamp, to Mercer PA, cover barely reduced at right, Fine.

100-150

3154

F

“Hanging Traitors” multicolored patriotic cover showing Jeff Davis hanged with
“Fate of Traitors!” caption, 3c Rose 1861 (65) tied by “Pittsburgh Pa. Sep. 21”
circular datestamp on cover to famous Civil War Patriotic printer S(amuel) C. Upham
Philadelphia, Extremely Fine.

200-300

3155

F

Lady Liberty with Flag and Shield and “Onward” multicolored design with 1c Blue 1861
(63) strip of three tied by two strikes of “Pittsburgh Oct 25, 186?” circular
datestamp to Millersville Indiana, Extremely Fine.

300-400
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3156

3157

3156

F

Liberty and Flag multicolored patriotic cover with 3c Rose 1861 tied by perfectly
placed “Pittsburgh, PA Feb 10” circular datestamp to Steubenville, OH, Very Fine.

100-150

3157

F

“Our Army and Navy Forever, Conquer We Must” patriotic cover in red and brown,
with 3c Rose 1861 (65) tied by “Pittsburgh PA Dec 20 (1861) circular datestamp to
Cedar Springs PA with original letter on illustrated patriotic stationery “The
Defenders of the Union” showing Gen. Winfield Scott surrounded by ten other Union
Generals, letter datelined 1861 “On Board The Shenango” and begins with “Dear Brother,
I will endeavor to give you some information this morning respecting our Company and
Reg.” and goes on to describe camp life, the type of men in camp, how payday made sick
men well again, ”Whether any of us had earned it or not we were all paid honorably
and fairly .. I never saw so much money in one place in my life”, drunken fights,
etc, Very Fine.

200-300

3158

F

“Cap’t J.D. M’Farland, Pittsburg Washington Infantry Co. F 13th Regiment Penn.
Vol Lieut. J.H. Coleman and G.W. Bowers.” ornate printed corner card with 3c Dull
Red (26) tied by “Pittsburgh, PA Mar 5” circular datestamp, locally addressed,
small faults, Fine appearance, McFarland later became Assistant Adjutant General on
General Sherman’s staff.

150-200

You may bid LIVE by Internet at www.davidfeldman.com
200

200
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3159

F

“The Union and the Constitution” all over red and blue flag patriotic with 3c Dull
Red (26) tied by “Pittsburgh, PA Jun 30, 186?” rimless circular datestamp to
Berlin PA, right perfs trimmed off in opening, still a Very Fine and very attractive
cover.

200-300

3160

F

Breckenridge-Lane 1860 Campaign cover with 3c Dull Red (26) tied by grid cancel with
adjacent “Pittsburgh PA Dec 16” rimless circular datestamp, to Orrville, OH, Very
Fine.

200-300

3161

F

Beardless Lincoln Presidential Campaign cover in blue green with all over design and
“For President Abraham Lincoln Vice President Hannibal Hamlin” printed on top
backflap, with 3c Dull Red (26) tied by grid with “Pittsburgh PA Jan 23, 186?”
circulare datestamp alongside, to Hannoverton, Ohio, expertly repaired at left,
otherwise Fine.

200-300
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3162

F

Lincoln-Johnson Campaign, purple corner card and all over reverse “Union Party
Platform”, 3c Rose 1861 tied by segmented cork with adjacent “Pittsburgh Pa. Dec.
???” double circle datestamp to Corry Pa., with original letter datelined
“Pittsburgh Dec. 24, 1864” describing various bibles available for purchase, Very
Fine and scarce cover.

300-400

3163

F

Allegheny City Penitentiary, censor mark at left on cover with 3c Rose 1861 (65) tied
by segmented cork and “Pittsburgh Pa. Feb. 8, 1864” double circle datestamp on
cover to Nancie Lyne, Keene Kentucky, with original letter datelined “Allegheny City
Feby 1st 1864” which reads in part, “… I acquired a letter from Wallace, the
first for more than a month, two days since he has been sojourning among the Buckeyes
even in the Godless city of Cincinnati … I do not want for books … the prison
Library is pretty well stocked with Bibles and (is it not horrible) novels. Besides,
Friends of the Prisoners send books often…”
Sellers was first captured in May of 1862 and was released six months later in a
prisoner of war exchange. He immediately joined Morgan’s Raiders. In June and July
1863, General John Hunt Morgan led 2,460 Confederate cavalry over a thousand miles on
a trail of terror through Kentucky, Indiana and Ohio. When Morgan’s Raiders were
finally captured in Ohio in late July, Sellers was one of the Confederate prisoners
held for approximately eight months between 1863 and 1864.
The Allegheny City Penitentiary held only 112 of the captured Morgan’s Raiders; no
other Confederate prisoners. According to another letter by Sellers to Lyne, “There
are here confined 112 prisoners of war.These occupy cells on the first and second
corridors of the center building of the prison. On the first or lower corridor are
four double cells about 20 x 16 x 8 feet in dimensions. In each of these five
prisoners are confined. The remainder are confined in single cells of half the above
size, two in each cell.” According to Rich Gigler in an article in the Pittsburgh
Press Roto, the routine operations of the prison were assigned to the provost marshal
Captain E. S. Wright. Mail was apparently censored and out-going letters were
restricted to one and one-half pages. By November 1863, the local residents and some
Union officers were questioning the outrageous expense of 48 cents a day to feed each
of the prisoners. Gigler noted that Sellers was eventually was moved to Point Lookout,
Maryland.

400-500

Payment by Credit Card
Please contact us in advance if you wish to make payment by means of any of the following
Credit Cards : VISA, MasterCard, Eurocard and American Express
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3164

F

Civilian Flag of Truce cover with two 1c and a 3c 1861 issues (63, 65) with
“Pittsburgh PA Dec 29” circular datestamps and tied by blue Norfolk, VA double
circle datestamp and “5” handstamp on Flag of Truce cover to Va. via Fortress
Monroe, small ms “ex” examiners mark at top left, Very Fine and scarce, 1983 PF
certificate with attached memo from the PF that says “2c is possible ships fee (i.e.
Phila. or N.Y.) to Fortress Monroe via steamer.”

3165

3165

F

400-500

3166

“Prisoners Letter Examined Fort Delaware, Del.” oval examiners mark on buff cover
with 3c Rose 1861 (65) tied by target cancel and “Pittsburgh Pa Oct. 25, 186?” double
circle datestamp, addressed to Pittsburgh and forwarded to Allegheny, PA with ms
“Fwd 3”, cover faults, appears Fine.

100-150

The Adams Express Company blue cameo cover with 3c Rose 1861 (65) tied by
“Pittsburgh PA Aug 15” circular datestamp to Redford, PA, few wrinkles, Very Fine
appearance.

100-150

Express
3166

F

You can view our catalogues and bid during the auction
via our website, www.davidfeldman.com
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3167

F

Adams Express Company fancy red corner card cover with 3c Rose 1861 (65), natural s.e.
at right, quartered cork cancel, “Pittsburgh PA May 8” circular datestamp
alongside, to Green Castle PA, Very Fine.

100-150

3168

F

The Adams Express Company printed across the top of a cover with 3c Dull Red 1851
(11), wide margins at sides, tied by “Pittsburgh, Pa. Sep 10, 1856” circular
datestamp, to Washington, PA., incl. printed Express form for pickup of package, Very
Fine.

150-200

Auction Bids

The auction bidding steps are as follows :
$
0 - 100
$
5
$
750 - 1,500
$
50
$ 100 - 300
$ 10
$ 1,500 - 3,000
$ 100
$ 300 - 750
$ 25
$ 3,000 - 7,000
$ 250
				

$
$
$
$

7,000 - 15,000
15,000 - 30,000
30,000 - 70,000
70,000 - 150,000

Bids between these steps will be adjusted accordingly to the next higher bid step.
The bidder is bound by his/her offer until a higher bid has been validly accepted.
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Lot No. Symbol(s)

3169

F

Adams Express Company printed at top left and red on white label “To insure prompt
Delivery, Low and Uniform Rates, we ask you to ship all your goods by the Adams
Express Company” at bottom left of cover with 2c Green 1881 issue (213) tied by
“Cleveland & Pitts Dec 21, 1887 RPO” dupex cancel, to Lisbon, OH, Very Fine.

150-200

3170

F

Adams Express Company, Western Department, printed across top of cover with 2c Green
1881 issue (213), tied by light “Pitts & Chicago RPO E Div Mar 4, 1886” circular
datestamp, to Wooster, OH, Wooster receiving backstamp, slightly reduced at right,
appears Very Fine.

100-150

3171

F

Forwarded By The Adams Express Co. From Pittsburgh, black with fancy border on white
label, tied by docketing on stampless legal sized stampless envelope to “John
Thompson, Esq. Secry Grand Lodge Penna A.Y.M. “Masonic Hall” Philadelphia, Penna.”, ms
“no money” and “value $50”, five wax seals on reverse, roughly opened at right,
Very Fine.

150-200
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3172

F

Cram Rogers & Co.’s Express San Francisco & Shasta, blue oval cancel with
“Pittsburgh Pa Apr 7” circular datestamp with matching “6” and straightline
“Paid” cancels prepaid rate for distance over 3,000 miles, red “6” (bits -- 75c)
express rate marking, datelined 1852, minor soiling does not detract, still Very Fine,
Cram Rogers & Co. operated from 1851 to 1855, the recipient David R. Dale fared much
better and died in Northern California in 1902.

300-400

3173

F

“Southern Express Company, Cashier’s Office W. D. Memphis August 10, 1869
Unclaimed” black on orange large label affixed to reverse of cover with Adams
Express Company red fancy corner card, to New Orleans, incl. note on Adams Express
letterhead about claim checks sent, Very Fine and unusual.

200-300
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3174

F

“The Union Line Express Money Package Pittsburgh” black on yellow express label on
legal sized cover with printed address to “J.H. Wade Gen’l Agent Western Union
Telegraph Agent Cleveland Ohio”, ms. “$175-” at top left and pencil “1860” noted at
bottom, large wax seal on reverse lightly stains thru, still Very Fine and attractive.

150-200

3175

F

Forwarding Agents, two items, first is folded letter with black “PAID” handstamp
to Maysville Ky from Bell & Liggett Forwarding and Commission Merchants with full page
printed advertisement offering their services for handling various goods “upon the
completion and opening of the Penn’a Rail Road between this city, Philadelphia, and
Baltimore”, other is cover with “D. Leech & Co. Lines Via Canal and Rail Roads
Between Pittsburgh, New York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore” printed corner card cover
with 3c Dull Red 1851 (11) wide sheet margin at left, tied by “Pittsburgh, Pa Aug
9” circular datestamp to Washington, PA, with letter datelined 1864, Very Fine.

200-300
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Foreign Destinations

3176

F

1c Blue Type II, 3c Dull Red 1851 (7, 11), most with full margins all around, tied by
two strikes of “Pittsburgh PA Nov 6, 1855” circular datestamp on cover to
Shelbourne, Nova Scotia, ms “Eastern Mail Through”, four backstamps -- blue “St.
Andrews Nov 11, 1855”, “New Brunswick Nov 12, 1855”, red “Yarmouth Nov 13,
1855”, and “Shelbourne Nov 15, 1855”, Very Fine.

3177

F

1c Blue, Type III 1851, Plate 4 (8), large margins showing full characteristics and
trace of adjoining stamp at top left, used with a pair of 10c Green Type III 1855
(15), full to large margins all around, gorgeous colors, tied by two strikes of
“Pittsburgh PA Sep 15” circular datestamp on cover to Trieste, Austria, ms “Via
France” red “New York Paid 9” transit and boxed “PD”, black French and red
Trieste 1857 receiving backstamps, repaired at top clear of stamps, Very Fine
appearance, signed Ashbrook who notes “a rate to Austria by French Mail in September
1857 -- very unusual.”
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3,000-4,000

Estimate (US$)

Lot No. Symbol(s)

3178

F

1c Blue Type IIIa, 12c Black 1857 (22), two, used with Scott Nos. 15 and 36b, slightly
overlapping except the 10c which has very large even margins, tied by four strikes of
rimless “Pittsburgh PA Aug 7 (1861)” circular datestamp on cover with “From N.
Holmes & Sons, Bankers, Pittsburgh” fancy corner card to Bandon, Ireland, red
“3” credit handstamp, Cork transit backstamp, reverse has contemporary ms. list of
railroad stocks with values, 1983 PF certificate, Very Fine.

3179

F

12c Washington 1861, 2c Jackson 1863 (69, 73), two each, overlapping and tied by one
of four grid cancels with “Pittsburgh PA. Oct 5” double circle datestamp at left
on cover to Dresden, Saxony (Germany), ms. “via Liverpool”, red “American Pkt 7
Paid Oct 7”, blue boxed Aachen 10 Franco, “Brief P. Ausgage” backstamp, Very
Fine.

1,000-1,500

300-400

$

La monnaie utilisée pour cette vente est le dollar americain
The currency for this auction is US Dollars
Die Währung für diese Versteigerung ist US Dollar
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3180

2c Jackson 1863, 24c Gray 1866 (73, 78b) two 2c, 24c and one 2c with circle of wedges
cancles, other 2c tied by “Pittsburgh PA Jan 21” circular datestamp on registered
cover to Germany, red “New York Registered Jan 24” transit, boxed blue “Aachen
6.2 Franco” and scalloped boxed registration handstamps, black Offenbach and
Frankfort Railroad backstamps, top backflap missing and stamps with perf tip toning,
appears Very Fine.

F

3181

300-400

3182

3181

F

15c Lincoln 1866 (77), tied by cork cancel with matching Pittsburgh circular datestamp
alongside on small cover to France, red New York and blue 1869 French transit
datestamps, top flap removed, otherwise Very Fine.

100-150

3182

F

15c Lincoln 1866 (77), tied by circle of wedges cancels with matching Pittsburgh
circular datestamp alongside, red New York Bremen Pkt. transit and blue Bremen transit
datestamp on cover to Dresden and forwarded to Loschwitz, Saxony, Very Fine.

100-150

3183

F

24c Gray 1862 (78b) tied by “Pittsburgh Pa. Mar. 12” circular datestamp and segmented
cork cancel on cover to London, England, “Sable Iron Works” corner card, red “N.
York Br Pkt Paid” transit and red “London Paid Mr. 25, ‘67” receiving mark at
left, cover barely reduced at left, stamp with corner crease, with original letter
datelined 1867, Very Fine

150-200
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3184

F

2c Brown (113) two horizontal pairs, individual cork cancels with left stamp tied,
“Pittsburgh Feb 26” circular datestamp on buff cover with Fleming Bros corner card
to John Fleming c/o Drexel Harjes & Co. Paris, France, Calais 1870 and red New York
transit cds, “GB/40c”, ms “8” (cents) and “15” centimes due plus blue SL
handstamp “Paid by Drexel Harjes & Co. Paris”, red London transit backstamp,
stamps with faults and small repair at bottom right corner of cover, otherwise Fine
and attractive, ex Coulter, 2006 PF certificate, a seldom seen example of the 1869
issues on cover prepaying the double 4c British Open Mail rate, we also note that a
John Fleming is listed as a Board and Faculty member of the Iron City Commercial
College (teaching bookkeeping and business).

500-750

3185

F

“Pittsburgh Pa. Aug. 2” and red “New York Paid All Direct Aug 3” circular
datestamps with red boxed “Hamburg 24.8.69” handstamp ms “per Bremen Steamer”,
“Zweibruken 5.26.8” receiving handstamp and printed label pasted across backflap
in German stating that the cover was salvaged from the wreckage of the ship S.S.
Germania which was wrecked near Cape Race August 7 with no loss of life, passengers
and mail were transferred to the steamer Cimbria on August 14, the original stamp was
lost in the wreckage and replaced with this 10c 1869 issue, still Very Fine.

300-400
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3186

3187

3186

F

10c 1869 issue (116) tied by 1871 docketing, cork cancel with adjacent “Pittsburgh,
Pa Apr 22” circular datestamp on cover to Paris, France, Fleming correspondence, red
New York transit, ms 8 (decimes) due, blue “Cherborg” receiving mark and blue
straightline “Paid by Drexel Harjes & Co. Paris”, Very Fine.

200-300

3187

F

10c 1869 issue (116), vertical pair, tied by black cork cancel, red New York tranist
circular datestamp and 1871 docketing, “Pittsburgh PA, Mar 23” circular datestamp
at left on cover with Fleming Brothers printed address to Bremen, Germany, and company
corner card, German receiving mark on reverse, few gum stains on perfs, still Very
Fine.

200-300

3188

F

15c 1869 Type II (119), horizontal pair tied by “Pittsburgh, PA Jun 1 circular
datestamp, and red “New York Jun 7” transit mark on cover with printed address to
John Fleming, Esq. c/o to Paris, France, blue Paris 1870 receiving cancel and
straightline “Paid by Drexel, Harjes & Co. Paris” handstamp, bold 16 centimes due,
1870 docketing at right (as often seen on this correspondence), tiny gum soaks between
stamps, cover slightly reduced at left, Very Fine, copy of 1967 PF certificate.
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3189

F

6c National without Grill (148), tied by bold complete strike of geometric cancel,
“Pittsburgh, Pa Jan 14” circular datestamp alongside, on cover to Germany, red
“New York Paid All Direct” at left, German receiving marks on reverse, light edge
stain, Very Fine, ex-Beane.

200-300

3190

F

7c National without Grill (149), well centered, tied by exceptional strike of five
pointed star fancy cancel and barely tied by red New York transit circular datestamp,
“Pittsburgh PA Apr 6” circular datestamp at left on cover to Leipzig, Germany,
German receiving backstamp, Very Fine.

300-400

3191

F

15c American 1879 (189), tied by duplex cancel with “Pittsburgh Pa Jul. 8”
circular datestamp alongside, on cover with printed address to Paris, France, Fleming
correspondence, red New York transit, black ms “10” due marking, Calais transit
handstamp, blue straightline “Paid by Drexel Harjes & Co. Paris”, 1880 docketing
at left, minor toning specks, still Very Fine.

150-200
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3192

F

Double Weight Wrapper to Germany, 1c wrapper uprated with 1c and 2c 1887 Issues (212,
213) tied by Pittsburgh Pa double oval cancels, Austro-Hungarian consulate seal on
reverse, stamps with horizontal crease, otherwise Very Fine.

100-150

3193

F

5c Garfield (205) strips of three and four and vertical pair, tied by cork and
Pittsburgh Pa. circular datestamp on registered cover to Coblenz Germany, 1884 magenta
US registry and Coblenz receiving backstamps, “photographs” in ms at top left
revealing contents, Very Fine.

200-300

3194

F

www

Stampless Transatlantic Folded Letters to UK, three comprising one with red
“Pittsburgh, Pa Feb 22 (1851)” with matching “24”, and sl “Paid”, red
“19” New York credit via Cunard Steamship “Africa” to London, one with
“Pittsburgh, Pa Oct 30 (1858) with matching “24” and sl “Paid”, red “19”
New York credit, and red Liverpool transit to Scotland, and one unpaid cover with
“Pittsburgh, Pa Dec 7, 1859” with matching “24” and black “N. York 5 Dec
12” debit, ms. 1s postage due, via U.K. Steamship “Europa” to Dublin Ireland,
written up on Mr. Telep’s exhibit page, Very Fine trio.

300-400

3195

F

www

Stampless Transatlantic Usages to Continental Europe, 1842-60, six folded letters and
three covers comprising seven to Germany, one to France and one to Switzerland, all
from Pittsburgh and sent by different packets with a range of rates and markings,
written up on Mr. Telep’s exhibit pages, Very Fine.

500-750
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3196

F

www

1861 issues on International Mails to Europe, three covers from Pittsburgh, comprising
pair of Scott No. 68 tied by “Pittsburgh, Pa Apr 28, 1863” circular datestamp and
grid cancels to Switzerland, No. 69 tied by “Pittsburgh PA Dec 30, 1869” duplex
cancel to England, Nos. 69 and 65 tied by “Pittsburgh PA Oct 25” duplex cancel to
Saxony, Very Fine.

200-300

3197

F

www

Bank Note issues on International Mails, 30 covers / uprated postal stationery with
Bank Note issues to 10c to mostly European destinations but we note one to Costa Rica,
better incl. postage due and forwarded covers, markings include “Insufficiently
Paid”, “Held for Postage”, “Too Late”, few advertising corner cards incl.
“Light Locomotives”, fancy cancels, also incl. two US and one Canadian postal card,
Very Fine group, written up on Mr. Telep’s exhibit pages.

400-500

End of Sale. Thank You for Participating.
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Conditions of Sale

The currency of the auction is US Dollars ($)
Inspection of Lots Prior to the Auction
There are two ways to physically examine lots prior to an auction:

the purchaser would like his name or David Feldman USA to appear on the
certificate. The expert (committee) must be acceptable to David Feldman USA.

a. In person – either on premises or at a trade show at which David Feldman USA
has a booth. Ample opportunity is provided for potential purchasers to examine
lots at our galleries either during scheduled viewing times or by appointment.

b. If the expert (committee) agrees with our description then the purchaser must
also pay the associated fee and shipping charges both ways between expert
(committee) and auctioneer and from the auctioneer to the purchaser.

b. Postal viewing – purchasers known to us may, at David Feldman USA’s sole
discretion, have lots sent to them by Federal Express for viewing. Lots must be
returned the same day they are received and the viewer is to pay shipping and
insurance both ways. Postal viewers not immediately returning lots will lose the
privilege for life.

c. The auctioneer is to submit the lot(s) to the expert (committee). No exceptions.
Failure to comply will result in denial the extension request.
d. In the event an opinion cannot be reached (“no opinion”), the sale will be
canceled and if the account has no outstanding balances, then all monies
collected shall be returned to the purchaser without interest.

In addition, potential purchasers who cannot view by the above may phone or
e-mail David Feldman USA requesting an expanded description; we will do our
best to accommodate all requests, but accept no responsibility for errors or
omissions in these expanded descriptions.

e. Any US stamp or postal history with a PF or PSE certificate issued within the
last five years is not eligible for extension.
Payment for Purchases

1. Unless announced otherwise on the auction floor, lots are sold as numbered
in the printed catalogue. David Feldman USA, as agent for the consignor, shall
regulate the bidding and determine the manner in which the bidding shall be
conducted.

12. A successful absentee bidder (one who gives his bids to the auctioneer to
be executed), shall be notified of lots purchased. Before David Feldman USA
will send such lots, payment in full must be received within 5 business days of
receipt of the notification. However, a purchaser known to the auctioneer, or who
furnishes satisfactory references, may, at the auctioneer’s sole discretion, have
purchases delivered or forwarded for payment.

2. David Feldman USA reserves the right to a) withdraw any lot prior to sale
without liability to any potential purchaser or agent, or b) to group two or more
lots belonging to the same consignor.

Purchases will be shipped to the address on the bid sheet and proof of the
shipping by David Feldman USA shall consist of a receipt indicating safe delivery
to the shipper (USPS, Fed Ex, DHL, etc.).

3. The highest bid acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail.

13. Payment is to be made in US dollars. If funds are to be wired, please contact
us for details.

Bidding

3a. All lots are offered subject to a reserve price; the auctioneer may enact such
a reserve price by bidding on behalf of the consignor. It may also be inferred that
David Feldman USA may have made financial arrangements to some or all consignors
with auction lots in the sale, and therefore, may or may not have a financial interest in
such lots over and above the vendor’s commission they are charged.
4. Bids are in US Dollars and bidding increments are as follows:
$0-$100 BY $5
100-$300 by $10
$300-$700 by $25
$700-$1,500 by $50
$1,500-$3,000 by $100
$3,000-$7,000 by $250
$7,000-$15,000 by $500
$15,000-$30,000 by $1,000
$30,000-$70.000 by $2,500
$70,000-$150,000 by $5,000
$150,000 and up Auctioneer’s discretion
These increments are a guide for bidding uniformity. The auctioneer retains the
right to change the increments at his discretion when bidding activity warrants or
he may break the increments to accommodate an agent’s bid.
5. On all lots, a commission of 15% of the hammer price is payable by the buyer.
6. The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of absentee bidders but shall
not be liable for errors and omissions in executing bids, regardless of the manner
in which they were received, and whether such errors or omissions be those of
the bidder or agent or those of the auctioneer.
7. The auctioneer may refuse any bid not believed to be made in good faith,
or made with the provision that the lot be sent to an expert (committee) not
acceptable to the auctioneer.
8. Should a dispute arise between bidders or between a bidder and the
auctioneer acting on behalf of either a mail bidder or a consignor, the auctioneer
at his sole discretion shall determine the successful bidder or whether to reoffer
the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after the sale, the auctioneer’s sale
records shall be conclusive.
Returns
9. Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described. Any lot which a purchaser
considers to be incorrectly described may be returned to the auctioneer within
15 business days of receipt for valid reason. A valid reason is a) a fault not
described, or b) a blatant error in the lot description including catalogue value, or
c) a lot receiving an accurate certificate of authenticity not conforming to the lot’s
description (See Condition of Sale 13).
10. The following lots cannot be returned for any reason: a) lots containing 6 or
more items, b) lots that have been either viewed in person or postally, c) lots that
are being returned because of something that can be seen in the photograph,
d) lots described as having repairs, defects or faults, e) lots comprised of
encapsulated stamps.
Extension of Time
11. For all lots containing 5 items or less, the purchaser has the right to request
that a lot be sent to a mutually agreed upon expert or expert committee for an
opinion on the authenticity and condition of a lot.
a. The purchaser must notify the auctioneer within 21 calendar days from the
last day of an auction of his desire to place a purchased lot or lots on extension,
the name of the expert (committee), whether or not a grade or minimum grade
is desired, and (if this is the practice of the expert committee), whether or not

14. All shipping charges and transit insurance are the responsibility of the
purchaser.
15. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until David Feldman USA has received
full payment.
16. Purchasers must pay for all lots placed on extension in accordance
with Condition of Sale 11, even while the lot(s) are with the expert or expert
committee. A late payment of 2% per month shall be added if payment is not
made in accordance with Condition of Sale 11 above.
17. Purchased lots not paid for after 60 days, or sold to a purchaser who refuses
to respect these Terms of Sale (delinquent or non- compliant purchases), will
be reoffered by the auctioneer in a future sale. If the lot(s) realize less than the
originally awarded amount to the defaulting purchaser, then the defaulting
purchaser is responsible for the difference in net price (hammer plus buyer’s
commission – seller’s commission). If the lot(s) realize more than the awarded
amount, the defaulting purchaser will not receive any proceeds; the surplus will
be donated to the American Philatelic Society.
18. A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted David Feldman USA
a security interest in all lots awarded but not paid for within 60 days that remain
in the auctioneer’s possession. David Feldman USA shall have all of the rights
afforded a secured party under the New York Uniform Commercial Code with
respect to such property and may apply against such obligations all monies held
or received by it for the account of or due from DF USA to such purchaser.
19. If David Feldman USA takes any legal action to secure payment of a
delinquent account, the defaulting purchases shall be liable for all legal and other
expenses incurred by David Feldman USA to secure such payment, including
but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorney’s fees. For purposes of
this paragraph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any and all
consultation by David Feldman USA with attorneys with respect to all matters
arising out of a delinquent account.
20. Buyers who reside in New York State and do not have a valid resale
certificate will have to pay sales tax to the state of New York. If you reside in New
York State and ask us to ship lots to an out of state address, you must inform us
in written that the lots will not be brought back into New York State. If you violate
this law you are responsible for your actions and you aknowledge that you did
this without our knowledge or consent
Jurisdiction
Bidding shall constitute acceptance of these terms of sale. In the event a dispute
cannot be resolved, all matters arising out of this auction shall be governed
by the laws of the State of New York without giving effect to the choice of law
principles thereof.
Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled
by arbitration in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the
Rules of the American Arbitration Association and judgment upon the award
rendered by the Arbitrator(s) may be entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
The purchaser at this auction a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of
the Courts of the State of New York and of the Courts of the United States
for a judicial district within the territorial limits of the State of New York for all
matters arising out of this auction sale, including, without limitation, any action
or proceeding instituted for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation and
liability arising under or by reason thereof; and b) consents and submits to the
venue of such action or proceeding in the City and County of New York (or such
judicial district of a Court of the United States as shall include the same).
(Rev. Nov 2012/2)

Payment Instructions
Bank Transfer in US Dollars
Bank
Account
Swift
Beneficiary

Citibank
99 853 702 33
CITIUS33
David Feldman USA

Bank
Account
Iban
Swift / BIC
Beneficiary

Credit Suisse
8 Paradeplatz, 8070 Zürich, Switzerland
0316-398878-82
CH65 0483 5039 8878 8200 0
CRESCHZZ80A
David Feldman SA

Credit card
Accepted credit cards
- Visa
- MasterCard / Eurocard
- American Express (charges made in CHF only)
Please provide us with the following information to admin@davidfeldman.com
- Card Issuer (Visa, MC, AMEX)
- Credit Card Name + billing address
- Card No
- Expiration Date
- Security Code (Last 3 digits on reverse of card; 4 digits for AMEX)
- Client No. or invoice No.
A 4% charge will be added to your invoice to cover processing fees

Cheque (US Dollars)
Please send checks to 108 West 39th Street, 8th floor, New York, NY 10018, USA.

Paypal
If you wish to pay by cheque, please contact our accounts department - admin@davidfeldman.com
- All charges will be made in CHF.
A 5% charge will be added to your invoice to cover processing fees

Any Other enquiry about payments, plese contact our accounts department - admin@davidfeldman.com
Late payment: 1% interest per month will be charged on overdue accounts.

Geneva
175, Route de Chancy, P.O. Box 81,
CH-1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland
T +41 (0)22 727 07 77
info@davidfeldman.com

New York
108 West 39th Street, 8th Floor
New York, NY 10018
T +1 212-997-9200
usainfo@davidfeldman.com

www.davidfeldman.com

Hong Kong
Suite 704 - 7th Floor -Two Chinachem Exchange Square
338 King’s Road, North Point, Hong Kong,
T + 852 3595 0128
asiainfo@davidfeldman.com

“Great Philatelic Collections”
New subjects always welcome

Do you or someone you know have a great philatelic collection ? We are eager to see what you or a friend may have, and
if the collection you propose is suitable, we will produce a handsome hard-bound “ Great Philatelic Collections” volume at no
cost to you (other than the time it will take to scan your pages).
Contact us at info@davidfeldman.com

“Great Philatelic Collections”
Deluxe Hardbound Numbered Limited
Editions (100-250 each)
Award-winning philatelic treasures for every philatelic bookshelf.
The following have already been printed or are being prepared:
Egypt : Postal Services in the Suez Canal Zone
formed by Samir Fikry
Finland : Grand Duchy of Finland 1856-1884
formed by Jussi Tuori
India : The Classic Period to 1879
formed by Dr. Sita Bhateja
Natal : Postal History
formed by Prof. Keith Klugman
Netherlands East Indies (Indonesia): 1655-1870
formed by Tay Peng Hian, rdp, frpsl
Panama : Colombian State Period
formed by Alvaro Castro-Harrigan
Persia : The Classic Period to 1879
formed by Joseph Hackmey, rdp, frpsl
Russian Post Offices in the Chinese Empire (I): China Proper
formed by Dr. Raymond Casey, dsc, phd, frs, fgs, frpsl
Russian Post Offices in the Chinese Empire (II): Mongolia & Sinkiang
formed by Dr. Raymond Casey, dsc, phd, frs, fgs, frpsl
Thailand : Classic Stamps & Postal History of Siam
formed by Surajit Gongvatana, frpsl
Turkey : The Duloz Issues, 1865-76
formed by Max Plantinga
USA : 1847 & 1851-57 Classic Issues on Cover
formed by Joseph Hackmey, rdp, frpsl
All available and future editions (“Standing Order”)
Please tick the box for each book you wish to order.
e 75 each + Postage, or equivalent in US$ or CHF
To come
Russian Post Offices in the Chinese Empire (III): Manchuria incl. Chinese Eastern Railway
formed by Dr. Raymond Casey, dsc, phd, frs, fgs,frpsl
Russian Post Offices in the Chinese Empire (IV): Russia’s Wars in China
formed by Dr. Raymond Casey, dsc, phd, frs, fgs,frpsl

Order by post, from our online shop or e-mail (info@davidfeldman.com)

www.davidfeldman.com

Standard Abbreviations
David Feldman USA
Symbols
C
CC
DCE
H
J
K
I
G
F
B
E
P
R
S
F

Mint with original gum
Mint never hinged
Unused, ungummed or regummed
Used
Block of four or larger
Tete-beche pair or larger multiple
Fiscal cancel
Piece or fragment of a cover or document
Cover or postcard incl. postal stationery
Airmail (incl. by balloon or airship)
Essay
Proof (incl. die, plate or trial colour)
Revenue or fiscal
Specimen
Forgery

Abbreviations
add’l
additional
approx.
approximate(ly)
B
bottom
BL
bottom left
BR
bottom right
bs
backstamp(s), backstamped
ca.
circa
cat.
catalogue
cds
circular date stamp(s)
cert.
certificate
cont.
continued
cplt.
complete
CTO
cancelled to order
diff.
different
diag.
diagonal
dist.
disturbed
ds
date stamp(s)
dup
duplicate; dups = duplicates
env
envelope (thus ps env if appropriate)
FDC
first day cover
FFC
first flight cover
F’hafen
Friederichshafen

Abbreviations (cont.)
FL
folded letter
horiz.
horizontal
hr
hinge remnant(s)
hs
handstamp(s)
imperf
imperforate
incl.
including
L
left
lh
lightly hinged
MC
Maltese Cross
min. sheet miniature sheet, souvenir sheet
ms
manuscript
nh
never hinged
no. or nos. number(s)
og
original gum
ovpt
overprint
o/w
otherwise
pc
postcard (thus ppc if it has a picture)
perf
perforated
pl.
plate
pos.
position
ps
postal stationery
ppc
picture postcard
ptg.
printing
R
right
reg’d
registered
SFL
stampless folded letter (new, useful)
s/l
straight line
STC
stated to catalogue (by third party)
surch.
surcharge(d)
T
top
TL
top left
TR
top right
unwmkd
unwatermarked
var.
variety
vert.
vertical
wmk
watermark(ed)
w/o
without
&
and
2-14
nos. 2 through 14
2/14
between nos. 2 and 14 (not cplt.)

Condition of Covers
Extremely Fine / Superb – outstanding, the envelope with only slight wear, fresh stamp and cancel
Very Fine – choice condition, the envelope shows typical slight soiling or wear from usage
Fine to Very Fine – normal condition, the envelope shows a bit heavier wear or soiling
Fine – evident wear or other factors (see description and photo), still a presentable example
Light edge wear, top backflap faults, slight reductions at one side, and file folds are normal for 19th Century covers. Also normal
are light cleaning or minor stains and small mends along the edges. They are to be expected and are not always described, and are not grounds for return, nor are factors visible in the illustrations. We will gladly provide full-size scans on request.

Your contacts (Geneva)
Representatives world-wide

Management

Management & Philatelists

Dan Flesher

David Feldman

CEO

Chairman, Auctioneer

Marcus Orsi

Managing Director
& Chief Philatelist
Specialities: Europe, Africa,
Middle East

Philatelists

Anders Thorell

Specialities: Switzerland,
Europe Classics, Nordics

Outside Philatelists
Administration
Client Service
Finance
Marketing
Technology

Gaël Caron

Specialities: France
& Colonies, Postal History

Ricky Verra
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& British Empire

Karol Weyna

Specialities: World Classics,
Latin America, Eastern
Europe
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Dan Flesher (Director), Andreia Pereira, Lydia Stocker (Consultant)
Marina Poncioni
Fabrice Bac
Estelle Leclère
Romain Kohn (IT), Alex Porter (Graphic Design)

Hong Kong Auction:
January 2013

You still have a few more weeks
to consign your materials to the
Hong Kong team.
Please contact Tommy Chau
or Francis Ip at the Hong Kong
office today

Geneva
175, Route de Chancy, P.O. Box 81,
CH-1213 Onex, Geneva, Switzerland
T +41 (0)22 727 07 77
info@davidfeldman.com

www.davidfeldman.com

New York
108 West 39th Street, 8th Floor
New York, NY 10018
T +1 212-997-9200
usainfo@davidfeldman.com

Hong Kong
Suite 704 - 7th Floor -Two Chinachem Exchange Square
338 King’s Road, North Point, Hong Kong,
T + 852 3595 0128
asiainfo@davidfeldman.com

Geneva Specialised Auction Series
December 12-15, 2012

Catalogues
Russian Post in the Chinese
Empire: Dr. Raymond Casey
Collection - Part II
Belgium: Anatoly Karpov
Collection - Part III
Switzerland: general offering
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Location
Offices in Geneva, Hong Kong & New York, and further
representatives in the following countries:
Argentina, Australia, Austria, Canada, China, Cyprus, France, Greece, Ireland,
Israel, Italy, Norway, Spain, Sweden, Thailand, UK, USA.
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